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say that some of the leading American
in
newspapers have been so far lacking
patriotism as to print plans cf the cam-
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Schley

the
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Coast Now.

WILL BE ABLE TO

TEE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIfiS

GUARD

STRAITS TODAY.

is due not only to the
originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also

Hard to See How Spanish Fleet
Can Escape From the Gulf.

OPENING OF BLOCKADE

BATHER

out.
The Secretary’s orders was directed
to Captain Crownlnshleld,
chief of the

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.
NEW FORK, N. V.

navigation bureau,
It effect by making

and be in

turn gave
an order in his own

that no person connected with his
bure&n In any capaoity should have any
conversation whatever upon subjects In
with
any way pertaining to the navy
name

REFRIGERATORS

I

season for their use

right here.
always given

The sum total of the information published by the bulletin board today
under this rule was a notice of the Inten-

per-

tion to start the Philippine relief expedition, and of the permission given to some
foreign neutral vessels to pass the blockIn explanation of
the
ade at Havana.
issue of this order, the naval authorities

fect satisfaction.
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WORMS!

k Hundreds of Children and adults have worms k
k but are treated for other diseases. The symp- J
toms areIndigestion, with a variable ap- Jl
petite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard and k
fall belly with occasional gripings and pains >
about the avel; heat and Itching sensation in k
the rectnm and about the anns; eyes heavy and k
^ dull; itchind of the nose; Chort, dry cough; k
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep; J
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.
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PIN WORM

Emperador Carlos V., and the
the newly equipped
Alphonso XIII.,
cruisers Rapido and Patria with the torpedo boat destroyers Andaz and Procer-

0

Maw

Complication Said to Have
Arisen Regarding Philippines.
!

k
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pina, will be ready

Tampa, Fla., May 16.—The steamer
Gussie. which sailed from Port Tampa
last Tuesday laden with arms, ammunition and supplies for the army of Gen.
Gomez, and with two companies of the
First infantry, returned today bringing
most ot
her cargo bock. It i3 hardly
another attempt will be
Drobable that
made to land .the supplies until the whole
Army officials are
expedition moves.
strongly inclined to lay the blame of the
failure of the Gusssie expedition to the
wide publicity giving to the sailing. The
Spanish forces In Cuba were undoubtedly
kept fully posted on every detail of the
movement.
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GUNNEK BEADY TO ENLIST.
San Francisgo.and the Prairie sailed at six o’clock
tonight for a cruise along tho coast. Geo.
Charratte of Lowell. Mass., gunner’s
ni#t¥ (first class) reoeived
honorable
an
r.isoharge from the San Francisco today,
his fast enlistment of three years service
laving eiplred. He will start ifnmediatelylfor Key West f ir re-enlistment and
Will forfeit his three months leave of atBoacs, which is always granted.

of attention to the

Hygiene

of

the mouth and stomach is insisted upon by the Medical
Profession. No better means can be adopted than the regular
use of

about

rising
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Water

on

first

morning.

The mouth should be rinsed with it before
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St Pierre, Martinique, May lti.—Noth-

are
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deavored to coal

general impression

The signal lights that have been

|
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Aunon, minister of

marine,

remainder will form

a

Giron,

have

makeshift until

Almodover, minister
budget has been carried.’'’

evening
and

a

of

great quantity
it

peared

was

Vizcaya

and Infanta Teresa had

provisions,

has not been

taken

sighted today.

of

:

She

public works.

Wednesday,

at

on

which

bien

Spanish

Krupp guns.
supplied
cluding German artillerists.
with

They

The

left

last

squadron

di?a|)-L

7/ 7

Manila

7

Tuesday night

or

:

recently destitute of armament have
have also been supplied with all the necessities, inwere

17.—1The Daily Mail says this morning :
“According to the most trustworthy information the Spanish cruisers Cardenal
Cisneros, Princess de Asturias and Catulna are not yet ready for sea, and therefore cannot

Martinique.”

Pierre, Island of Martinique, May 16.—The Spanish torpedo boat destroyer Ter.

Cape

Verde

tubes and

undergoing repairs

at fort de France

since she arrived there with the

propeller

of war,
de

(-Jiv-bably tho
Genonilly), arrived

over

t e war news

and their

surroundings.

SENATOR GRAY PROTESTS.

is that the cabiSays Patrolling New

England

Coast

Foolishness.

repairs.

tention to the matter.
“It is stated that these
uii

with

soout

boats

big surprise

awaits the

are

kept

an<i^ tip-

said Senator

Grey.

“Well,

that is all foolishness.
Here these ships
are, kept on the coast, when there is not
a particle of danger, while the Spanish
sqnadion is not far from southern shores.
I do not believe anybody lias an idea
that the Spanish fleet would attempt to
sail 3000 or 4000 miles from its present
position to attack the New England
coast and be without a base of supplies
IVhilo our ships rev»hen it got there.
main on the Now England coast, the
southern coast, much nearer to the SpanSo is the coast of
ish, is unprotected.
the middle Atlantic states.
Our ships
should he with one or tlio other squadron.”
It is said that several New England
senators take the same ground as Senator Grey.

out in every

Spanish

ships

liiv

prehension,”

ad-

Snon after orders were
to anchor.
receired for the Columbia through the
signal service station and after a stay of
hours the Columbia steamed
several
away.
came

fromnWfoOregon

The Royal is the highest grade baking powder
known. Actual tests show it gees onetbird further than any other brand.

CORTES ADJOURNS.

fleet, under the command of Admiral Cervera, is still there with disahled boiler
and no money to pay for the necessary

warlike

that Capt. tfffirk of the big .battleship,
aided by the secret orders received from
Washington,'-has been playing a game of
Under order;, the Oregon has
strategy.
been making rapid time since she left
Bahia, and it is said that she is running
north and west at full speed, with the in
tention of getting to a place where arrangements have been made to coal her
to her fullest capacity, so that she maybe ready for offonslve and defensive work
on short notice.
The Spanish torpedo boat destroyer Terror, which has had the scout boat Harvard bottled up in St. Pierre, Martinibe in a box itself.
que, will soon
The protected cruiser Montgomery and
the soout boats St. Louis and Yale have
to Martinique, and it is
been ordered
probable the Montgomery and St. Louis
are now in its neighborhood.
This manoeuvre, it in believed will save
the Harvard from capture, and will put
the Spanish destroyer Terror in the predicament that the Harvard has been in
for some days.
Admiral Cervcra may find it necessary
so come to the relief of the Terror.
from the
The navy department heard
Tho department
Oregon this morning.
the
of the
whereabouts
divulge
not
will
battleship, hut naval officials say that no
lears aro entertained for her safety.

w

London, May

which has been

excited

to hear good
1<JThe admfr£$$tation expects
soon;"It is said

*

St.

man

Rigault

miral if he sails for Martiniq ue. There
it is apt to find a new squadron, composed of the Oregon, the Marietta, the
Buffalo
(formerly the Nictheroy,) the
THE COLUMBIA SIGHTED.
Montgomery, the Yale and the St. Louis.
The latter three have been sent by Ad
Philadelphia. May 10.—The U.S.cruiser
effeot
a
to
With
junction
mirai SampSWs
Columbia
passed in the Delaware capes
Capt. Clark'SlU'to remain near Martin- at 2.80 o’clock this afternoon anil then

O

have arrived at

assist

nel, to the northward of Mardni*ue.

direction, that it is hardly possible for
the Spanish admiral to elude him If he
tries to reach either the southern coast
of Cuba or aims to double on his course
and reach the north Atlantio by way of
Martinique and Porto Eioo.

the latest.

vessels which

to

Those have been the subject of
vigorous protest by the U. S. consul and
have
diminished somewhat, especially
after the gendarmes scoured the mountain roads; bnt one flashed brightly last
night.
There are reports that a Spanish man
of war is lying
in the Dominica chanj

conclusion.
received today from Admiral
News
Sampson shows that he has his vessels so

about 700 tons of coal

When the

i6.—The Charleston will sail for

war

hoping

Harvard.

a

srfv?

May

Spanish,

them to capture the U.S. auxiliary cruiser

Washington, May 16.—The game of hide
and seek now on in the waters south of
Cuba and Hayti is soon to be brought to

news

San Francisco. Cal.,

the

the

A

westward.

going

on

nights

undoubtedly manipulated by

friends of the

Oregon Will Form Nucleus of One To Be
Stationed Near Martinique.

from Madrid says :
minister of foreign affairs, Senor

Curacao, May 16.—The Spanish squadron under Admiral Cervera,
after the cruisers

been

few

Campos ought to be the chief
Washington, May 10.—Seuator Grey
new.ministry. Senor Cilvela exinfluential men have made
pects that the business of the quickly and other
formed cabinet will be to carry the bud- strong protests against tho cruiser Coget and to facilitate the formation of a lumbia and other fine warships being
definitive ministry, which will solve ex- kept on the New England coast when
the enemy’s
isting problems.
ships are in southern
waters. Senator Grey had business with
ANOTHER FLYING SQUADRONthe President today and called his at-

occurring between Count

and the Duke of
the

hills tho last

neighboring

Martinez

of

Morning Leader

ministers will be Senor Romero

new

her

permission.

crisis will be
protected. Senor
Romero y Robledo thinks that Marshall

placed,

to the

from the Ajlicante, but

tho authorities interfered and refused

net

Muravioff, the Russian foreign minister, and the Japanese ambassador Baron Hayashi
Tadasou. It is believed that that France and Germany will support Japan.”
London, May 17..-A despatch

heard of the Spanish

a

Madrid May, 16—10.30 p. m.—Marquis this afternoon from San Juan de Porto
Vega D’Armijo,president of the chamber, Rico. She was slightly damaged by fly.
has advised Senor
Sagasta to end the ;'ng shell fragments during the bombardcrisis as quickly as possible. Senor Monment
of the fortifications by
Admiral
tero
Rios, president of the Senate has
The people here are greatly
offered his support, but does not desire to Sampson.

to Have Been

London, May 17.—A despatch to the Daily Telegraph from St. Petersburg says
“Japan intends to protest vigorously against America’s seizing the Philippines.
the assistance of Russia and conferences

be

A French

1C'

already sought

up to

have gone north. The Spanish ambulance

Admiral

(Copyright 1898 by the Associated Press.)

has

late hour this evening.
lying off tho island or may

today

It may

enter the new cabinet. Ser.or Garnazo
who is ill, also declines to enter the cabinet, but he promises to support any ministry organized by Senor Sagasta.

Spanish Cabinet Is Said
Formed by Sagasta.

seen or

fleet

ship Alicante, is still at Fort de France,
She Is being painted while.
only
The torpedo boat destroyer Terror en-

Spanish Cabinet Crisis Far From
Being Settled.

The Spanish Fleet Left Curacoa Sunday Evening and
Sailed Westward.

A Provisional

Jng has beeD

a

f

ror,

DEALERS.

/

military governor.
reporter, Gen. Merritt

HAY BE PROTRACTED.

“APENTA”
THE BEST LAXATIVE.

of

a

inliinotlAn n#

The
they will be required.
could get more regular troops
way I
would be to take them from the array
now in Florida for Cuban invasion. But
I feel that I do not want to go on this
expedition unless I have an entirely adequate force. The department promises to
send on more men, but history and experience show that in such expeditions
ail depends on the first force sent.
"Gen. Otis may be willing to go with
only 1000 trained men and 14,000 undisciplined ones, but I am not. I do not
that is
propose to go without a force
suitable to my rank."

V

“A number of

great importance

fin fluof

as

by

that

London, May 16.—The Paris correspondent of the Daily Mail says

The

seen

15,0C0 men, 1000 of them regulars and
volunteers, who have had little
opportunity for training and discipline
I have asked the department for at least
4,(TO more regular troops, for I believe

__
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in Hills

IN DOMINICA CHANNEL.

me

your Carpets around on GREEN GRASS
A.MJ 11 UaTV GROUND to have them
hati beaten by band.

HYGIENE OF'

MARTINIQUE.

SPANISH MAN OF WAR REPORTED

ty of his not assuming the new duties.
“I may not go to the Philippines at
"It is proposed to give
all,” said he.

ward.

fines the work cteauer and without tho
wear and tear of out of date methods.
No extra charge for steaming.

possession

can

YALE SAILS WESTWARD.
St.
Thomas, May 16.—m.—The
United States auxiliary cruiser Yale left
A' special iroaunenwor
ape tv or ms. r*,c ior irec pampmet ^
«//////iy/////AV/////X//l this port this evening and turned west-

SPANISH

New York, May 16.— The Tribune to-

will say:
General Wesley Merritt may not
go to the Philippine islands in command
of the troops to be sent to the assistance
of Rear Admiral Dewey
and to take
ohargo of the territory when in Ameri

sea.

GUSSIE FAILS AGAIN.

OF

Major

more

The Navy Department is
getting a
better and better quality of armor as the
lontracts expire.
A thirteen inch plate
tested at Indian Head Saturday
with a
ten inch gun showed itself to be equal or
superior to any piece of armor that has
aver been made, for, with
the highest
velocity at 1954 feet per second, the shot
penetrated only 12 inches without craokIt was the very last piece
ing the plate.
to be delivered under the existing contract
and is intended for the Kentuoky.
The War Department rushed ahead its
propositions for the mobilization and
through equipment of the volunteer army
and the progress which is being made is
most gratifying. The important event of
the day was the definite selection of the
The announcement,
corps commanders.
however, does not contain surprises.
Though Major Wesley Merritt is accredited
suoh
to the department of the Pacific
designation is made formally, but it is
known that he will go to the Philippines
in command of the army there and will
be accompanied by Major General Oi is
The designation of General Fitzhugh Lee
as commander of the seventh corps with
headquarters at Tampa, would seem to
indicate that he is to
accompany the
army of invasion to Cuba.

SIGNS

morrow

transported

n

Our Beating end Steaming Mine

NO

Island.
"

the great-

ammunition into
HaIt is believed that the supplies so
vana.
frequently referred to as being on the
Spanish flying squadron were of tills
character, rather than food supplies which
makes it all the more important
that
Sampson and Sohley should succeded in
keeping Admiral Cervera from reaching
Havana or Cienfuegos or any
port in
Cuba connected with Havana by rail.
Commodore Schley probably is well
Florida ooast now and
down on the
should be able to guard the Florida
straits by tomorrow or next day. His appearance on that side of Cuba would enable Sampson to bring bis iron clads with
petfeot safety to Clenfuegos on the south
side and with this disposition of our naval
force and the free use of a
considerable
number of our scouting vessels, it is hard
to see how the Spanish fleet can escape
from the Gulf of Mexico or the Carribean

BFZCIAI, XO TIDES,

go.

Being Sent to
Philippines.
Suspicious Signal Lights

the Resoto a more comfortable vessel,
lute, which will accommodate them better. Intimations have been received here
that Captain General Blanco at Havana

getting

this week.

Doesn’t Like Idea of

,

The marines who
from San Francisco.
have been lying in Key West harbor on
board the Panther, sweltering under a
be

the

Terror.

the rest

snn, arc to

Refused

FLEET AT

The Charleston should have sailed today

of

for sea

merWMiw

est energy.

semi-tropical

Fcnnission

cruisers
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TO TAKE TROOPS TO CCBA.
®
New
Y«ft?.May 16. —The steamships
is the best worm remedy made.
Jl Seguranod
and Saratoga lett
today for
It has been Hi use 46yearst
Jl
is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual, k Key West where they will be
used as
acts
it
as
k Where nc wormc are present
49&nle, k
to take troops to Cuba.
j and corrects the Condition of the mucoasffoem- k transports

SS

authorities at Cadiz announce

the reserve

a

being pressed with

despatch
Madrid, says

fleet composed of the
first-class battleship Pelayo, the armored

prepared for a six months’ stay, according to the number of rations furnished,
2,160,000, and preparations for their departure

16.—2 a. in.—A

from Cadiz to El Heraldo de

terfere with the naval and military operathe
tions of onr government, may pass
blockade under suitable regulations laid
The statedown by the United States.
uuau

CENTS.

READY FOR SEA.

very considerable widening of tho blockade itself, so
not
that in the end, the neutral vessels
loaded with contraband or supplies, the
carrying of which IntoJHavana wonld in-

V///////////////////////A

wear.

mcdowell,

may!

♦

PRICjTTHREE

1898.

of the press.

tin board.

We have the old reliables

17.

the port

is very short of ammunition in which
As an offset case the powerful batteries at the entrance
It was ordered that bulletins of such facts of Havana harbor would be deprived of a
as have actually occurred and ore proper
large part of their defensive strength.
for pnblioation ana are
not connected This state of affairs may lead to some
with existing or projected movements, desperate attempts at blockade running
shall be prepared and posted on the bulle- on the part of the Spaniards, in the hope

representatives

MAY

PROTEST COMES FROM JAPAN.

officers to whom the order has been
directed will not by their ironclad interpretation of it bring about a modification

ceeding that may lead to

MORNING,

hopes to make an exchange of prisoners
at an early day, shows that the mission
of the Uncas yesterday was by no means
a complete failure, as has been stated.
The troops going to Manila are to be

Washington, May 16.—An order this
morning signed by Secretary Long and
relating to the publication of news
emanating from the Navy Department,
had the effect today of considerably curtailing the supply of information that
heretofore has been rather freely
given

LOUISVILLE,' Ky.

that have

to the government in such cases.
It is
not the purpose of the Seoretary to prevent the press having any information
that is not calculated to cause a miscarriage of the plans of the department, but
It remains to be seen whether the naval

uicuu

CURIOUS PROCEEDING.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

is

paign and projected movements of naval
ships with the result that the war board
bns been obliged to completely revise its
plans in ths knowledge that the Spaniards had promptly taken notice of
the
publications and were prepared to profit
by them.
Complaint was made to Secretary Long
that the newspapers were working injury

in the interest of liberality.
The opening of tho blockade at Havana
to certain vessels is a rather curious pro-

to the care asd skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fia Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to
impress upon
all the importance of
purchasing the
true and original
remedy. As the
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the California Fia Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fio Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the sronuine Svrun of Fids has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company—

The

MAINE, TUESDAY

PORTLAND,

PRESS.
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Madrid, May 16, 4 p. m.—On receiving
tho announcement that the cabinet y,„d
resigned, both hnnses rlionrfi.---.

i

HAWAII NOT NEUTRAL.

GENERALS ASSIGNEDs
er

Government Will Stand

By

United

States.

Honolulu, May 10, via San Francisco,
May 16.—The Hawaiian government will
not proclaim neutrality.
This stand is
taken on aocount of the existing relations
between the United States and Hawaii.
The executive considers that a proclamaa
breach of
tion of neutrality would be
good faith. The government made known
its position yesterday at a secret session

THE WINSLOW,

AVENGED.

iletrardiug Corps

and Oth-

The

Gunboat Wilmington Bombards De

Commands

Washington, May 16.—In a general order issued at the war department this
afternoon, the assignments to the different corps and other commands were an'The order is is foliows:
nounced.

fences of Town.

SC^?“ir,St.
lfuterPr»se
but it is believed
here that

Xew York, May 16.—A speoial to th>
World says:
On board the United States transporl
Gussie, off Cuba, May 14 (via Key Wes
May 15.)
On Thursday morning
the gunboa

was a

WILL BE
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sing'.s
Over
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United
States get eminent tug Uncas has
returned here from off Havana without the
two American nowspaper
correspondents,
said to bo Charles Thrall und
Haydar
Jones, captured by the Spaniards and
in
Fort Cabanas, whose
imprisoned
release the commander of the Uncas attempted to effeot on tho basis of exchang
ing them for Spanish prisoners held it

leaving

here

at

one

on

hoarded her and handed sealed orders tr
tho captain, who thereupon, instructed
the Uncas to hoist a white flag and proceed into Havana harbor.
Tho
Uncas
then steamed toward Havana and when
within signalling!
distance of Morrc
ho signalled to the latter askCastle,
alia

an

umjiiuiagr,

hao

uauiHD

AUGUSTI
Madrid

HOLDS

OUT.

Encouraged l>y Report
of

of

Governor

Philippines.

fcii^ijunuu

London, May 17.—The Madrid corregpondent of the Standard says:
“Very
conflicting news has reached Madrid from
and
official
private souroes concerning
the state of affairs in the
Philippines.
Captain General Augusti seems confident
that he will bo abls to resist the
can war vessels for sonio time.
ports as to the disposition of the

AmeriHis

re-

garrison

and inhabitants are excellent.
The prinare tho rise in
prices, the
of
scarcity
provisions and the unsettled
state of tho interior of the
country.
General Augusti hopes to overcome these
directly when relief comes from Hpain if
he is also allowed to promise to
grant tho
natives a part of the reforms demanded
by the leaders of tho insurrection which
were before submitted to Marshal Priom
Rivera during his governor
generalship.
•Spain is disposed to go far in conceding
administrative uud municipal reforms
but oho cannot easily comply with
the
native aspirations as regards the
vast
property and influence of the religious
orders in the Philippines and other ArohiTheir orders are too powerful
pelugoes.
in iopain for any government to curtail
their colonial action or to attempt to tax
them heavily, unless the Pope again
stops
in to assist the government of tho
regency
should Spain retain possession of
the
Archipelagoes at the end of the war. The
churoh and the Catholics are very anxious
as to the fate of
the Philippines on ac
count of these orders which they consider
have been the best auxiliaries of Spanish
rule since the discovery of the islands by
Magellan. The Spaniards resent the idea
of Protestant power like the
United

cipal difficulties

MASSACHUSETTS REGIMENT OFF.
Example of Promptness Maine Would
Do Well to

of supplies which will,

men.

back that its commander was waiting for
instructions and that the
Unoas must
certainly not anchor.
After an interval a
launch with the
harbor authorities on board put out from
the shore and
took on
board
Lieut.
Brainard and Mr. Knight, the
correof
the
London
spondent
Times, who had
been chosen to negotiate the exchange oi
As the launch was returning
prisoners.
to the shore she was met by
Captair
General Blanco’s launch coming out with
the Captain General’s aide do camp and
Mr. Coliau, the British consul general.
The boats drew together and a conference
Lieut.
followed.
Brainard and
Mr.
Knight were nssured that Messrs. Thrall
and Jones were absolutely safe and wero
being treated with every consideration. It
was added that Captain General Blanco
was willing to release them the moment
the Unled States authorities send him
two Spanish prisoners in exchange.
Mr.
Knight was told he could not land at Havana from an American boat,
in spite ol
the flag of truce, and it was explained to
him that if he desired to reaoh Havana
he must go there on a ship belonging to
some neutral power.
The Uncas then returned tc Key West and delivered this information to the department.
It is understood that two of the Spanish
Fort
oaptives now in
McPherson
at
Lanata will be promptly sent down and
the exchange of prisoners will be
consumated without lurther trouble.

An

store

consignment will be taken out
A large
on the City of Pekin, whioh is to sail the
latter part of the week and which has
been delayed in its departure because of
many alterations that were necessary to
accommodate the supplies.
Enongn beef
the hoof will be taken to supply the
on
who
go uboard her for 10 or 12
1200 men
days, and for the remainder of the trip
be
wnl
the meat diet. Lieut fc
bacon
A. Cloman has been appointed commissary and will accompany the expedition.
The quartermasters
department has
supplies or equipage, uniforms, eto.,
at tian i1 ranclsoo for 5000 men and additional ones will bo purchased as necessity
Lanvas as well as woolen uniarises.
forms will be taken for the comfort of the

Sunday morning headed for
Havana, and spoke the Mayflower, which
was acting as flagship of
tho
blockade
fleet, Lieut, Bramard, U. H. N., special
States
agent of the Uniied
government
o’clock

a

Profit By.

or
England harboring
Camp Dewey, South Framingham Statos, Germany
designs against their aroliipelagoes.
Mass., May 16.—One more regiment of

United States volunteers made up of
Massachusetts boys has marched off the
parade and is now
rapidly speeding
South.
The Eighth regiment. Col. Pew

MARTIAL LAW.
When It Was first Declared in Oar

try

commanding, in obedience to orders this
afternoon broke camp and headed for Camp
George H. Thomas at Chieknmauga. The
departure was attended by an outburst of
as

as

nUavnani

Coun-

and What Was Done.

After its first defeat Spain, feariDg
riots and disturbances, has promptly declared martial law.
The modicum of
individual liberty possessed by the citi-

vigorous, although not' as
that which gave the Second
regiment its send off.
The orders for the Eighth to
creak
camp came at one o’clock, when tents
were strnck.
In fifteen minutes everything was stowed into portable shape and
the command rested on arms. Shortly before four o’clock Gov. Wolcott and Adjutant General Dalton took position on
Fort Dalton, while the Ninth regiment in
battalion formation was lined up near
the camp ground gate.
The Eighth regiment was formed and with Col. Pew on
foot marched in review, the regimental
fife and drum corps furnishing the musio.
The review was an excellent one and the
Ninth regiment cheered as one man. On
the maroh to the depot, the corps playod
patciotio airs, and the soldiers joined to
the tune of “Marching Through Georgia.”
The regiment embarked a few minutes
after five o’clock, the train being
three
sections of eleven cars each, with
additional baggage cars.
The embarkation
was quickly and easily made and
the
sections went out amid oheering of the
throng which packed the station platform.
At the camp ground during the day,
the Ninth and Sixth regiments had expatriotism

extensive

under the constitutional monarchy
is thus snatched away and as rigorous a
rule as that of Charles I. or Philip II.
zens

again instituted. The martial law of the
Spaniards is rigorous, one-man, no-trial
rule.
With the American it constituted
for the most part the deprival of that

privilege which our Anglo-Saxon ancestors extorted from King John at Kunnymede, and which has constituted the bulwark of their liberties for these
nearly
eight centuries, the privilege of habeas
corpus, the right of the aocused to immediate trial.
In the United

States the privilege of
the writ was never
suspended before
1861 by the Federal Government, though
State Government in several instances, as
in the Dorr rebellion iu Massaohusetts,
had done so. In the Burr conspiracy case
and the Jackson case at New Orleans
Federal officers had refused to obey the
writ.
“On the breaking out of the rebellion,”
says Alexander Johnston, the historian
“President Lincoln, after calling out
75,000 men and proclaimed the blookade,
authorized the commanding General on
April 27, 1861, to suspend the writ of
habeas corpus between Philadelphia and

lynon

them wide awake.
The Sixth will go to
afternoon
Washington and during the
Col. Bogan of the Ninth, received a telegram to report to General commanding
the department of the east at Governor’s
Island, New York. Tho time when either Washington.”
The order was shortly afterward exregiment will leave is unknown.
The day in camp was a miserable ex- tended to Florida, Chief Justice
Taney,
perience for everybody owing to the heavy however, issued a writ, and when it was
__x xl
of
rain. Captain Grieg
company C, rnfnKPrJ hr l-Jmi
(Iiowell) Sixth regiment, left camp matter to the President. The Attorney-luring the morning for home to be General gave a deoision in favor of the
married, the cerom ony originally set for President’s power to deolare martial law,
Wednesday being hastened by tho ex- aud then to suspend the writ.
pectancy of marching orders.
“Arbitrary arrests,” were made in
large numbers throughout the North by
CELEBRATING MANILA “VICTORY.”
S, ^ta*e Department. In 1803
the War Department assumed sole
power
oi arrest.
Irom July to October, 1801
Hov
the
“tfews” Was
in 175 persons were Imprisoned In Fort LaReceived
fuyatte alone, among them State judges,
Havana*
mayors of oitles, members of Maryland’s
Legislature, persons engaged in “peace
meetings,' editors of newspapers, and
Kingston, Ja., May 16.—Advices which those accused of being spies.
By act aphave just been received from Cienfuegos, proved May 4, 1803, Congress authorized
1
the
resident, whenever In his judgment
island of Cuba, say the Spaniards at that
it was necessary to suspend the writ
anyplace attended the chanting of a te deum where in the United
States, but the
at the principal church there, in celebra- power was left to the Federal
judges untion of the
"news” circulated by the der certain restrictions to issue the writ
investigation disSpanish government to the effect that the olosed the Congressional
fact that the power of
Spanish forces had been victorious at Ma- without trial had been much abusedarrest
and
used by persons to punish personal euenilla.
lhe
recurrence of such
nnes.
received
at
abuses was
When the first “news” was
prevented, but the past could not bo unCienlnegos from Madrid all the bells in done.
the city were rung and General Pando,
The'Supreme„Conrt in 1866 in the Milli
who was then there, and his
staff, atgan case overthrew the whole doctrine of
tended the ohurch of St. Sulyhice in full
military arrest and trial of private citiuniform.
It held that
zens in peaceful States.
In addition, a ration of wine was served
Congress could not give power to military
out to the
soldiers and,
though the commissions
to try. convict or sentence
American blookading ships were outside in a State not invaded nor
ongaged in rethe harbor,
and meat was costing two
bellion.
pesetas a pound, the olty was gay and reAbout 38,000 cases of military arrests
success” of
joiced at the announced
were reported during the war.
During
the Spanish arms.
the Ku Klux troubles in the South after
Since then, however, ugly rumors of
war the PresideDt was empowered to
the
have
been in
the defeat of the Spaniards
writ of habeas corpus in
Spain has suspend the these
circulation, but "officially”
where
outrages were complaces
"victory” in the
won a
Philippine mitted. In the Confederate States, in 18G4
islands.
the writ was suspended owing to the nuThe refugees who arrived at Jamaica
merous trials to avoid conscription.
from Cienfuegos by the Aduia were released from Quarantine yesterday.
AN INSURANCE HOSPITAL.
cruiser
Reina Mercedes,
| The Spanishat
Santiago de Cuba, has
8800 tons, now
Milwaukee,
Wis., May 16.—Prosident
seven of her ten boilers disabled and she Thomas H. Bowles of the National Assoit (otherwise so unseaworthy that she has ciation of Life Underwriters, today isbeen anohored at the harbor entrance, as sued a letter to the presidents of all the
a guard ship.
life insurance companies in the United
There was some complaint among the States in regard to the establishment of
fifty Americans on board the Aduia in it co-operative hospital service by the
regard to the departure of Consul McGarr. American Life insurance companies for
They aver that he left Cienfuegos without the benelit of policy holders who are taknotifying the other Americans of their ing Part *n —0 war between the United

0£^e«>

I?

_

danger.

|

states and Spain.

Ho

Has

Suddenly

Inenoe

shipment

Key West, Fla., May 16—The

the United States.
“The Uncas after

To B<

If necessary, keep the army'of 12,000 met
Two millior
for a period of six months.
one hundred and sixty thousand rations
are
being accumulated by the commisdepartment at San Francisco foi
sary
time to Manila.
from time to

EXCHANGEE.

S<’t

Rations Are

1 HE TEXAN

Washington, May 16.—For the Philip
the war department if
pine expedition

success

Captured Newspaper Correspondents

Million

Two

EXPEDITION.

Taken.

the captain
did not accomplish tho
for which
he was sent to the ententobject
desired.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY.
Wilmington steamed close into the coas
and quays off the town of Cardenas. He: :
Adjutant General's Office,
gun crews were at their stations.
Washington, D. C., May 16, 1898.
Everyman on board from Captair
The following order has been received
Todd
to the signal boy, had one burnlnj :
from the war department:
War Department, Washington, D. C., idea, “Avenge the Winslow.”
The
watchword along the crowder
May 16.
The following assignments of general decks and in the heated engine room am
glowing
fireroom, where blackened giant:
officers to command is hereby made by
toiled, stripped to the waist, were: “Ke
the President:
member
the Winslow!”
Major General Wesley Merritt, U. S.
Within range of the powerful four incl 1
A., the department of the Paciiie.
broadsides were the Spanish
gunboat 1
Major General John R. Brooke, U. S. which had
decoyed the
Winslow, the
A., the First Corps and the Department
masked
that

htfJVW
•fjWjft.

without losing

return to Key West and t<
mPa Isu accordance with pre-arrangec
a
“ceded certain supplies
and the Uussies?s boilers
and engines need
r?'. « t4l‘' >nain, the officials
n

the Senate. It is understood that the of the Gulf.
had
battery
dealt
suddei t
death and the forts and schooners
a ;
favored the stand taken by PreMajor General W. M. Graham, U. S. anchor.
the
Second
Another important matter volunteers,
sident Dole.
Corps, with headReports of mines planted in the en
ut Fall Church, Va.
considered at the session was the occu- quarters
trance channels were
disregarded. Tht
Major Generul James F. Wade, U. S. Wilmington was no
ratified
the
which
if
Senate
bill
by
longer a biookaderThird Corps, reporting
pation
volunteers, the
sho bad become a
destroyer.
States
to
raise
the
United
the
General
to Major
will allow
Brooke, Cbiekamauga.
For an hour a hurrioano of
exploding
Major General John J. Coppinger, U.
American flag over the island and use the
shrieked ant 1
S. volunteers, the Fourth Corps, Mobile, projectiles bellowed and
screamed into the
base of supplies. The memas a
same
of
Cardennsl^rbor
Ala.
not against the town, but the
ships am '
bers of the Senate questioned the execuMajor General Win. K. Shafter, U. S. defences, the
and sailors.
Spanish
Fifth
the
the
were
inCorps,
measure. They
volunteers,
tive regarding
Tampa, Fla. ilL'he gunners of the troops
Wilmington do no;
Major General Ehvell S. Otis, U. S.
formed that the measure was under considammunition,. Their execution wa 5
volunteers; to report to Major General
threo
a icsiutuv nuu ma oauiuci
Nearly
fou:
^remarkable.
craiiUU uj luo
S.
U.
A.,
fore
with
dnty
Merritt,
troops fnclr and six ponnd shellshundred
and
on, 1
and that it would be unwise to make it in the Department of thcj.'P.acifio.
qtowndors
screamed-like
a
steel
catarnc
:
u. all, at
major ueiiuiai daiuey -a. mison,
When the bill is
and ashore.
public at this time.
stations
Signal
S. volunteers, the Sixth' Corps, Chicka- musketl
battery and forts wore knocket
given to the Senate that body will ratify mauga,
reporting to Major General to
pieces.
it at once.
Brooke.
ihe Spanish had to flee like rats frou
Major General Fitzhugh Lee, U. S. vol- a sinking ship. They left behind then 1
It was extensively reported in the busithe 7th that Spain, unteers, the Seventh Corps, Tampa, Fla.
ness community on
many dead.
Major General Joseph Wheeler, U. S.
It was the most destructive bombard
through agents here, was buying all the
fthe
division,
cavalry
Tampa, 1IIOIJI, JL-U ill lempcea on the Cuban
The con- volunteers,
coal to be had in this island
m«.t
That a coal Fla.
sul for Spain denied this
1
R. A. Alger,
(Signed)
famine is imminent there can hardly be
Seoretary of War.
any doubt,
Last week's stocks were lower than in
LOOKING FOR HOSPITAL SHIP.
many months, scarcely hOOO tons being
on hand and
Two schooners were sunk where thei
only one house has any coal
for sale and
will only consent to sell in The John Uuglls May Be Selected for This lay.
One blockhouse caught fire from an exquantities to satisfy immediate demands,
Purpose.
Consul General
United States
Hayploding shell and flamed like a wai
wood has 8601 tons of coal on hand at
beacon. The Wilmington was not toucher
New York, May 10.—Assistant Secre- by the shells flung at her.
present with two cargoes afloat, bound
for this port. In less than a month the
The attack was sudden, superbly effec
tary of War Meikeljohn accompanied by tive.
United States will have 7400 tons of coal
The Wilmington in an hour
swep
Dr. George H. Torney, bas been inspect- Cardenas bare of defences as
at this port.
one woulc
The steamer Kio Janeiro arrived from ing ships for the purpose of selecting brush crumbs from a table cloth.
San Franolsco on the 7th bringing news
The town is three miles back from th< 1
one to be as an army hospital ship.
The
war between the United States and
of
Gulf entrance to the harbor, so the non
vessels
were the
Neuces,
inspected
suffered but slightly.
combatants
Spain.
Of oourse it is impossible to know th<
Capt, Nichols was seen on board the Lampasses, Catanio, Comanche and John
Dr. Torney will have charge ot Spanish losses, because no landing war
Bennington after he had read his dis- Engiis.
patchesSand had had a t interview with the vessel selected and he will have six matte.
and
Consul General United States
Minister Sewull
Bu^for the last two weeks troops hav<
surgeous under him. The
He said: “I have received
Haywood.
will accommodate 700 patients.
It been massing in front of Cardenas, it
ship
no order* respecting the immediate movewill follow the army along the coast and antiaipation of a possible choice of this
ment of my ves=?l.
point for invasion as a base of supplies bj
in the expedition to Cuba.
the American forces.
Hundreds of met
were working on
the
earthworks
FRANCE VEERING AROUND.
and
BY END OF WEEK.
the
blockhouses overlooking
harbor.
Government Doean’t Wish to be Xhcyight
Masked batteries were being planted.
Volunteers Called for Will Be Mustered InUnfriendly With United States.
One of them surprised and made havoc
with
the torpedo boat Winslow.
This
to
Service.
Paris, May 16.—The Journal Des
death trap was located by the WilimngDo bats during the course of a long artiton, and men and guns blown Into the
Washington, May 16.— Reports received air.
cle today reflects the anxiety experiGeneral Corbin up to ten
It was terrific
by
Adjutant
punishment at close
enced in government circles here reo’clook tonight indicate that SI, 000 volun- range, this fierce onslaught of the Wilin
America
aroused
The Spanish had become inmington.
specting the feelings
teers hate been mustered into the United
different to the Amerioan ships
always
on account of France’s open sympathy
States service.
It Is expected now that hoveriDg outside. Only the torpedo boat
with Spain. It says:
unlessisomething unforeseen ocours ail of had opened fire and dashed menacingly
shoreward.
“The xhole affair is a misunderstand- the
125,000 volunteers will have been
It was anothor matter when the WilFrench opinion, at the outset of mustered into the service and be in their
ing.
mington, with her eight four inch guns
was
that
the
the war, certainly
United permanent camps or en route thereto by and secondary battery, a nest of machine
guns in her formidable fighting top, slowStates was wrong and some of the papers the end of the present week.
ly circled over the smooth sen, which
All day inquiries poured Into the war
expressed this opinion in an aggressive
gave her gunners a plattorm as steady as
The Americans, however, should department from the Governors of the solid rock.
form.
whether
the department
It was no longer the target praotice. It
not view the matter tragically, for of all states as to
would pay the expenses of and allow per was death In spurting flame and its enforeigners, our national sympathies are diem
to the men who re- veloping smoke cloud.
The only respite
compensation
the
United
States
and
for
our governto the governos’ calls and were came when the sweating gunners
paused
ment throughout has acted most cor- sponded
the
to
Jet
the smoke fog drift aside.
examining
subsequently rejected by
rectly.”
officers of the United States army.
A
The commander
of the Wilmington
After charging Great Britain with be- decision has been reached that the
govern- hailed us this morning and
reported
ing at the bottom of the mischief and de- ment will bear transportation and sub- tersely that he had “thrown nearly three
claring it is America’s own business if sistence expense of rejected applicants hundred shells into Cardenas, inflioting
she decides to intervene in distant af- from the date of their enrollment to that considerable damage.
of their rejection including their
transHe was over modest.
fairs, the article concludes:
In reality he
“What concerns us is that America portation and subsistence from the state caused a considerable measure of annihiNo per diem pay lation and absolutely destroyed in parshall not, in taking up the great role of camp to their homes.
international domain, start with precon- will however, be allowed, as the men ticular Instances certain gunboats, batceived ideas against us and renounce the were net in the United States array. The teries, small fortifications and an unvarious states will have to bear the per known number of Spaniards.
good understanding with France which diem
The Wilmington still hovers
like a
expenses themselves.
has been so useful in the past and which
hawk between Cardenas and Matanzas.
is still more desirable in the future. The
She has a store of ammunition left and
NAVY
DEPARTMENT
BULLETINS.
French nation was never really hostile to
watohes for signs of convalescence In and
the Americans who will realize this when
Washington, May 16.—The navy depart- around Cardenas harbor.
the present friction has had time to dis- ment issued the following bulletin at the
close of office hours
today, embodying
ASSEMBLING PROMPTLY.
appear.”
such official Information of the day as the
BRITISH FLEET THREATENED.
department regarded proper for publica- War Department Pleased With MobllizaLondon, May 17.—A despatch to the tion :
from Corunna says:
tlon of Vol nnteers,
Standard
Auu.uiu newey was
iniurinsu
inai
“The
On
presence of the British ohannel squadron officers, men and supplies would be sent
at Villa Garcia is likely to lead to some out to Manila by the City
of
Pekin.
nnnlnoccntnacc
'Rvo
A-V
Chickamauga National Park, May 16.
About 1200troops will go.
American
alliance has so inflamed the
of the —The war department has reason to be
“Mr. Knight, correspondent
Spaniards that the postmen from the fleet London Times who received the necessary gratified at the despatch and ease with
who went on shore to oollect letters have permission from the Spanish government whioh the
volunteer army is being conbeen
stoned and hooted. Threats have to laDd at Havana, if conveyed to that
been made to stop the supply of provis- port by a neutral vessel, has been granted centrated. Within 48 hours from the time
The British consul permission'
ions
for the fleet.
by the navy department to the order was issued for the mobilizing
the German steamer of state troops already mustered into the
protested to the Alcalde, who explained take passage by
that the popular resentment was due to Polaria, which vessel is given permission
-'•'O
at uuio |juiuu, oowu
uicut
a
belief in
the existence of an alliance to pass the blockade.
and to the farther
“Tba department hopes to make an ex- representing six states, have reported to
impression that the
fleet took wheat that properly belonged change of prisoners at an early date.
Major General Brooke in command of
to the poor."
“The British steamer Myrtledene has the Department of the
Lakes, with headbeen granted the same permission to go
ANOTHER
ONE
THEY
DIDN’T to
Cardenas as was previously granted to quarters here. These soldiers have been
moved not only rapidly, but without dethe Norwegian vessel Folajo.
CATCH.
The Austrian man-of-war, the
Em- lay or accident of any kind. Gen. Brooke
Philadelphia, Pa., May 16.—The schoon- press Maria Teresa will
visit
Cuban has
er
Anna
Louisa
already reviewed the majority of the
from
Lockwood,
ports."
Gonaives, Hayti, for Chester, Pa., and
companies and is gratified at the splendid
whioh was reported to have been oaptured
WHY THEY GET COAL.
appearance of the noon.
by the Spanish, passed up the Delaware
The transportation facilities from ChatWashington, May 16. —The State De- tanooga
Bay this afternoon.
to the park have been so thoMinister
summoned
partment
today
that the regiments as
roughly
ASSIGNED TO PHILADELPHIA.
Weckherlin to explain
why the Dutch they come arranged
in are promptly transferred so
New York, May 16.— It is announced government, whioh owns the island of
that without any confusion they are astoday that Captain Frederick Rodgers, Curacoa, had allowed the Spanish vessels signed to their
camp, draw their supplies
president of the recently disbanded naval to coal at that place.
and are out ol the way in time for the
A formal protest against this violation
auxiliary board, has been assigned to the
next arrivals.
command of the protected cruiser Phila
of the neutrality laws was proposed by
The fourth Ohio infantry and the fifth
the department, but in the absenoe of abdelphia at the Mare Island navy yard.
Illinois infantry reached the park at
solute proof to sustain it, Judge Day de- noon
HARD LUCK.
Illinois Infantry|at 2
j the third
cided to withhold it.
m., the
157th Indiana infantry at 6
The minister disavowed,any intention p.
New York, May 16.—The Central Cable
o’block and the fourth Pennsylvania at
cilice of the Western
Union
Telegraph on the part of the Netherlftpds govern- 8 deblock.
.qsus
company, issued the following notice this ment to commit any hostitiUct, and said
il’he1' 26th and 2701 Indiana batteries
afternoon: “The Porto Rico government that he would make an investigation and
01
tonight.
prohibits ail messages to or from the submit tiie foots to the StaMipSpartment.
id charge of the orThe prompt action of jfSccretary Day
United States.”
dnance department,1 complains that the
shows that close attention 'ip being paid
commanders of nearly all the volunteers
SUPPLIES FOR TAMPA.
to all suspicious actions on the part of
regiments so far arrived, have failed to
The State DepartBaltimore.
Md., May 16.—Fifty-seven foreign governments.
with
the order directing them
that
the comply
informed
carloads of supplies recently contracted ment is officially
before leaving their
state encampments
fur by the subsistence department of the British steamer at Curacoa, supposed to to notify the
department at Washington
loaded as to
Unitea States army, left here tonight for carry 4C00 tons of coal is really
their needs in the way of uniforms,
with coke.
Tampa, Fla.
ordinance ammunition, etc., and states
Lieut
Palma arranged today for the
that there will be some delay in equipCOUNT WANTS TO FIGHT.
shipment of a large number of tents from
ping such regiments.
Fort McHenry to Tampa.
Major General Brooke today issued his
Richmond.
Va., May 16.—The Count first
de
general order looking .tortile re orgaCbamhord, who is on a visit to this
SA ME OLD TORPEDO BOAT.
nization
of the volunteer army. This orGov.
to
addressod
a
letter
city, today
TyHalifax, N. S., May 16.—Steamer St. ler offering his services to light for Cuba der assigns Major General James H. Wilson
of
Delaware to command the first inJohn City, which arrived hero this morn- and expressing a desire to aid in planting
fantry of the provisional army corps to be
ing from St. John, reports having passed the American flag on Morro castle.
of three brigades of four regicomposed
what looked like a torpedo boat, yesterments each.
McKINLEY’S FIRST VETO.
day, off Seal island. Slie was steering in
Almost simultaneously the second orthe direction of the Bay of Fundy.
Washington, May 16.—The lirst veto der issued assigning Brigadier Generals
message from the President during the O. S. Burt,
C. E. Compton and H. W.
McKinley administration was submitted Lawton to command the brigades under
to Congress today on a bill to confer to Gen. Wilson in the order named.
the
court of claims
jurisdiction to reentry and determine a case brought by DORST’S EXPEDITION PARTIALLY
to
the
P. Tice
of Isaao
representatives
SUCCEEDS.
against the United States in the court
to
of
claims in 1873 to recover from the
Washington,
May 16.r-Gen. Miles lias
government $25,000 for use of distilled received a telegram
from Capt. J. H.
to
spirits meters invented by Tice. The Dorst of Gen. Miles’s staff, who has been
bill further confers jurisdiction of alleged in oommand of the
which was
expedition
to
claims of Tice and others for money col- sent to the coast of Cuba to take
supplies
lected on account of the meters, but not of rifles and
ammunition to the insurpaid over to him or them, amount to gents. Cupt
Dorst says he is satisfied
$140,000. The President says it does not with the results of his trip and not disall
appear who are the persons by whom this heartened as has been reported. He landlatter sum is claimed aud the claim muBt ed arms
for the insurgents and in the
have accrued prior to July I, 1671.
engagement with
the Spaniards killed
of

men
thSir
His

soldier.
General Oi-tloi

on

RANGER.

Assumed

1'Tt sIj

TERRIBLE CYCLONE.
l’i

MlSCBIXAITErtlTB.

om-

Account of Hr. XIoose volt.

London, May 17.—A despatoh to the
Standard
from the Hague, says:
The action of ex-Assistant Secretary of
the Navy Koosevelt in
ot a private telegram from
“According
Texas
calling upon
und the Southwost for a
regiment of cow- India a terrible cyclone hue destroyed a
(Washington Star.)

boys aud rangers for cavalry service in greater Bima, a
seaport town of the
Cuba, together with the activity evinced island of
Sumbawa, Malay Archipelago.
by Adjt-Gen Mabry of Texas in recruiting

to their full strength the ha'f-dozen companies^ ofj Texas rangers for service in
guarding the Mexican frontier from the

The shores of Sumbawa are covered
the bodies of thousands of victims.
town of Kupang, island of

with
The

Timor, escaped

threatened ravages of Mexican and the force of the hurricane.”
bandits
Spanish
during the present
WORTH BAGLEY’S FUNERALdifficulty with Spain, is reviving interest
in no small dogree in that xtnique departNoble Tribute to Memory
of
Gallant
ment in Texas constabulary, the Texas
Ensign.
the
In
of
no
section
other
rangers.
United Statos has there

ever

been success-

Kaleigh, N. C., May 16.—The United
fully organized and maintained any
States and North Carolina today paid
officially recognized body of despeador
noble tribute to the memory of the galhunters that have approached in equal of
the remarkable singularity aud efficiency lant ensign, Worth Bagley, the first officer
killed in the war with Spain.
Nothing
of those border tigers.
to approaoh today’s funeral pageant was
Their only possible parallells found in
the Canadian mounted police and the over seen here. The body arrived late last
mounted obiistabulary of'South Africa.
nigh£, was met by an escort of the First
The Texas rangers originally wero born
of volunteers and taken ot the
regfpjfeiit
of necessity, and were
orgahikeu in 1336
widowed
by Sum Houston. Then TqiaS was the hony} apf Ensign Jdagley’s
-where a detail of troops kept
retreat of all the worst
motlje^,;
in
the
charaftfers
country; the Indiatii.,knd Mexi- con^tapit guard. The love of all classes of
daily committing heinous people for tho dead officer was shown in
and the necessity of some the stream of oallers and the wealth of
depredations
official arm of undisputed determination
floral tributes.
was the crying need of the hour.
Under
On the casket were the dead officer’s

i MAKES PIOPH STRONfil

western
cans

wore

Houston s able and
daring direction the
rangers wero not long in gaining the
universal respect of each of thnsR mnnnn.
ing elements, and throughout the score of
years immediately following their organization their work was fast anil furious
ami marked with a decisiveness little
short of appalling.
In those days, as at
present, the service
was thoroughly organized and furnished
military, equipment by the
state, the
rangers being competent not only to serve
as defenders of state and national interests, but to act as well in other more
local oiliciai capacities as a sort of
posse
oomitatus. Throughout the earlier years
of their existence but little attention was
given to the trouble of making formal
The rangers acted very largely
arrests.
upon the principle tnat the sooner the evil
was eternally removed the better for the
state so killings were startlingly frequent
in the ranks of the law-breakers.
The
result of this long continued policy is
that the Texas border is perhaps freer of
desperadoes and professional bad men
and bandits than any other frontier section of all the broad West.
Thirty years ago the entire Texas border from El Paso to Brownvilie on the
gulf was Infested with an incomparable
collection of outlaws, while inhabited
with two peoples most belligerently inclined. Here is one instance
of
the
methods employed in the weeding out of
the desperate population:
When Co. F was stationed ut Brownsville, Sergeant Parrott, who was an amateur photographer was sent up the Rio
Grunde valley upon a secret mission.
Throughout the entire distance of several
hundred miles covered on this trip he was
overwhelmed
with
business. Photographers were innovations in that wild
and
the
fever
for photos ran
country,
the
most
rampant. Even
desperate
characters, the msn most wantedj£by;the
rangers, caught the infection and faoed
the camera. Whenever a man was accommodated his name was asked and
memoranda made on the back of the
extra photo retained.
Parrott used a fictitious name throughout, and when he returned to Brownsville, four months later, he had the
choicest gallery of outlaws ever collected
in all the Southwest. After he had reported. a detach merit of rangers were sent
out led by Lieut. Armstrong under sealed
orders from Gov. Coke. With them they
carried the collection of photographs Parrott had secured. They had instructions,
as it later proved, to spare no one on the
list furnished; nor did they. When they
encountered one of the men wanted lie
was asked his name.
He usually lied
with equal promptness. Then reoonrse
was had to the photographs.
If they
tallied there was a pistol shot, a few
struggles from the dying man and the
band rode away for other game. If his
relatives or friends chanced to find him
there was a bnrial; if not, the bronzetinged Mexican buzzards feasted upon
the carcass.
This ; raid,
which extended
from
Brownsville to Loma Vista, is yet referred to by the older residents of the
lower Rio Grande valley as the red ride,”
and it is claimed that there were in the
neighborhood of one hundred outlaws
“removed” upon that occasion.
During recent years the foroe of rangers
has been persistently decreased until at
present there is but a handful of the old
guard in aotive service. Up to the date
of the recent call for a return to the ranks
of all the old rangers capable of rough
work there were perhaps less than 76 on
the offloial roll. This is due entirely to
their early efficiency in drawing the lines
that have resulted of late in the general
establishment of a wholesale regard for
law and order all along the border. For
more than 20 years the every-day force
was held at six oompanies of 100 men
u, jh, unu c
£>,
eaon, ana lenerea
companies. In those early days the composition of the baud revealed the make-np
of the Frenoh forces in the Arab country
of North Africa.
Mingled with representatives of some of
the foremost families of America were
also
men
whose desperate natures
prompted an acceptance of the dangers of
a ranger’s life simply from the pure
love
of perilous and stirring exoitement. The
of
France
blood of the nobles
England,
and Germany was registered in the lists
of the rangers, and some of the most
respected and eminent residents of the
Lone Star state to-day are graduates of
this memorable^school of frontier reformation. During the earlier
period of
their existence the prinoipal campaigns
were directed against tbeJMiff^an bandits,
marauders and cattle thieves, the hostile
Comanche and other Indian ^tribes, together with their brilliant participation
in the Moxlcan war.
Then, as now, the Texas rangers were
equipped with little regard to military
laws and customs beyond the feature of

organization. Discipline was necessarily
foreign to their natures as well as their
unusual duties.

The prime necessties for a ranger were
of purpose,
personal courage, tenaoity
and a

necessarily
decision, self-reliance
cultivated absolute stoicism. Skill with
in horsemanship
weapons and expertness
came in the line of acquired accomplishments. fostered by sobriety and Increased
by a cool head, clear eyes and an iron
nerve.

unapeau anu sword.

Among the llorai
cfferings which literally banked the
casket and filled all available space in the
room were palms sent by General Breckinridge in memory of his son, the late
Caheli
Breckinridge, young Bagley’s

classmate.

At the doorway of the house was looped
national dag with a crepe streamer. Assistant Naval Constructor Lieut. Lawrence L. Adams come from Norfolk
navy
yard to represent the navy department.
The body remained at the house until 2.30
this afternoon, when it was taken to the
Capitol and placed in the rotunda. The
rotunda was draped in the national and
state colors.
A steady stream of people
flowed by for two hours.
The face was
not oxposed.
It had been reported that it
was disfigured by the
explosion of the
shell, but this was inaccurate.
The face
wore a smile.
The casket was removed from the rotunda at five o’clock and
placed in front
of statue of Washington, where the exercises were held in the presence of
the
family, the city clergy and ten thousand
people including all the United States,
state and city officials,
military, veterans, and school children.
Thomas Kennon was master of ceremonies. The exercises were as follows:
Hymn, “The Son of God Goes Forrth
t?,Wa£-;” Ptayer; solo, “There is a Land
Mine Eyes Have Seen;”
the nineteenth
Psalm; quartette, “Abide With Me.”
Scripture reading and prayer by Rev. Dr.
a

Eugene Daniels, Ensign Bagley’s pastor.
Hymn, “Just As I Am”.

The procession at 6.30 moved to Oakwood cemetery as follows;
Police, First
and Second regiments U. S. volunteers;
in
funeral car draped
mueio; body
in
black, drawn by six horses with
black
housings, with six sergeants as body
bearers and six captains of volunteers as
honorary pall bearers; clergy, family and
relatives, together with Lieut. Adams.
U. S. N.; Agricultural and Mechanical
school cadets; Federal
Veteran
camp;
Grand Army post; Gov. Russell, Senator
Butler and other national, state and city
officials; Kaleigh academy students,
including Bagley’s classmates and pupils of
schools.
public
Fifteen thousand people saw the
procession.
All business was
suspended.
The ceremonies at the grave were brief.
As the procession moved, eleven guns
were fired by a
battery and eleven were
fired at the grave and two regiments fired
three volleys. The body was buried quite
near the grave of Ensign Bagley’s
grandfather, Gov. Worth.
NOT THE

MAN!

Halifax,

N. S., May 16.—G. A. Megoni,
Italian detective fiom New York, accompanied by Kaffaele Calibri, a brother
of the man of that name who wa9 murdered at New York several months
ago,
reached here tonight to try and
identify
the Italian known as "Frank, the black
smith.” held here for the crime.
They
visited the prisoner but say he is not the
me.
There are nine Italian murderers
wanted by the New York
polioe, how-1
sver, and it is
thought the man under
arrest here is one of them.
Piotuies of
him will be sent to New York.
; f|
; |
an

MERRIAM ASSUMED CHARGE.

Steamers.

On and after April 28. 1898. steamer*

leave

roruanu rier.
For Falmouth, at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 3.00 and
6.10 p. m.
For Cousen’s Island and Gt. Chebeague, Sunset Landing at 7.00 a. m., 3.00 p. in.

RETURN.
Leave Falmouth at 6.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and
5.00 p. m.
Leave Gt. Chebeague at 8.15 a. m. and 4.15

p.

m.

Leave Cousins Island 8.30 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.
BENJAMIN M. SEABURY.
General Manager.
apr28dtf
BATTERY NEARLY READY.

Gen.

Richards Coming to Fortlaud to Con-

fer

Regarding Manning

Monitor.

of

Augusta, May 16.—The two remaining
companies of the Second regiment went
to their homes today.
Thirty-nine

recruits

were

added to the

heavy battery, making them nearly ready

to be mustered.
The Navy Department has notified Adjutant General Richards, that the Wyandotte is to be detailed for service at Bath,
and asks for a crew to man her at Boston, where she has gone for repairs. The
Bath naval brigade will be detailed for
the service.
General Richards will visit
Portland
Tie
ay at the request of Mayor Randall
to a j ust matters in regard to
manning
the Montank.
TO AID NEW BEDFORD STRIKERS.

Lewiston, May 16.—The Central Labor
union tonight voted $75 to the
striking
mule spinners
at New Bedford and appointed a committee to investigate the
charges that excessive fines were being
imposed upon the workmen in the Auburn shoe factories.
MR. WALKER HAS A BILL.

Washington, May 16.—Representative
Walker of
Massachusetts, chairman of

the committee on banking and
currency,
introduced a
bill today to “so change
the national bank act as to secure
people
in
all sections an equal opportunity to
freely use paper money.
It is his former bill made very brief,
and Mr.
Walker will
press it in the
House in antagonism to the bill reported
by his.committee as the work of a special
sub-committee.

GLADSTONE MUCH BETTER.

Hawarden,

May 16.—10 p.
Gladstone has been so much
during the day that no bulletin
issued tonight.

m.— Mr.
relieved
will
be

GLADSTONE COMFORTABLE.

Hawarden, May 16, 11 p. m.—A bulletin just issued says Mr. Gladstone passed
a
quiet and comfortable day and has
taken nourishment well. He experienced
do pain,
maintained his strength and
bad a good deal of sleep.
MAY LIVE FORTNIGHT.

Hawarden, May

16.—Dr. Doive, who is
attending Mr. Gladstone, says his distinguished patient may last a fortnight.
The local malady will not kill him; but
he will gradually get weaker and die of

San Franoisoo,
Cal., May 16.—Major heart failure.
General Merriam commanding the departments of California and the Colum- NEW HAMPSHIRE TROOPS READY.
bia, arrived today and assumed charge of
n Anoorrl
V T1
Mo.r 1 <!
all arrangements for despatching trooDS
New
Hampshire volunteers received
to the Philippines.
their ammunition this evening and is
TO MINE rENOBSCOT.
ready to start for Chickamanga.
Camp
Bucksport, May 16.—U. S. engineers will be struck tomorrow morning and
the troops will march into the city and
arrived today making preliminary surtake a special train for the south.
veys and soundings in the channel beforo
Fort Knox, for mines and
THE WEATHER.
ex-

torpedoes,

pected here Tuesday.
FIRE IN HAVERHILL.

Haverhill, Mass., May 16.—Fire in the
Odd Fellows’ building on Main street
this afternoon, gutted the upper section
if the building and caused the
flooding
if the lower part.
The damage bv fire
to the
was
about
building
$5000; by
water to the Odd Fellows’ paraphernaia $2000; to other occupants of the buildng, O. M. Drew, furrier; M. O. Clay,
Washington, May 10.—Forecast for
millinery; Joy & Sovory, (dressmakers’
II. C. Tanner, caterer; A. 0. Barrows’ Tuesday for New
England and Eastern
iruggist, over $4000. Exact losses not New York:
cloudy weather
Partly
pet known.
Fife, started in a closet in the rear of showers near the coast; winds becoming
the. bqlgquet hall but no cause can be Northwesterly.
mqgined.
Boston, May 10.—Local forecast for
emi:-i-rr—Boston and vicinity Tuesday: Showers;
Hie WHEAT UP AGAIN.
■1

Noyr York, May 16.—Sentiment in
wheat made a decided change today
lulls taking advantage of the strength in
Liverpool news to scare a local short in:erest, with the result that prices advanced seven cents on July and eleven
;ents on May from the official close of
was quite active.
Trade
Saturday.
Rumors that a German duty on wheat
lad been reduced strengthened the market. About a million bushels of wheat
were shipped from New York to
Europ:an ports last week and heavy clearances
ire predicted for
the balance of the
week.

Regulation uniforms have never been
reoognized. A ranger dresses as he
pleases, and with far greater consideration for comfort and the requirements of
MASSACRE OF MISSIONARIES.
any country ho Is to penetrate than to
or
notion.
Washington, May 16.—Secretary Day
any affected frontier style
The usual outfit is a reversible coat of ! las telegraphed
Ambassador Ilav at
corduroy with an inside lining that is London to procure all information he
can
be < san in
waterproof, and in case of rain
regard to the alleged massacre of
turned to face the elements. Trousers of American missionaries and the
destrucheavy dark material, strong and heavily ion of missionary property at
Sierra
spurred boots, woolen shirts, buokskin
on the west coast of Africa.
riding gloves and a more or less gorgeous, jeona,

ornamented sombrero. His arms consist
of a Golfs
six-shooter, 45-caliber, single
action; a Winchester carbine or saddle
gun, not rifle, and a bowle knife. Knife
and revolver are carried in a belt about
the waist, the belt also serving as a receptacle for two rows of brass-bound
cartridges, and If desired, for any money
not otherwise convenient to carry.

Falmouth and Freeport

BODY FLOATING IN RIVER.””
Bucksport, May 16.—The body of an
was found floating in the
He was thick-set and about
1 10
There is no clue to
years of age.

inknown
iver

man

today.

dentity.

variable winds.

Local Weather

Keport.

local
16.—The
weather bureau office records as to the
weather are as follows:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 30,058; thermome98;
ter, 49.0; dew point, 48; humidity
wind, E;
voloelty, 6; weather, It.rain.
thermome8 p. in.—Barometer, 29.886;
ter, 49.0; dew point. 49; humidity, 100;
wind.S; velocity, 3; weather, cloudy.
Mean daily thermometer. 52: maximum
thermometer, 54; minimum thernsometor,
19; luaximim velocity wind, 10 E; total
precipitation. 11.

Portland,

Me.,

Weather

May

Observation.

agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday. May 16, taken at
The

the observa3 p.
m., meridian time,
tion for each section being given in this
urdor: Temperature, direction of wind,
state of weather:
New
Boston, 50 degreos, N, rain;
York, 52 degrees, N'E, cloudy; Philadelphia, 04 degrees, SW, cloudy; Washington, 62 degrees. N'W, cldy; Albany, 54 deBuffalo, 58 degrees, \Y,
grees, S, cloudy;
56
Detroit,
degrees,
cloudy;
N’E,
56
degrees, NE, clear; St.
dear; Chicago,

Paul,

60

degrees,

Dak., 68 degrees, E,

N,

p.elouoy;

Huron,

p.cldy; Bi-march,

iegrees, E, cloudy; Jacksonville,
grees, BE, clear.

74

52
de-

MXSCEIXANEOUS.

mmX AT MANILA BAY.

_

Get

Ready

for Cold Weatlter!

Interesting Story of Admiral and
His Fleet.
The Family Remedy

F0S ALL PAIN

AMERICAN

HOISTED

OVER

THE GUNBOAT CALLAO.

Safely.

Used Intern ally and Externally

FLAG

CURES

Colds, Hoarseness,
Catarrh, Sore Throat,

The

Com-

New York, Ma.v 16.—The World publishes the following despatch from Manila
.by way of Hong Kong:
The

Spanish gunboat

Callao

steamed
up the bay this morning. She came from
the southern islands, where she had been
stationed for the last sixteen months.
Her commander, Lieut. Francisco Pou.
did not know that war had been declared,

POSITIVE SPECIFIC FOB PILES.
Some dealers are offering
cheap, watery mixtures as
substitutes. SHUN THEM, THEY ARE
DANGEROUS.

PAISTEffSd
wf»U I IUH

POND’S EXTRACT is only sold in
bottles, with buff wrappers and our
landscape trade-mark thereon. Note
our name on every label and wrapper.

PILES.

Price, 50 Cents bottle•
O

Toilet
Pond’s Extract
MEDICATED.

Interested in the Ac-

mander.

Bleeding.

ii in

Harbor—Foreign

complishment of the American

Bruises, Burns.

Pond’s Extract Ointment

the

Entered

Naval Men Much

Influenza, Cuts,
Chapped Hands
and Faces,
Lameness &

Spaniards Hadn’t Heard of War When

They

Paper,

SO Cents pkg., Six for $1.00.

and had heard nothing on his Way
up
about the battle of Manila.
He steamed
for
Cavite, expecting to find the
straight
whole Spanish fleet anchored there.
He arrived off Cavite at seven o’clock
uuo

uiuimug,

uue

opanisn

nag

flying and signals for the Admiral np.
The Olympia opened fire. The
Spanish
commander supposed the shots were for
target practice and turned to get out of
range, but continued on.
The Boston and the Raleigh joined the
Olympia, and shots were throwing spray
over the Spanish
vessel’s deck, when her
commander began to realize that it
no joke, and pulled down his
flag.
He

was

continued

on, however, and the
firing was renewed.
Finally he hove to,
with a white flag on his foremast, and
the Raleigh steamed out to intercept him.
Lieut. Pou went aboard the Raleigh in a
Waste your mouey and efforts on a “poor small boat, and the situation
was extiling.” To become an artist you must have a plained to him.
first-class instrument.
Then lie surrendered gracefully,
and
the Callao was brought to an anohorage
near the flagship.
■N7V33
CARRY
The Callao is an iron gunboat
of 208
STEIN W AY,
HAKDHIASi, tons, equipped with four modern guns
and carrying a crew of thirty-five
men.
GA BEE ft.
PEASE,
The ship was spick and span for the AdJAMES & HOEMSTROM,
miral's Inspection on airival.
and other High Grade
The American flag was promptly hoisted
on the Callao, and she was added to Admiral Dewey’s fleet.
She will be useful
for river work.
Admiral Dewey’s fleet remains stationed
and can recommend them as the best represenbefore Manila.
tatives of the several grades.
He is ready to capture the place whenever orders to do so
are received from
Washington or he deems it expedient.
AM> THE
No hostile
demonstration has been
iErioi
Self
AlPianos. mads since the battle of May 1.
the
Spanish
though
flag flies from the
Old Instruments taken in Exchange,
citadel, a white flag is np over the Governor General’s palace, and many of the
CATALOGUES FREE.
Lowest Prices.
Most Liberal Terms guns from Lnnrtta have bean transferred
to the land approaches to the
oity to
guard it against the rebels who occupy all
the surrounding country.
Admiral Dewey is reticent regarding
T. C.
his plans. He will continue to
closely
TEL. 818—2.
517 roncre** street.
guard Manila’s water approaches and
apr9dTu,Thur&Sat tf
will keep a keen watch on all the river
and near-by bays for any Spanish vessel
remaining. He has ships enough to scatter
throughout the islands and capture any
oity desired.
It is believed to be his plan to lie in
Manila Bay, continuing the blockade until further orders are received.
The people of Manila understand that
there is no probability of a bombardment
as long as no hostility is shown.
The electric lights were out in the city
the first week, but now they are burning

POND’S EXTRACT C0„ 76 Fifth Avenue. New York
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jg of the man whose life is insured. Protection is guaranteed to his family.
& A small sum of money, annually
paid, purchases a transfer of the hazard
fil of death to a responsible
institution,
which agrees to deliver to one's heirs
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CASGO BAY

STEAMBOAT'CIL

SpceisQl MoSEce.
On and after Elay ijh, £j„,
fare will be FIVE CENTS £
nurd

from Forest

City Funding,

Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House
Wharf.
table
in
See time
another
column.
C. W. T.

mylldtf

GOD1NG,

Gen.

Manager.

IMPERIAL
BICYCLE.
The best yet. The “Imperial” has a
world-wide reputation for style, uorli-

tuuitsilii. and Sigh! £'£!!>£»£!!«•, and in
these respects illustrates the perfection of wheel-craft.
It is the ‘‘go
lightly kind.” Never sold before for less
than $100, now $50, and made just the
same.
Lower priced wheels from §25
up. Come in and see them.

mayl4eod6t

Manila. His wounds are not serious.
The official reports show that
Spanish
ships had double crews aboard, expecting
that our ships would be captured and that
they would put prize orews aboard the
American ships and hoist tho
Spanish
colors.
The Spaniards have not yet recovered
from the shock.
They explain their defeat by saving that they lacked
target
practioe, that they had had absolutely no
practice for the last two years,
ill Besides, tho Americans arrived too early
in the morning. The Spaniards were still
in their pajamas, they had had no coffee
and could not shoot
straight without
coffee.
When the Boston and the Concord returned from convoying to sea the McCulloch on her lirst trip to Hong Kong
after tho battle they stopped at Corregidor
Island, captured a gunboat and one tug
and destroyed the remaining battery and
signal station.
The absenoe of signals resulted in the
gunboat Callao’s entering tho bay and
her capture by the Americana
A careful search has been made of tho
near-by rivers and harbors for warships
or Spanish vessels. All the merchantmen
have been captured; but few were left,
and they were mostly small craft.
There has been no interference with the
2
fishing boats except that they are not allowed to go to Manila.
No attempt has been marie
to
take
surprisoners. All the Spaniards who
rendered at Cavite and those who were
oaptured on tho vessels were set at liberty
under parolo not to take up arms against
the United States during the present war.
Admiral Dewey has given notice that
any one breaking the oath will be summarily dealt with, but that the liberated
men will not be
molested as long as they
observe the parole.
No inriicrnifrr bus hpon n >—011
11
fhn
Spaniards. The officers were allowed to
their
were
swords.
keep
Many soldiers
permitted to retain guns, because the rebels would not have allowed them to get
to Manila alive unless they
had
been
armed.
The tonnage of the ships destroyed and
The eleven vescaptured exceeds 29,000.
sels burned or sank aggregated 16,869
the
include
These figures
do not
launches, small steamers and sailing
iraft.
Many fine steam launches were
captured and now are used as launches or
tenders for the American ships.
All the land guns were blown up
by
Admiral Dewey’s orders.
Considerable stores of coal were captured
at Cavite, end one storeship. the Manila.
The Admiral now has an ample supply.
The transport Manila a fine iron steamer of 1800 tons, and in splendid condition,
from the
is being loaded with
guns
captured warships—modern high power
numerous
small
four to six inch and
guns, and a great store of ammunition.
The Spaniards threw away the breeches
of many good guns to prevent the Americans from using them.
I returned from Hong Kong on the MoWe
Culloch, arriving hero Tuesday.
brought a cablegram from Secretary of
the Navy Long givingAdmirnl Dewey the
President's thanks, announcing his promotion to rear-admiral and telling of the
proposed vote of thanks by Congress.
Wednesday morning the flagship flew
the Rear-Admiral’s flag,
whioh
was
saluted by the foreign ships.
The
Admiral
published
Secretary
Long's cablegram, containing also thanks
to the officers and men.
Admiral Dewey
added:
“In accordance with the above I have
this day hoisted my flag as Rear-Admiral
on board the flagship Olympia.
This
was read at general muster and
was hailed with continued cheering from
officers and men.
A long wait with nothing big to do is
now anticipated by the officers.
The weather is very hot aDd there is
little liberty ashore given. Ali hope for
something decisive soon.

BY
New

WEDNcSDAY

Spanish Cab

n.

t

NIGHT.

JOHTL AND.

Will Be Formed By

Tlie Casino and New
Theatre Nearly

1'lial lime.

Completed.

m.—Senor
the palace

cabinet.
Senor Moret,

a new

the

Pastor-Fairs at Pleasantdale a
minister for the
statement
Success—Society Items—Personal Notes
colonies, confirmed today the
Etc.
that any changes made in the composition
the
of the cabinet would be wholly in
At the terminus of
the Cape elootrios at
direction of a more active war polioy. He the Cottage” work is
with
the

being pushed

said:

“Recent events have greatly increased
me
and
the war spirit of the nation,
greatest reliance is plaoed upon Admiral
Cervera’s squadron, und upon the sum
of the Spanish admiral. The latter is not
hampered by instructions and the details
of his plans are net oven known to the
ministers.”
Captain General Blanco, in a despatch
from Havana, officially
reiterates the
Spanish version of the so-called light beCondo de
tween the

Spanish gunboats

Venadito and Mueva Espana and vessels
Ho
fleet.
of the American blockading
claims the two gunboats engaged live
American ships and forced the latter to

the greatest
vigor, and yesterday it had so
far advanced that
the upper and dining
room floors of the
new Casino were vir-

tually completed; also the basement,
which will devoted to the cnlinarv department. The
finishing touches will be put
an this
week, so that the building will

likely

be

ready

for

the

opening,

about

the first week of June.
Mr. Dana G. Robinson in an Interview
with a representative of the PRESS, said

yesterday

a part of his china, silver,
etc., which had been ordered,
was
already at the Cottage,* and the reretreat, adding:
“I obtained the result desired, namely mainder will be at hand at an early date.
to attract as many of the enemy ’s ships
The meat cook, assistant and pastry
as possible.
Yesterday morning there
are cook will arrive here from New York by
were only three here and now there
steamer on June 4, and the head waiter
eleven.”
A communication has been sent to the and assistants are expected the following
chumbers, announcing tho cabinet oriels, day, when
everything will be ready for
and asking them to suspend their sessions
business.
pending a solution.
It is in contemplation to open the CaSenor Sagasta believes the new ministry
will be formed by Wednesday next.
sino with some formal celebration suitAdmiral Camara, the commander of the
able to the occasion, the details of whioh
Spanish reserve squadron at Cadiz, has
the will be made publto at a not far distant
teen reoalled here to confer with
UiO

The
secret
exists.

newspapers

fear that
express
alliance already

THE NEW THEATRE.

a

Anglo-Amerloan

NOTE OF WARNING FROM

RUSSIA.

Petersburg, May i6.—The Novo
Vremeya commenting upon the recent
speeoh by Mr. Chamberlain, the British
St.

secretary of state for the oolonles, says:
“Wo doubt if the United States desires
an alliance and question whether it would
be agreeable to the other powers if the
United States, after wresting the Philippines from Spain, should afterwards sell
them to Groat Britain.”
The Novoe Vremreya says such an in
tention would be “sufficient to induce the
powers to reconsider their neutrality during the present war.”
■

The new theatre will be virtually oompleted this week. The chairs for the first
floor arrived Saturday, and will be placed
In position today. The benches in the
gallery are in position, and some additional work will be required on the proscenium and tho front of the building.
The arrangement of the stage and scenio
details will soon receive attention, and
one of the features of this section of the
building will be the system of electrio
lights, and a drop curtain is being prepared which will be a marvel of beauty.
The improvements at the Cape Cottage
are exciting geneial interest and on Sun-

NEW ENGLAND’S DAILY SCARE.
day eight cars were required on the elecPortsmouth, N. H., May 16.—The heavy trio road to transport the orowds. The
firing which has been reported off the tents of the regulars at the Bead on the
coast many times in the past two weeks,
adjoining bluff were also objeots of earnwas again heard here Sunday night.
The men of battery ii, stationed at Fort est gaze, although viewed, as they have
Constitution, reported this morning that to be, at a distance.

the rumble of cannonading which seemed
to come from the direction of York was
No warships of
plainly heard yesterday.
any kind were sighted off the coast Sunday nor did any word come from the sighad
nal station at the shoals that any
been seen.

EPWORTH LEAGUE DAY.

ALPHONSOIXIII. ^AT BARBADOS.
Va., Gen.
New York, May 16.—U. S. Consul to Wilson the

the

troops
Churoh,
Lee the Seventh, and Gen.
Sixth Corps, both at Chicka-

was

said

AT SPANISH

INFANTRY.

May 16. The government
Key West,
tug Osceola reported this
morning that
while oruising along
the Cuban coast
with the torpedo boat Ericsson on Friday
aftornoon, they saw a large body of
—

grocer.
can’t help it.
Washes linens white Spanish soldiers patrolling the
as
colored about eight miles west of Havana.
snow;
boats sent in a fusillade of
shot
clothes bright and new scattered the
but
a

They

FELS & CO., PHILADELPHIA.
Of grocers.

troops,

shore
Both
which
known

it is not
if any soldiers were killed. The Spaniards
did not return the fire.aHa“irr -r,
■■

house,

Adi d

and
12
cannoneers.
Besides
detail is required and

known as

these a magazine
this is made up of one non-commissioned
4'hree trolley men and four othofficer.
er
privates who will work in the shell

Washing Powder.

It does the
work quickly, cheaply, thoroughly.
Sold everywhere. Made only by

room.

The drill for the present will be confined to simply manoeuvring the
guns
with no actual firing.
William
Wilson has entered the emHMr.

ploy

.—

— ■■■

of the

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPA
Chicago.

priate

every

fife-givmg

stomach and transfood taken into the
blood
forms it into rich, highly vitalised
and healthy flesh, bone, smew and nerve

11'consumption

in all its earlier stages is

arrested and counteracted by the tissuebuilding, flesh-making, life-promoting powno

of this grand medicine and there is
it
darkness of bodily ailment so dense but
rewill slied upon the sufferer the light of
er

newed hope.
Dr. Pierce’s Pellet3 cure

Broadway,

was also visited by probably
gang, for the Inmates of tbe
muse were aroused
by the attempted
•aising of windows from some parties
:rom the outside.

ihe

same

Burglaries

in South Portland seem to
33 occurring with too much
regularity
lor the peace and comfort of the citizens.
DRILL

constipation.

TODAY

AT THE HEAD.
The two batteries at the Head are now

St.

Louis.

New York.

Boston.

bicycle factory.

Philadelphia.

Pittsburgh.

Baltimore.

PLEASANTBALE.
of the Ladies’ Aid Soolety
whioh just dosed was a great success, and
to
the i ladies
much
praise^ is
due: Mrs. Preston Longley, Mrs. R. W.
The

fair

AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.

Benson, Mrs. Charles M. Cole and Mrs.
William Evans presided over the fanoy
work, while Mrs. Charles Hamilton,, and
Mrs. James E. Hayes had charge of the
aporn table. Mrs. Frank W. Carter and
Mrs. J. A. S. Byer served oonfeotionery;

Mrs. W. W. Fickett, Mrs. W. H. Goodwin and Mrs. J. A. Lewis ice oream and
cake; Mrs. Fred Burgess represented
the flower girl; and the Misses Gertrude
anrl

AH no Tannin*

*-

The souvenir tree under the care of Miss
Grace Evans presented a very attractive
appearance.
At the last

meeting of the Young People’s Methodist Social Union, held at the
Brown’s Hill M. E. church, the followofficers were 'elected for the ensuing
year: Vice president, Charles W. Smith
of Elm street M. E. church; secretary,
Miss Ella Mantile of Congess street M.

ing

E. churoh,
Portland; treasurer, John
Kellar of Pine street M. E. church, Port-

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD
‘‘CASTORIA” AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” AS our trade’mark.

DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of
Eyannis, Massachusetts,
the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the same
that has oorne and does now
otj every
hear the j ae-simile signature of
wrapper.
This is the original PITCHER’S CASTORIA," which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers
of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the kind you have always bought
on the
and has the signature of
wrapper. No one has authority from me to use mg name except The Centaur Company of which Clias. E. Fletcher is

1,

was

~~

fv

“

President.

land. The president was not elected, but
will be ohosen at the next meeting by the
board of managers, consisting of cue
member of eaoh
society in Portland,

Deerlng, Westbrook

South Portland.
Pleasantdaie.

and

Edward Turner and family, Mr.
Mrs. H. E. Downs and son Everett
of Knightville, passed the Sabbath at the
home of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-

Mr.

and

March 8,1897.
Do

church, closed Saturday

with

pleasing

very
was

evoning

finely

results.
The programme
rendered .'as on previous eve

nings,after which the various prizes were
awarded, Miss Eva McDonald holding
the largest number of votes received the
doll; the chair was awarded to Mrs.
John C. Wilson, by a large majority of
votes; the dinner set, after a close oontest, was won by Mrs. R. M. Benson; a
large number of votes was secured on the
ring in favor of Mr. Forest Lewis; the
much coveted wheel was awarded Mrs.
Alice E. Hayes, having received $121,
Mrs. Della George, who has been passing some weeks at the home of Mr. W. A.
Dyer, Chapel street, left Saturday to he
the guest of her sister, Mrs. T. A. A.
Burnham, Oxford 6trcet, Portland, after
which she will return to her home in
Southport.
Mrs.
a

Winona

severe

Emery

Is

suffering from

out on one of her hands.

SIMPLY

A

MADRID RUSE.

Washington, May 16. —The navy department takes with great allowance the report that the Spanish strategists havo
succeeded in sending a second squadron
under Admiral Villumii to the West indies.
Even if the alleged Information does
not bear the
suspicious ear mark of a
the
Madrid date,
department would
be surprised to hear that Admiral Villamil, as well as Admiral Cervera, had
a
Spanish force in the Caribbean sea.
The fact that the report came from
Madrid satisfies the officials hero that this
is another, ruse to centre our attention
thoir ships nave
on Martinique while
passed westward.

An

Enterprisin^Druggjst.

There are few men more wide awake
an<J enterprising than H. P. S. Go Id
who spares no pains to secure the best of
everything in his line for his many cusHe now has the valuable agentomeere.
cy for Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. This
is tho wonderful remedy that is
producing such a furore ail over the oountry by
its many startling cures
It absolutely
oures Asthma, Bronchitis, Hoarseness and
all affections of the Throat, Chest and
Lungs. Call at above drug store and get
a trial bottle free or a regular size for 60
cents and $1.00.
Guaranteed to cure or
price refunded.

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
'IRK TEST SALVE in the world for
gores.
Bruises,
Cuts,
Uloers, gait

Rheum, lever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains, Corns and all Skin
Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
porfeet satisfaction or money refunded
Price 26 cent* per box. For sale by H. P.
8. Goold, 677 Congress St., under Congress Square Hotel.

,73.

Do Not Be Deceived.

endanger

the life of your child
by accepting
substitute which some
druggist may offer you
ne makes a few more
pennies on it), the ingredients of which even he does not know.
not

cheap
(because

a

“The Kind You Have Always Bought”
BEARS THE FAC-SIMILF
nr°

Ballard street.

Mr.T. O. Hatch has returned from passing some weeks with relatives at Wells.
Mrs. George Kennedy is convalescent.
Messrs. William Averilll, Albert Gavett,
B. Rogers of
by Dr. J.
noticed the Epworth idea as expressed in accompanied
have returned from a pleastbe League colors and motto, and his Knightville,
ure trip at Camp Averlll, Prouts’ Neck.
concluding exhortation was to all memMr.
Geo. Strout, Jr., is passing some
bers tt> be worthy of the inheritance of the
weeks in Boston.
and
stand
the
traditions
and
by
past
Mr. Frank Hamel of Portland passed
loctrlnes of the churoh and exemplify
Sunday with friends on Summer street.
Its aggressive and evangelical spirit.
Otis Pierce of Southport, is the
Mrs.
SOCIETY MEETINGS.
guest of her daughter, Mrs. W. A. Dyer,
The literary department of the Epworth
Chapel street, for a few weeks.
League will give an entertainment ThursThe fair under the auspices of the lalay evening next in the leoture room, to dies’ aid connected with the Elm street

■

use

non-oommlssioned officers,

privates

tion. S.—Intellectual culture. 8—Service
Cor others. 4— Dtder and method. All
)f which are now embodied in the various
iepartments of the Epworth League. He

Durfng

A SHOT

Uncle Sam is using gun-powder. For
kind of cleaning about the

every

12 common tents. Brills at the 10inch rifled
guns will begin today and
will be manned by a detacheach gun
ment of fourteen men, divided as follows:
One chief of piece and one gunner, who

are

MISCELLANEOUS.

To Clean up

thorough

a

and

liam

_

SOAP-HUNGRY
for Fels-Naptha,”

all,

Coolbroth,
Epworth League day at the People’s M.
Miss Ada, the young daughter of Mr.
E. churoh was appropriately observed.
Geo. E. Watson, Elm street,
The singing was by an Epworth League and Mrs.
chorus of six voices, and the address was while at play near the new Elm street
delivered by Rev. Mr. Holmes, pastor of church, fell and injured one of her eyes
PORTLAND’S NAVAL RESERVE.
very seriously.
bhe church.
Mrs. Martin Burke has been entertainPortsmouth, N. H., May IS.—E. C.
the preacher gave an
Introduotorily,
Tobey, L. M. Paterson and O. P. Smith historical account of the formation of the ing friends from Portland.
cf Portland, Me., naval reserves arrived
Mr. George Noyes, employed as brakeat the navy yard today to interview Ad- league, and its present standing and Outmiral Carpcntqr on the duties pertaining look, and Its relation to the church. The man on the Grand Trunk,with headquarto surgeons, paymasters and others.
The
is passing a few
of the address proper was the ters at Island Pond, Vt.,
offices of the naval reserves will be in- subject
with bis mother, Mrs. Laura Noyes,
days
this
he
and
idea
traced
Idea,”
structed at this navy yard.
“Epworth
back to the Epworth rectory in England, Pearl street.
Mrs. E. L. Hackett is recovering from
GENERALS ASSIGNED.
and noticed these four ideas found in the
Washington. May 16.—Gen. Graham “Epworth Home;” 1.—Religious devo- her recent illnoss.
at Falls
will command the

•***

UUKV

all in

present,

that

furniture,

day.

1UWUUUU "f

tions.

■

.._-

Second,
military

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

established in permanent camp and the
tents of the new battery added to those
mentioned in a recent issue of the PRESS
as being
occupied by Battery E of the

appearance.
May 16.-2
Madrid,
The battery of the 7th Artillery has
Sagasta ths afternoon visited
and formally handed to the Queen Regent Finishing Touches
just spread the following canvass: SevBeing Put On—Opening
e
ministry.
en conloal wall tents, what are familarly
the resignation of the
Nenr at
Band-»Epworth League Day known as the “old Sibleys,” Two wall
to form
Queon has charged Senor Sagasta
at People's Bf.
E. Church—Address by
P

island of St. Helena, .T. E. Coffin, niau
ja.
a passenger
on
the British steamer
Brig. Gen. Franois Guentbner has been
Emwood, whioh left Barbados May 6 assigned to temporary command of the
and arrived here today. Mr. Coffin says
troops concentrated at Washington for the
that on May 4, they were in the Barbados
purpose of organization.
when the
again.
Spanish transport Alphonso
Manila is suffering from great scarcity XIII. with 600 troops on board, came into
TO START FOR MANILA THURSDAY
of food, particularly among the soldiers. port. Thejcaptain of the Alphonso XIII.
May 16.—The City of
Washington,
The poor soldiers are killing horses for and the colonel of tho troops, came ashore
with over 1000 men aboard, will
food already.
to send despatches.
They also wanted Pekin
Unless ships are allowed to land there to obtain coal
and were short of provis- leave San Franolsco on Thursday for the
Philippines.
or communication is established with the ions.
Brig. Geu. Otis is expected to go with
interior soon there will be dire distress
While the Spanish officers were ashore
of troops, to be folall
classes.
among
they were hooted and jeered by the na- the first detachment
There is no cable or mail communica- tives.
Orders were issued and that all lowed later by Gen. Merritt.
The town is under a dispatohes filed
tion with Manila.
by the officers of the
Communication by Spanish vessel be hold for 24 hours. No TERROR TO LEAVE MARTINIQUE.
complete blockade.
water continues interdioted.
St. Pierre, Martinique, May 16.—The
coal was furnished the vessel, but she was
are cordially invited.
The
A strict watch is maintained by the supplied with a small amount of provis- Spanish torpedo gunboat Terror, whioh vhioh all
vessels of the fleet night and day to pre- ions.
Consul Coffin said that they were has been undergoing repairs at Fort de
‘Junior League,” which has just been
vent the possibility of an attack, although informed by boatmen that while the Al- France, since the arrived there with the
irganized, will meet Wednesday afternone is expected.
phonso XIII. was in the harbor other Cape Verde fleet, under the command of loon at 4.30 o’clock in the lecture room
Guards are maintained at Cavite to pre- Spanish vessels were waiting for her out- Admiral Cervcra, will probably
leave
vent the plundering of the naval stores,
that port today. Nothing appears to be >t the ohuroh.
B1UC.
which were found to be Jn great abundThe Alphonso XIII. was ordered to leave known regarding her destination.
The young ladies connected with the
ance.
within 24 hours by the port officers and
SundBy school will give an enBethany
the
about
fleet
TO
of
the
Piokot boats circle
4 o’clock
COMING
MAINE.
every she left at
day of her
lertalnment and fan drill this evening at
On May 8, the rnvvood passed
night watching for suspicious craft. Any arrival.
May 16. —The training ship
Boston,
boat seen is made a target for the search- Martinique and saw the U. S. cruiser
Enterprise will leave this port early he Union Opera House.
light. If It is suspicious it is fired upon. Harvard in the harbor, lying outside, ap- next month for a cruise along the coast
The Ladies' Circle will meet with Mrs.
Concord
discovered
for
a
a parently
In wait
Monday night the
Spanish torpedo of Maine, the annual foreign cruise hav- ielen L.
Haley Thursday afternoon. A
fired
and
off
Ehore
three
row
boat
boat
destroyer.
large
ing been abandoned on account of the :
boat quickly ran
The
six pounders.
arge attendance is requested.
The Enterprise will visit Penobscot
war.
BLOCKADERS WARNED.
ashore.
It is supposed to have been a
bay and Bar Harbor.
Myrtle Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood,
_+
*“S
upuuiou
16.—The
New York, May
ivill entertain Damon Assembly of PortEvening
leader Gonzalez, who commands the inWest
special says that the
He had gone to Post’s Key
and tomorrow evening.
surgents about Manila.
blockaders on the south coast of
Cuba
Cavite and it is surmised that the boat
Dr. Brown has been gunning at Riohbeen warned that the Spanish squadhave
and
wait
him
was sent to lie in
capture
noud’s Island with good sucoess.
ron is reported off
Venezuela,
bound
should he attempt to return.
and to double their vigilanoe.
Miss Edith Nash of Brunswick is tbe
Six warships of neutral powers have northwest,
which
Powerful vessels,
it
is not
of her unole, Mr. Joei P. Haley,
since the battle, and
come into the bay
;nest
to name, will be ready to aid
Tho visitors have been necessary
live are here now.
street and later on will visit Miss
?earl
there
in
the
stationed
ships
resisting the
the Bruix, a first class armored cruiser
of the enemy and there is small
Sdna Lermont of Summer street.
tho
Prinzess progress
belonging to France;
chance that the Spanish will bo able to
BURGLARS AT WORK AGAIN.
Wilhelm, a second class protected cruiser, enter Cienfuegos. a fortified port desirable
and the Cormoran, a third class protected to them on account of the
About 1 o’olook yesterday morning, Mr.
large coaling
the British
cruiser of tho German navy;
facilities and machine shops as capable as
?. S. Willard and family who ocoupy the
first class armored cruiser Immortalite
any in Cuba.
and gunboat Linnet, and the Japanese
handsome two-story house on
arge and
Both our squadrons are informed about
Naniwa.
cruiser
second class protected
the course of the Spanish flotilla.
Jroadway, near Pine street, were aroused
Tho British vessel Linnet has returned to
rom their sleep by the whining of
their
Hong Kong. The others are here yet.
CORRESPONDENTS SAVED.
The German cruiser Cormoran arrived
log and a rumbling sound in the dinsaw
her
The
Raleigh
New York, May 16.—A special despatch
Tuesday night.
ng room, just beneath their chambers.
coining, discovered her lighting tpps and from Key West to the
Evening World
Mr. Willard realized that burglars were
promptly fired across her bow. The Cor- says:
it work, started to go down stairs, but
The World correspondents imprisoned
moran stopped. Tho Raleigh boarded her,
made certain of her nationality and al- in Fort Cahanas, in Cuba,
are
saved.
vas restrained from doing so by his famiGeneral Blanco has courteously acceded
lowed her to proceed to an anohbrage.
y, because of his pre-disposition to heart
None of them arrived in time to see to representations made to him yesterday
then seized his pistol and
rouble. Ho
the battle. The foreign naval officers are by United States
special government
A man in the darkness of hopeless disthe window, fired one shot,
rosult, and are agent Lieutenant Brainard, U. S. N. As
ipening
greatly interested in the
Wheh
ease is of all men most
making a careful study of all the ^wrecks. quickly as two Spanish officers reach Key doctors and medicines miserable.
vhich flashed up a burglar who doubled
innumerable have
They are grsatlv surprised at the. extent West they will be taken to Havana under been tried and
and could be seen runlng
:
limself up
and
loving
found
wanting,
of tho damage done by Admiral Dewey’s a white flag to be exchanged and the
friends
iround the corner of the house. Mr. Wilurge uoon. him the food he
correspondents will be brought cannot vainly
ships, the large number of casualties on World
noureat and which brings him no
absence
cf back by the same special steamer.
the Spanish side, and tho
ard suspecting there might be another
ishment or strength, what is to be done ?
fatalities and damage on the Americans
n the house, fired a second shot from the
so
Men
sunken
and
women
who
have
ships.
1THE SPANISH PRISONERS.
far into weakness and disease that the
•ther
losses
are
window, and this ended the shootstill
tecatisttrs of the Spanish
Atlanta, Go., May 16.—The 20 Spanish! whole body seems to be permeated and ng episode for the night. In the mornshow that the
meagre. The latest reports
at
and
Fort
health,
officers
found
prisoners
privates,
poisoned by it have
loss was greater than was at first
supit was discovered that the dining
McPherson, are kept under closo guard. strength and vigor through the transform- ng
posed.
•oom window had been raised and left
that wonderful
confined in the guard house
are
of
They
o'
ing,
information
electrifying
power
best
g According to the
consists in walking to
"Golden Medical Discovery” which Dr. >pen, the flower stand whioh ordinarily
tain able so far three hundred and i.senty- and only exercise
R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., proffered,
seven
hundred the mess room for their meals.
one were
and
itcod near by the window had teen
killed
The
officers are served at a separato
thirty years ago, to sick and suffering hu- r.oved. No
wounded.
but the privates eat at the table
property was found missing
rlhe first list of ships burned and sank table,
with their guards, the negroes of the 26th
all the years since then this mar>wing no doubt to the timely awaking
was correct.
Several small tugs and sailbeen building up
if the oocupants whioh caused the burgregiment.
velous
Discovery has
Col. Cook expects his preseut colony to
weak and debilitated constitutions by its
lars to teat u
the
human,
hasty retreat.
bo augmented in a few davs by the offiextraordinary influence upon
orThe residence of Mrs. William Doughty
crew of the Spanish bark Rita
cers and
nutritive system. It gives the digestive
“My customers®
and capacity to approIn tho some
now at Savannah.
ganism keen power
are actually
neighborhood on Pine, near
element from the

BAILEY’S GUN STOKE,
~63 middle Street.

ing vessels have been captured since, but
Oallao is the only one of
importance.
The Spanish Admiral
Montojo is in

atiirf

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
THE CENTAUR
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COMPANY.

77 MURRAY
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STREET,

NEW YORtt

CITY.
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MR. PHILIP S. JONES,

I

associated himse'f with bis brother, Mr. E. C. Jones, in the Insurance
business, under the name of The E. C. Jones Insurance Agency,
and solicits from the public a share of their patronage.

®

For many years with Messrs.
Burbank, Douglass & Co., and latterly 8
treasurer of the Ellingwood Furnishing Co., announces that he has K

|

Our large business has been built up by fair dealings, prompt
service and first-class work, and on this basis we hope to further
We thank you for past favors and trust that
increase our business.
we may frequently see vour name on our books.

the

|j

|j
j|
||

ejTjonTsThsumsi &8EMGY 1

EDWARD C. JOHJES, AseiiS :iu«1 itli!ia^‘i',
PiBIf-IP S. JON ES, Assistant .Tfanuiger.
Representing some of tho largest, and best companies doing business in Me.
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W. T. KiLBORN GOiPANY.
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! CARPETS, i

A

NEW PATthe latest
the
acceptable productions from
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.

ROur

assortment

TERNS is

D
mi

Hr®”

jjg®^

we

®
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of

replete with

mane

a
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Teat u re

ot

SPECIAL and PRSVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

8HG UN MU PEST DEPT,
show the

same care

in selections

Swill
j

to procure new, artistic effects
found eisewhere in Portland.

W. T. KiLBORN
04 F*ree

not

COMPANY,
St.

m.ir2ldtl

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS*
—

tho naval strategy hoard has the difficult
task of making such disposition of our
forces as shall checkmate them. Everybody is hoping that tho Spaniards will be
forced into a fight with our squadron, but
tho chances of bringing about such a

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.

this volume.
the greatest

Their

nature

gives them

Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for sis
a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily Is delivered every morning hy conflict, assuming that it is not desired
carrier any where within the city limits and at by the Spaniards, are not brilliant. In
companionable
so wide a sea as the Caribbean, and with
lYoodfords without extrp charge.
this account they furnish the truest kind
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the ship? so fast it will require very skillful of
history, for the events and episodes
rate of $7 a year.
strategy on oui part, and some blun- here recalled are clothed in the garb of
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published dering on the part
of the Spaniards, living
reality, born as they are out of the
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 5U cents for 11
to force a collision.
favorable toil of friendly solicitation.
months; 25 cents for 3 mouths.
its own.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
The protest of Senator Gray and oth- Every paper has a reality of
short periods may have tho addresses of their
Each presents a picture of the original
ers against
our protected cruisers
keeping
papers changed as often as desired.
of future
patrolling the New England ooast’at this episodes, adjusted to the courso
more
Advertising Rates.
time when the Spanish fleet is near the events, by matarer judgment and
than a generation of weighing In the
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, for one coast of the Southern and Gulf
states,
week; $4.00for one mon'h. Three insertions is not without
memory, but preserving at the same time
good reason. There is not all
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day adthose little details of individual imthe slightest cause for anxiety along this
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
which make a book of this kind
pression
but
there
is
reason
to
fear
that
the
Halt square advertisements $1.00 for one coast,
so clear, so real and of such unique value.
week or $2.50 for one month.
Cape Verde fleet, if it learns that both of
The papers cover each year of the war
“A square" is a space of the, width of a col- our fleets are in the Gulf of Mexico or
and carry the reader from northern Verumn and one inch long.
Caribbean, may make a dash upon our
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi- Southern ccast and do some mischief mont and Eastport to Mobile and the Red
tional.
there At present the danger is all, along River expedition of 1864. “The Boys of
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
General Connor gives a picture 01
way south of New England and there is ’61,” by
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
unusual value of just how the war enwhere our lighting ships should be.
Sl-,50 per square.
tered into the life of the youths who reBeading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
A good illustration of how contempt
sponded to the first call of President Linwith other paid notices, 15 cents per line each for
Americans
aud admiration
of coln. Major Charles 11. Boyd gives in
insertion.
are
cultivated
in France, is his “Incident on the Coast of Maine in
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type. Spaniards
this story published in the Paris Figaro
eulu disci ulmi,
iO uruca i-'ci.
1861,” an account of something done in
Wants, To Let, For Sals and similar adver- of April 31, which pnrnorts to be a true Passamaquoddy Bay, tnoluding a belligertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, lor narrative by a special correspondent of ent picnic party, in whioh ships were
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- the paper in New York of an occurrence
captured and the first Confederate flag
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- said to have taken place at the time of seen in those
waters.
Gettysburg is retisements not paid in advance, will be charged the visit' of the Spanish cruiser Vizcaya
hearsed again by Lieutenant and Adjuat regular rates.
to New York, soon after the destruction tant Charles W. Roberts, who tells his
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
of the Maine:
part in the battle, his misfortune, his
Cor first insertion, aud 50 cents per square lor
When the Spanish
ironclad Vizcaya kind treatment as a wounded
each subsequent Insertion.
soldier, and
weighed anchor to leave the port of New then a glimpse he had of
Address all communications relating to subit all after
York, her departure was saluted by
scriptions and advertisements to Portland iormidablo
rounds
of hisses and yells twenty-five years; by Brevet BrigadierPublishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, from the Yankees crowded
along the General Thomas W. Hyde, who gives his
wharves. Capt. Eulate of the iionolad recollections and
Portland, me.
incidentally many opin
heard this ovation and stopped his ship
ions of generals engaged and comparison
at once.
He had his gig lowered, and,
of Gettysburg and Waterloo; and the
calling his first lieutenant, said:
“I leave you in command. I am going work of the Seventeenth Maine Is recalled
ashore alone.
If you hear a shot, bomby the first part of a paper by Captain
bard New York.”
TUESDAY, MAY 17.
The second part of
his gig, ho was landed George W. Verrill.
into
Jumping
on the wharf
in the midst of the hostile Captain Verriil’s paper takes the Seven
Sagasta’s new cabinet is guaranteed to mob. Addressing himself to those near- teenth Maine to the Wilderness, the
est, he cried:
bo more warlike than the old one
hard
“I will blow out the brains of the first earnestness and exoitement and
No one hissed, ana fighting of which a>« again brought out by
The coal problem doesn’t appear to be man who hisses.”
tor 20 minutes
Capt. Eulate walked up “An Experisnce in the Battle of the Wilgiving the Spanish fleet in the Caribbean and down the wharf before the silent
Brevet Major Holman S.
Sea muoh trouble. Apparently it is able crowd.
Then he went on board, and derness,’ by
Melcher. Lieutenant Henry N. Fairbanks
started
off
the
when
there
Vizcaya
again
to get coal by going into almost any. neuwas no more hisses
heard. The anecdote tells briefly the story of four battles in
tral harbor. At the French port of Fort is authentic.
“The Bed River Expedition of 1864.’’
de France it got a supply, and at the
Commander Oliver A.
Bateheller, U.
Danish island of Curacoa it got more.
It can safely be resumed that the Cape S.
an unusually
ac-

months; $1.50

N., gives
interesting
great pity that at this juncture Verde fleet did not come over here with- count of Farragut’s naval fight in Mobile
we have not some heavily armed cruisers out some definite purpose, and it is equal- Bay, in which fight he himself was an
as fast as
ly safe to assume that it will not go back officer on the Monongahela.
those of the Capo Verde fleet.
Perhaps
It is

done
something. No
Spanish Admiral could face his people
with such a record of pusillanimity as
would be the return of this fleet without
without

having

nothing during
our

the

appeals

war

ment.

these papers treat of imprison“Tweny-two Hours Prisoner of

having had an encounter with some of War in Dixie,” by Brevet Major General
It appears that Admiral Sampson went
our 6hips.
It may be that the conditions
Henry G. Thomas is Indeed far more of a

to San Juan with no intention of bombarding cither the city or its fortifications. His purpose was simply to find
out whether the Spanish squadron was
there, and to make some soundings.
Had the forts not opened Are on his vessels not a shot would have been fired by
him. In the light of this fact the Spanish complaint that the bombardment
without notice is very impudent.

was

Every day the correspondents of the metropolitan papers tell what the naval strategy board has done or is going to do. A
credulous person

would

infer that these

he has met

this side of the water will
modification
or
complete

on

compel a
change in the original programme;

but

he will not go back without making some
sort of a demonstration. His chances for
a
successful raid upon the blockading
fleet along the Cuban coast have been destroyed, probably, by the discovery of the
whereabouts of his ships in season for as
to notify that fleet of his approach, but
he can cruise for the Oregon and Marietta
with some chance of catching them, and
he may be able to capture some of our

comedy than

a

ly complicated

tragedy ; and the strangestory of “My Capture and

What Came of It,” by Brevet Major HenBurrage, wherein, as the result oi
an attempt to exchange newspapers, he
ry S.

captured, and by a unique chain o
circumstances held prisoner, part of the
time at Libby, dismissed from the service for disobedience of orders, finally restored to rank and released, appeals
to jur sense of justioe than pity.
the

sad stories

in “Our

Escape

nr

re

Bu
from

Camp Sorghum,” by Lieutenant Charles
scouts in the Caribbean.
That he will O.
Hunt, “In Six Prisons,” by Brevet
voluntarily bring on an engagement with Brigadier General Charlos P. Mattocks,
either of our fleets is improbable; but the
“Personal Observations and Experiences
high speed of his ships may enable him in Rebel Prisons, 1864, 1865,” by Major

against

fortifications

merely.

All

our

bombardments during the war have been
of the latter kind and neither law, nor

oustom,

nor

humane

con

siderations de-

manded any notice.

and c.mplete.index. The press work is
of unusual excellence,
clear, pleasant
typo, most attractive puge, beautiful
white laid paper. The binding is of dark
blue cloth, with the imprint of the in-

signia of the order of the Loyal Legion on
Tho firing off Provinoetown on Sunday the cover. There are two full-page plates.
The book contains nineteen papers, arwhich so excited the inhabitants along the
ooast had a very innoceDt explanation. ranged in the order of their reading beAn American cruiser was indulging in fore the Commandery at meetings beThese
target praotice All the other mysteri- tween the years 1888 and 18S6.
ous sights and sounds that have been papers were all written by members of
the Commandery and are in every case
seen and heard along the New England
coast for the past month are susoeptible
doubtless of an equally innocent explanaIn
a

all

probability there has not
Spanish war vessel within 1500

miles of the New England coast since the
war began, and excepting in
the remote
possibility of the destruction or serious
crippling of one or both of our fleets there
will not be as long as the war continues.
When Sohley or Sampson Is beaten then
we shall have reason to fear raids upon
our

seaboard, blit

not

till then.

order
of
studies.
historio
None
is
without
commanding
features
and
To
one
interest.
whose lot forbade his entering into active

participation
Nothing cropped out yesterday to dispurpose of the Spanish fleet
which was
reported at the island of
Curaooa off the coast of Venezuela on
Saturday. It is reported to have left
that port but In what direction It went
close tho

does not seem to

be

known, though

the

navy department may have some private
information on the point.
There are
many possible plans for it to pursue, and

in that most

sad and

glori-

This Afternoon
ni^t.

Wednesday Matinee,

the

1B2;

war

(p. 3*7),

the many theories ns to how the
battle
should hare been fought, etc.
The Maine Commandery is
congrai ulated for giving to the public a book full
of such valuable
suggestions, careful narrative and historic significance.
It is

supported by

ac^iJSSy

nEPEHTOiriE.
Me Five Shillings Thursday Evening
f Tend A
*
Yankee in Cuba
Two Nights in Home * r!c}'ly
Fastlvnne

hosfo“i>

^os. &

Favorite^Comedian "mR
HI,8 am RE.:., and
2

[

,,
Is

I

£ rjday Ev„e‘ll‘1"’

Two Friends

,,

Marriage a Failure
Galley Slav©
Camille

Properties, Costumes and Electrical effects ever in the city
SEATS 30c.
EVENING PRICES, 10c, 30c, 30c
(12) 0ue 002• of tha best seats for $3'00- Uoo(1 Ior “7

Thursday Eve.—OU4MI) MILITARY NIGHT.
^

ilALL,

Grand Patriotic

|B=as

POR.TLAKT33.

Pageant—“The Stars

Stripes Forever,”

and

MAY 19.

JtSSS:

Great International
Spectacle,

j

The

Trooping

Colors.

300 PEOPIjE.
Soldier*

Singers,
Sailors,

FOR SALE.

Highlauder.

Bagpiper**,

3I“rln^_

W**'.

AJfD

SOUSA’S FULL BAND OF 60.

Zouaves.

»Sg5H3S85&«

Tl»e well known J. Winslow Jones mansion at Riverton, adjoining; and
overlooking the faRiverton Park,
The house contains twenty spacious rooms, including bath and
billiard SOLOISTS—Miss I,guise M. Bochany, Soprano; Mu. Basil Tetson, Baritone• Mp
m'u
cold
and
Buyok, Trombone; Sig. Simone Mantia, JSuphou-.um.
water throughout, an«l is piped for gas.
hall, has hot
The house is of the
best finish,
uhilip soi
black
first floor in
walnut, polished, and has six open fireplaces. The stable is 45 by 60 feet, with • PRICES—Matinee. SI.00, 75c, 50c; Evening, S1.50, Sl.oo, JOHN
50e.
70c,
Matinee—Sousa Souvenir■
16 stalls, and carriage bouse attached, all in perfect order.
The lot contains five acres of land, Sale at Steinert & Sons Co.’s, 517 Congress street MON OAT.
Halt tare on M C R n ti t
stocked with the choicest of fruit trees and shrubs.
B. & M. and P & R tick
The buildings alone cost $25,000 to build. R. it. and B. & M. R. It. to both concerts. P. & It. It. It. to matinee.
ets good to return doth.
The situation oi this property makes it one of the most desirable locations for a hotel
or private
residence outside of the city of Portland. Any parly looking for properly of this
description, either
to occupy or tor investment, if he will call at once, can secure a great bargain.
23 ami 24.
Terms easy and immediate possession.
For particulars apply at
.
.Utility F. PROCTOH’S.
.
in Real Estate, 9.1 Exchange St., Portland, file.
mous

CITY HALL,

Portland Maine Monument Fund
CHORUS,

--TEE =
IH>

4

k

From receipt of

1,1899

For

dollars.

two

k

XtU

Casco National Bank
PORTLAND,

HARPER’S WEEKLY
is beginning another era in its existence.
The
of the United States has declared
that Spain must at once relinquish its auin Cuba.
HARPER’S WEEKLY,
whose pictorial history of the last war marked
an epoch in American illustrated journalism,
will, with enormously increased facilities, be
each week an accurate, concise, and authentic

Congress

Sj
W

dn

until peace is assured.
:aff of artists and corresp
iresent the WEEKLY at the
F. Zogbaum, Frederic Rem
T.Chapman.W. A. Rogers, T. <j
nd others will accurately portraj
nts in which our Army and Na
tte, as well as happenings at W
mong the WEEKLY’S specia
its will be Caspar Whitney,.
John Fox, Jr.,0. K. Davis, and
following our Squadrons and
to bring this matter home t
Tierican, the publishers will se
\RPER’S WEEKLY from
>w

t of Order to Jan.
FOR

tm

S

:

on

DEPOSITS.

small amounts, for gale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on lavorabie
terms.

Correspondence

solicited from

maylOdlt

FINANCIAL.

Bank.

i STEPHEN II
feb7dt(

SMALL, President
KARsHALL «■ G0DING*

Portland Trust Co.

4s.

It.,
Portland Water Co.,

4s.
application.

roruand, Me*

dtf

&

MOULTON,

Investment

Exchange Sts.

THEY WILL PLEASE AOU.

St.__mylOdtd

F.

0.

BAILEY &

CO., Auctioneers.

Household Furniture, Steinway Piano,
Oil Paintings, &c. at No. 182 State
Street, Corner of Pine,

AT

a

F\

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers
and silver ware.
The security

offered

is

the

AUCTION.

ON THURSDAY, May 19th, at m o’clock a.
m., we shall sell Parlor Furniture, valuable Oil
Paintings, Engravings. Plate Mirrors, genuine
Bronze Figures, Fiench Clock, one very line.
Upright Steinway Piano, cost $750.00, handsome Corner Sideboard, Walnut and Painted
Chamber Sets. Dining Table, Brie-a-Brac, Rugs,
Bedding, Oak Dining Chairs, Silver Set. Brussels and Woolen Carpets, and other urii -les
too numerous to mention.
mayl ldtd

O,

B A3 LEY &

Aocfcioncers and Commission Merchant*
Salesroom 40 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEY
marii*

C.

W.

ALLEN
ti

EVERY...

|

MAN

|

best in

Maine, and the location is the most central and convenient in Portland.
The utmost privacy is afforded
by separate entrances from the street, while
the arrangement of offices of the consoli-

dated comnanv is such that, all
business can be transacted under the
roof.
dtf

...

TO HIS

|

WE frequently
come

*

“

$ 150,000

TRADE.!

have customer*

to ua with conv and *K7

Fat it in attractive form eb4

price reasonable."

it)

it

a

®

$
£

——

it
.) In anon cases the work is

satisfactory and brings

always

^
v

cnoe'lent

t
ts

THE THURSTON PRINT,

|
i

results.

THIRTY YEAR i PER GENT

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

Auction.

at

ON

$ make the

t

Youfliiit to Wear Our Hats!

Securities

mar31

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle &

invested

Surplus

wholly in Government Bonds.

same

\

and

Capital

SAFE DWHAULIS.

I5id deford,

WOODBURY

Savings Bank Building.)
Capital.$100,000

4s.
4s.

Dry Kiln

SATURDAY. May 21. at 2 o'clock p.m. we
shall sell on the premises. No. 01 York
street, a modern dry kiln, originally cost $35
OOu, good repair, and can be remodeled for
tenements at small expense. With the kiln is
5,000 feet ol one-inch iron piping with stop
cocks, etc. Favorable terms can be laid for a
lease of land on which the building sets.
For furtner particulars
Inquire of the auctioneers or ol Rufus Deering & Company, Commercial

(Portland

4s.

Saco,

st.*

Exchange St.,

Specialty.

County,

N. II.,

istf Middle

HAS REMOVED TO

No. 89

F, O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers,

Modern

...

Maine Central 11.

Prices on

I5Y

THE

Surplus. 100,000
100,000
Cashier- Stockholders’ Liability

I to NDS.
>1 erriraack

AUCTION t-ALKS.
~~

Indtvtd-

i uals. Corporations,
Banks and
others
i desiring to open accounts, as well as from
i those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
this
; ness
description through

jy27

HARPER & BROTHERS
Franklin Sq., N. Y. City

solders

Drafts drawn on National Provincial
Bank
of England, London, in large or

ISWAN & BARRETT,

®o nn
dm a
w

The amount realized by these two concerts will be added to the 81.000 already subscribed hr
City for the Erection of a Monument in Portland in memory of the brave
who gava
enva
their lives tor their Country on the Battleship Maine.
® It M.L1S, tide. iiOti 7ac. On sale at Chandler’s Music Store
Wednesday morning at 10 o’clock.

this

SURPLUS

AND

Interest Paid

tp TIME

;thority

CTORIAL HISTOI
OF THIS WAR

MAINE,

ONE MILLION
DOLUBS.

.

TO

na

K3iASSISTEX> BY

Mrs. Jennie Patrick Walker, sopano. Miss Fer.a F. Higgins, Contralm Mss M„„a„
°
B. Scott, Header. Mr. Clarence it. Asheilden, baritone. Mr. F F Jackson
basso
Grand Orchestra 20 piec, s.
C. F. Higgins, Oil ector.
(Music as used at World’s
Peace Jubilee.

incorporated 1324.
CAPITAL

.

20©-V © I C E S-20©

-OF

or-

der to Jan.

May

BENEFIT

maylodlw____Healer

PORTLAND, ME.

LETTERS OF CREDIT,
OF THE

—

feb9

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
1
dtl

—

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

WHOLESALE

ARO

RETAIL.

DUE 1928.
This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds

are

GUARANTEED
by Portland Water Co.

When In Doubt

-FOB SALE BY-

Reliable: Wheels!

H. M. PAYSON

We have sold wheels for years aad are
still selling the same lines.
HHV! Because they are reliable.

32 Exchange St..

cle.

&C0.J STERLING,

BanKers.
feb28

the Siormer BicyIt takes the trick every time.

play trumps and buy

Portland, Me.
dtf

STORM ER
PENNENT

CRAWFORD,
ROCHESTER,

iALE

$5.00.

Highest quality. Solid guaranteo.
$50 ami $75
Beniington,

$S0

Sundries and

WE WILL GIVE YOU TRADING STAMPS,

$40
$35

Largest stock east of Boston. All parts
We can
of our leading wheels in stock.
clean vour wheel, mend your tires, fit
or
enamel
new handle bars and pedals,
the frame to look like now.

Wo

of

(McClellan, p. 129; Halleck, p.
Meade, p. IP, :95; Butler, p. 137),

AFTERNOON AT

pcrfomSic^during engagement8

frightful

the estimate

Vf

THEATRE.

t/ars»s
Scenery.

mortality in a battle like Gettysburg
(p. 2C0), the familiarity gmong plokets
(P- 2), the strange experience of being
witbin the enemy's line unconsciously
(p. 25, 32), the ability to think one’s sell
ill in anticipated dungor (p. 143), tin
strain of personal interest and responsibility— theso and a multitude of other
conditions and characteristics aro found
in such papers that more consoious historical writing must fail to retain. Not
ths least attractive featuro of the book is
the wealth of personal opinion that
creeps
in almost unconsciously—the motive of

amusements.

rommntMtonT?;? ‘.V^liKVKIi
hoWer

prevent capture or to preserve valuables,
the building of tunnels for escape or de-

struction of the enemy,

I__

amusements.

think when in actual service. The occupations of prison life, the ingenuity to

period of our country’s history, the
Civil War, the experiences themselves are
like to go on record in mathematical or
hoped that the imprint, Vol. I, may be
der, as so many skirmishes, battles or the
promise of a second volume at an
lose
their
campaigns
They
vitalitj, early date.
their “flesh and blood’’ significance, becoming merely the chronicle of the calenPOSTMASTER CONFIRMED.
dar’s sequence or of geographical juxtaWashington, May 10.—The Senate conposition From such meaninglessness our firmed
this nomination today.
Posthistory is saved by the kind of papers in master, Me.. Addison P. Buck, Foxcroft.
ous

MIBCEIXANEOP8.

_

they

personal experiences. No writer is represen ted
by more than one paper. They
are printed almost
exactly as they were
read, very few changes being necessary
in the editing. Most of them display a
literary merit far above the ordinary description of similar experiences, and a
going to
few rise to the standard of the very highgenerals

est

_

^

was

correspondents sat in conference with the
hoard, and that its plans as soon as mado
were handed over to them for publicato make destructive raids upon some of AUner R.
tion. As matter of fact every statement
Small, bring us face to face
our exposed
points, and perhaps upon with the possible horrors of warfure. The
of this kind is what is known in newspasome of our vessels.
With the ease with other side
of suffering in war is given by
per parlance as a “fake” or in ordinary
whioh he is getting coal he might be able
Major and Surgeon Seth C. Gordon ir
parlance, as a lie. I he naval strategy
to stay in the Caribbean Sea for some his “Reminisoences of the
board doesn’t give away its plans to
Civil War from
time, without being encountered by our a Surgeon’s Point of View.” Major Sidor anybody
newspaper correspondents
a
do
and
meantime
deal
good
squadron,
'1
else. If it did it
w^ld be deserved of damage. Suoh destruction as he could ney W7. barter’s “A Remarkable Reconto be court-martialed aSi shot.
naissance,” gives an attractive Incident
accomplish woul d not be of a character in the fortunes of the Army of the Poto
Admiral Dewey is having things ail his which would affect seriously the ultimate
mac in the fall of 18C3.
Showing how
own way at Manila.
He is out of the result of the war, but it might prove profitthe army closed around Richmond at the
reach of strategy boards or newspaper able to the Spaniards by raising the
last, there is the brilliantly planned, but
correspondents, subject only to his own spirits of the people at home and quieting unfortunate “Battle of the
Crater,” by
discretion, which seems to be of a first to some extent the discontent that is
Captain Horace H. Burbank; the expericlass kind.
He has everything he needs cropping out all ovet the country, and
ences of one who followed “With the Sevexoept troops. Those ought to be hur- which is likely if it continues to paralyze enth
Maine Battery,” by Brevet Major
ried to him as quickly fas possible. De- in large measure the government’s efforts
William B. Lapham, located at Fort
lay in occupying the town and being pre- against us Something is needed to offset
Hell; and the longest paper in the book,
pared to preserve ordei in case of an the Manila disaster, and a series of suc- “The
Military Operations cn the White
outbreak may bring on complications cessful raids by the Capo Verde fleet
Oak Road, Virginia, March 31, 1865.” by
with the Powers, especially as some of might furnish it.
Brevet Major General Joshua L. Chamthem are apparently jealous of onr presberlain. This last ranks with any his
ence there and would
be only too glad of
torical papers written
concerning our
a pretext for stepping in and
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
getting
war, gives in detail the work of a day
some hold on the islands.
and night of the Fifth Corps of tho army
War Papers, Volume I, issued by the and
There Is no rule of warfare which
purports to set right certain inciThe
of
the
Loyal Legion.
dents in that camnaisn that have been
obliges notice of a bombardment of a Commandery
of Maine, Milifortified city, even when the throwing of Commandery of the State
wrongly recorded in our national reports.
Order of the Loyal Legion of the “The
shells into its inhabited parts is contem- tary
Darkest Hour,” by Brevet BrigaUnited States, has through a wise publidier-General Charles Hamlin gives the
plated. Spain herself when she bombardcation committee brought out a most valed Valparaiso in 1866. gave no notice.
sad story of President Lincoln’s assassiuable book of War Papers.
The book is a
It is customary, however, when the innation in Ford’s Theatre in Washington,
of and
habited part of a city is to be shelled to largo octavo, containing eight pages
the excitement in Washington at the
title page, preface and table of^contents;
time.
give notice enough to allow the departhree hundred and forty-throe pages of
ture of the non-combataDts,
but this
Papers like these record as nothing else
of a careful
can just what men do and what
does not
to bombardments directed reading matter; eight pages

apply

MISCEEI-AJfEQOS.

Al_3. EVERT

more to

sympatny than the sad prison iife.

Five of

B1ISCBt-LajJE0TTH._I

JEFFERSON
evening

a

Our Columbia and Minneapolis fill the
bill as far as speed is concerned, but they
would be of no use in a fight with either
of the Spanish vessels.

tion.
been

---

value
They are personal
recollections of the most interesting and
absorbing experiences that ever came into
the lives of the writers. And more than
that, they ate words of intimate recitation from friend to friends in the freeOn
dom of
associations.

keep Hats at all prices from

$1.00
Buy

your

to

Shirts and Collars of us.
We have an Elegant Stock.

BY, Halter anil Furnisher.
237-239 HUDDLE ST.

mayieodtf

Forest City,

Falmouth,
t’ortlanil,

Portland Jr.,

(Juvenile)

$30

Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.

T.

B. DAVIS

ARMS

103 MIDDLE STREET.

mai-28

CO.
dtf

MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Forty-sixth annual meeting
rjtTIK
at lity

New 1807 wheels a:

will be bold

STEPHEN

J(>!•■

BERRY,

Building, Portland, on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. June i, 2. 3. 1898.
Order slate
mylldtju?
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6/!U8iC AND DRAMAt

COUSE PAYTON CO.
The Corse Payton company began its
second week’s engagement at The Jefferson, with a matinee and evening performance
yesterday. The weather was not
very propitious, but that did not seem
to matter,
for there was- the same rush
for seats that marked all of the previous
The
plays of'‘Flirtation’'and
“My Kentucky Home” were given, the

week.

former at the matinee and the latter in
the evening and wero receivod with the
same evidences of pleasure as when they
The
various
were
given.

Programmo Arranged For

the

The 46th annual meeting of the Maine
Medical Association
will be
held in
Common Council chamber,City building,

Miss Maude
E. Scott, reader; Clarence
B. Ashenden, baritone; F. L. Jackson,
basso;
grand chorus of 200 voices, and
orchestra
of 20 pieces, C. I/. Higgins,
\ rpp.tnr

TROOPING OF THE COLORS.

good advance sale of seats
at Steinert & Son’s yesterday for Sousa’s
great concerts to be given at City hall,
Thursday afternoon and evening. Those
entertainments
arej of peace, a magnifioent demonstration of the commingling
of the oolors of the great nations in perfect harmony, in sweet accord of purpose
and good will, a festival of fellowship
and salute, a grand spectacle of international fraternity, “The Trooping of the
Colors,” by Sousa. America, Britannia,
France and Germany, each grouped beneath Its own colors and represented by
platoons of soldiers, fully officered and
led by standard bearor, meet in glorious
of peace, while hundreds sing
concourse
anthems of each, led by
the national
Sousa’s own band of,60, and all under the
baton of Sousa himself. The spectacle
Is so brilliantly prepared, both as a'spectacle and as a
music-drama, that it instantly inspires an intense thrill of adThere

was

a

of

10 a.
the last meeting;

of the records
business: report of

treasurer; “Uterine Displacements,” by
Geo. H. Cummings, M. D., Portland;

Thursday.
“The
9.30 a. m.—Business;
necessity
of additional hospital accommodations
for the insane,” J:y Bigelow T. Sanborn,
M. D.,
Augusta; discussion opened by
Addison
Dr.
S.
Thayer, Portland;
“Myxoedema as a form of Anaemia,” by
Hannibal Hamlin, M. D., Orono; discussion
by Drs. *.J. K. P. Rogers, Knightvillo, G. M. Elliot, Brunswick and C. E.
Williams, Auburn; “Treatment of Diabetes, with report of cases,” by Geo. A.
Gregory, M.D., Boothbay Harbor: discussion opened by Drs. N.M. Marshall, Portland, and W. D. Williamson, Gorham,
N. H.
At 11.30 o’clock medical and surgical
clinics will be held at the Maine General

Hospital.

iDOUU

Chicago,
Cleveland,

Li*

Score:

o

10113500
10103000

1—12
0— 4

Callahan’s orchestra, from The JefferHits, Chicago, 19; Cleveland, 8. Errors,
son, will furnish the music for the Gem Chicago, 8; Cl3veland,8. Batteries, Kilsummer.
this
theatre
roy and Donohue;
Young and Criger.
Other

MILITARY NIGHT AT JEFFERSON.
The management of the Jefferson at

places,

rain.

NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.
At Fall River—Brockton, 5;
4.

Fall Riv-

Thursday’s matinee will give an er,At
Newport—Newport, 9; Pawtuoket.
“Orange Tea” for the children. Thurs- 3,
At
a
New Bedford—New Bedford, nbo
will
grand military
day evening
5.
night when an invitation will be extend- Taunton,
next

ed to the officers and sailors of the Montauk and the soldiers at the Fort to be

OPENING STATEMENT OF COMMITTEE BY MR. ALLISON.

The Bill

Expected

Revenue

to Raise

Than

That

a

Third

Passed

More

by the

House—Made Unfinished Business and
Will he Pressed to

Passage.

Washington,May 16.—The debate upon
revenue measure was begun in
the war
the Senate today. ThB opening statement
for the committee on finance was made
Allison of Iowa, the ranking
by Mr.
member, in the absence of Mr. Morrill
It was estimated that the
At 11.80 o’clock a clinic in diseases of of Vermont.
the eye and ear will be held at the Maine bill as it oame from the House would
Eye and Ear Infirmary.
raise about
$100,000,000 a year. As re3 p. m.—Reception of delegates from
from the Senate committee Mr.
ported
other soeferies; president's address; busi“Caesairan section, on account of Allison estimates that it will raise $151,ness;
J. A. JJonovan, M. 494,066. Appended is a recapitulation of
Dermoid Cyst,” by
D., Lewiston; discussion opened by Drs. the amount of revenue to be derived by
S. C. Gordon, Portland, axfd E. M. Fulthe government
under the present law
ler, Bath: “Tuberoular Bone Disease,”
imo
mu
as it;.was
by Henry B. Palmer, M.D., Farmington; ana uuuer
reported
discussion
opened by Drs. C. W. Bray, from the Senate committee on finance.
Portland and Frank I Brown, South
It will be noted that the estimates inPortland.
8 p.m.—“Notes in a first series of 10.000 clude the amounts raised under the preseye patients,
uy James A. Spalding, M. ent law and the increases proposed in the
D., Portland; “The relation of medical pending bill:
experts to the courts, and to each other,”
$58,906,120
by W. P. Giddings, M. D.. Gardiner; dis- Fermented liquors,
cussion opened by Drs. Chas. D. Smith Tobacco and snuff,
43,840,560
and Stephen H. Weeks of Portland and Cigars and oigarettes,
10,302,465
Tobacco manufacturers and
D. A. Robinson, Bangor.

dance 1200.

more,than$150,000.000,andthis

produce
'rewneiidment
spective of the Democratic
as agreed
Indeed, he thought that the bilf
to by
all the members would produce
whi 1 e
the

bill would

to exceed $150,000,100,
not p
the House hill would
duce to exceed $105,000,000.
estidetailed
Mr. Allison hero gave a
mate of the Items of increase as follows.
On fermented liquors, $20,000,000, on to
bacco and snuff,$25,000,000, and on banss,
$2,500,000, brokers, $1,600,000; theatres,
bank oheoks,
circuses,

BASEBALL

IN RAIN.

Lewiston, May 16.—Bates and Boston
The intention of the manage- college played a ragged game in drizzling
present.
Bates won easily
with
ment is to give the defenders of Port- weather today.
land at least one good time while they her change pitcher in the box. The score:
1 2 0 3 0 0 1 0 x-7
are here.
Bates,
Boston College, 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0—1
Base hits—Bates, 10; Boston College, 6.
FARM BUILDINGS BURNED.
Errors—Bates, 5; Boston College, 7. Batteries—Hussey and "Purington; Longhey
Waterville, May 1C.—Saturday night the and
Slattey. Umpire—Slattery.
fairn buildings of 'Jliomas Moore of Sidney, were burned, together
with their
SULLIVAN GOT DECISION.
contents.
The buildings consisted of a
New York, May 16.—In the Sullivanhouse, ell shed apd barn. Loss estimated Kelly fight here tonight, Sullivan
got the
£t5t0; uninsured.
decision in the 20th round.

etc., $1,800,000;
etc., $5,000,000; bills of lading (express

j
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
——
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nassin^thB^blU
MinayS
0Ter
PrnairtBnt

If

said that the
totals under the bill as
reported Independent of the Democratic amendments were
based on estimates on the same articles
from the officer of the commissioner of
internal revenue for the flsoal year ending in 1809, and that the exact figures
were $151,000,000.
Mr. Allison said he
was satisfied the estimate on the revenue
to be derived from fermented liquors was
less than it should be and he thought the
Increase would bring It up so as to cause
It to exoeed $30,000,000. He said also that
while the tobacco schedule had been materially changed, the total yield of the
bill on this soore as reported to the Senate would not greatly exceed that of the
House bill. He thought it reasonable to
estimate that the Increase that the bill,
as reported by the Senate would give over
the present returns on these items would
not fall below $00,000,000.
On the other
hand possibly the estimate on theatres
UirUUNOB

UUBUhtS

WOUIQ laii UWiU»

Must Have

“ofT/h
f°
°f.J,*®

wer0

the

™

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

---:

of^tim'ofBce*11

assay offloos, dein urging an office at
Seattle was the desire of
Alaskan
the

transportation companies whioh practi-

cally controlled the Klondike output to
put down gold at Seattle at Philadelphia
mint prices.
“Is it not better for the
government?”
asked Mr. Bland,
“to establish assay
offices and secure
that way than
in
gold
to sen bonds for it?”
“9h” cried Mr. Cannon, with a wave
or his
hand, “the gentleman would throw
the patient into
Sts, Bonds have no more
to do with this
question than the gentle-

has to do with Heaven or sound
sense.”
The bill was then passed.
The House
went into committee of the whole to consider the House bill to ratify an
agreement entered into in 1892 between the
United States commissioners and the
Commanohe, Kiowa and Apache Indians
to open for settlement the reservation of
these Indians in Oklahoma.
The bill was explained by Mr. Curtis
of Kausas,

Just let
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greens and other colors,
$2.50, 3.50, 3.75 and 4.00
up.
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CARRIAGES.

comfort, pleasure

or

convenience of

carriage, it will certainly

a

Silk moreen, very light,
very strong and serviceable, fancy stripes and
black at $6.00.
Plaid moreen

Skirts,

flounced

ruffled,

all desirable colors

$4.50.

Skirts made of

Italian

cloth. Diaids and strioes.
beautiful combinations of
color

BAILEY CARRIAGE CO.,
Opposite Post

Office.

Black

$2.89.

at

and

white

plaid

satteens at

$2,25.

ling (linen color) dustproof, with embroidered
$2.50 and

flounces

2.97.
tucked

Linen skirts with
ruffle at

$1.50, 1.75,

WESTBROOK.
Audi

of

Mr. and Mrs. S.

Friday evening
T. Raymond of this city
as

Last

TOWNS.

Interest

Gathered

pondents

of

by

CorreQ.

parents.
Miss Stiles ot Westbrook was also the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Berryman.
Hon. J. F. Warren’s youngest
son,
in
Albert, is in a critical condition from the

Mr. Kimball Eastman of East End has
been confined to the house with sickness
for several days.

yesterday’s PRESS, a widow who was
formerly Miss Melvina Andrews of DeerThe funeral services are to be held
Wednesday afternoon at two o’clock from
the
Dniversalist church.
Rev. T. B.
Payne the pastor of the church will

ing.

officiate.

being

run

over

several

weeks

ago.

Mr. and Mrs. Jason Hooper and son of
Saco spent Sunday here with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Goldthwaite spent
last Friday in Biddeford.
Mr. Richard Maddox met with a serious
out riding,
accident Sunday while
he

was thrown out breaking one of his legs
Mrs. Hogan of California is visiting near the ankle.
her grandmother, Mrs. Hawes at Pride’s
Mr. Fred McCorrison and Miss Rubie
corner, whom she has not seen for twenty- C. Smith were united in marriage last
five years.
Both young people
Wednesday evening.
Mr. R. E. Luoas is recovering from his are well known
here, and their friends
attaok of typhoid fever.
wish them maDy years of happiness and
The East End W. C. T. U., will meet
prosperity.
with Mrs. Jacob Bragdon, Lamb
uix.
XUIIUUUA

street,

At the

Congregational church Sunday

Rev. S. N. Adams, the pastor,
a very able sermon
to a largo

preached
congrega-

tion on “International
Life,” “The
United States and the Nations.”
At the
evening service the subject was “The
Curfew Bell.”
The Kings' Daughters of the West End

RXXH

OUXTUli

UXXS).

2.25.
braided at $1.00 and 1.25
and grass cloth skirts at

75b and $1.00.

tbe Press.

were returning
BUXTON.
to Libby’s Beach after
attending the
West Buxton, May 16.—Rev. Mr. Baker
theatre at Portland, they were confronted
of Buxton Lower Corner, exchanged with
by three men, who tried to stop the team. Rev. G. A.
Downoy, last Sabbath.
Mr. Raymond grabbed the
whip with
The ladies’ mission circle will
meet
which he struck the horse, who quickly
with Mrs. A. G. Smith next Thursday
and
thus
runring,
they
responded by
afternoon; if stormy the next day.
escaped without further molestation.
Hon. F. H. Hargraves who was
in
Mrs. Julia Hall of East End, died at
last week returned last SaturShapleigh
the Maine Eye and Ear infirmary
last
day.
Saturday after an operation had been perMrs. N. Webber and Mrs. George E.
formed upon her. She was 37 years of age.
Smith of Massachusetts, who were
the
The body was taken to the residence of
guests of Hon. C. E. Weld, returned home
her sister, Mrs. William Gilman, Brown
last week.
street, from where the funeral is to be
Mr. and Mrs. James Berryman of Portheld this forenoon at ten c’olock. Burial
land, spent the last few days with his
at threat Falls.

The
late B. F. Roberts
leaves
addition to the
sons
and
daughters effects of
mentioned in the report of his death in

last Sunday with his brother, I. H. Mad
dox in Cornish.
Tho river drivers passed through here
last Sunday breaking a large jam above

The

$5.00

as

business

of

importance

is to be

MARRIAGES-

All this
Linens

Staokpole, wife
Stackpole, ware held yesterday afternoon
at two o’olock from the residence, Church
Belle

The services were conducted
street
by
of Lisbon
Rev. F. L. Payson
Falls,
formerly pastor of the Westbrook Universalist church.

Burial at

Woodlawn

ceme-

tery.
Harold Bodge and Captain Charles S.
Carleton of the former Cleaves
Rifles, now
known as a oompany of the 74th United
States infantry, were in

the

week

at

counter a

the

special

exhibition of high class
work
Mexican drawn
Son of

from Culver and

Aguas Calientes, Mexico.
shown

The Linens

in-

doylies, centrepieces, table cloths, side
cludes

table and dresser

scarfs,

cloths,

hand-

luncheon
kerchiefs

and

As

of

napkins.
they are
well worth seeing. They
are also useful, practical
objects

art

of
articles
permanent
good and are specially

appropriate
gifts.

for

wedding

OWEN, MOORE

& CO.

PORTLAND GASLIGHT COMPANY

lu Washington, May 7, John P. Sparrow of
Bostwick ol
Portland and Miss Helen

and Miss Anna C. Braun.
In Atkinson, May 4, William A.

Miss
the late Mrs.
of Andrew
J.

to 18.00.

the bridge.

Congregational ohureh, will meet Tues- Geor, ia.
lu Saco, May 8. Percy E. Woodman of P e
day at 3.80 p. m., with Miss Abbie Libby
Webster.
Brackett street.
A full attendance is de- Point and Hlibie L. Vernon 1£.
Gould of Bangor
In Dover. May 7,
transacted.
The funeral servioes of

Silk

of

stock

Skirts includes every sort
in all colors, prices from

..

sired

2.00,

skirts

Linen

MAINE

and

stripe

Linen skirts for travel-

pay for the trouble.

0.

and

heliotrope and white
plaids, pinks, greens and

They consist of Pneumatic tires, wire wheels, ball hearing
axles, solid rubber tires, Pullman cushions, roller chafe irons,
self oiling axles, short turning noiseless circles, quick shifting
All
shackles, open rubber head springs, rubber covered steps.
these are incorporated in the 150 STALES OF VEHICLES we arc
It is certainly unwise to purchase without first
now showing.
investigating the merits of these improvements. If they add to

F.

cos-

summer

before.
A varied line of wool
moreen
skirts, medium
blue,
weight,--garnet,

Nothing that is ggJwst as Gees!.** 1

j WOOD & BISHOP CO

Incorp., 1894.

of

with

seen

dealer
3=
,
else. X.

your

J±..

styles

ent

NOVEL.

new
M any
Petticoats to be

tumes, all

something

♦

be

can

man

the figures given. As a mutter of fact the
estimates were all necessarily far from
accurate as they were based largely upon
the returns of the census of 1890. He
Tfc ltrnc
,v.bLb
gave illustrations to show the rapid in- payment of notes, not
$2,000,000
exceeding
crease of business for the
showto the Indian contingent upon receipt of
Durpose of
ing how impossible it was to estimate the amount from sale of the lands. With
upon past years' basis.
this and a few minor
amendments, the
307,102
dealers,
Taking up the amendments adopted bill was passed.
Bankers,
2,394,600 without the co-operation of the RepubliThe House adjourned at 4.58 p. m.
can
Exchange brokers and pawnmembers of the finance committee
1,500,000 and known as the Democratic amendbrokers,
Commercial brokers,
213,094 ments, iir. Allison expressed the opinion
that as to the greenback and seigniorage
Theatres, circuses aud other
1,820,447 provisions these would yield $75,000,000.
exhibitions,
in the aggregate in addition to the estiBowling alleys and billiard
The anniversary entertainment of Fra166,967 mate of $150,000,000 already given.
tables,
Mr. Allison oritioised with considerable ternity lodge, No. 6, I. O. O. F., will be
Stocks, bonds, merchandise,
10,000,000 severity the provision for taxing corpora- held this evening at Red Men’s hall, Moretc.,
Bank checks,
5,000,000 tions, saying that it would be especially rill’s Corner.
The entertainment will
Inland bills of exchange,
1,500,000 severe upon stockholders in spiall corpo- consist of the four act
comedy Esmeralda
bills
of
exchange,
600,000
rations
Foreign
and it was also liable to cause
presented by the Utility club of Portland.
double taxation.
Express and freight, includ10,000,000
In conclusion Mr. Allison said that it The club is composed of well known Porting all bills of lading,
Life insurance,
1,277,000 was one purpose of the Senate to autho- land amateurs who have had considerable
2,041,599
rize
the secretary of the treasury to borMortgages,
experience. Dr. H. M. Nickerson is stage
Other articles in schedule A,
row from time to time $300,000,000 or so
28,000,000 much thereof ns might he needed for war manager assisted by one of the young
including tax on receipts,
Proprietary preparations and
and to issue 3 per ladies, who is to graduate from the Bospurposes exclusively
20,000,000 cent bonds therefor. It was also the pur- ton School of
perfumeries,
Oratory, has spared no
1,000,000 pose to authorize the secretary to issue
Chewing gum,
9,275,475 certificates of Indebtedness for $100,000,- effort to make Esmeralda a success. A
Legacies and successions,
000 to
meet any deficit In the running two hours’ dance follows the presentation
Total,
$314,045,829 expenses of the government.
of the drama.
Mr. Chilton of Texas, inquired of Mr.
Add (to this the revenue to be derived
Mildred B. Baker of
Athol Center,
from artioles not inoluded in the pending Allison how muoh the Senate bill would
reduce the total amount produced by the Mass., is visiting her mother Mrs. Chas.
bill, on the basis of receipts of 1897:
Spirits,
$82,008,542 bill by reason of the removal of the in- A. Johnson, 188 Deering avenue. WoodBrewers (special tax),
160,937 creased tax from stocks of tobacco now in fords.
Retail dealers in malt liquors,
191,071 the hands of dealers.
The ball game scheduled for Wednesday
Wholesale
dealers in malt
Mr. Allison replied that that would In
liquors,
273,801 a measure depend upon the time Con- afternoon on the Seminary grounds beOleomarganire,
1,034,029 sumed in passing the bill. Dealers were tween the Westbrook Seminary's and the
Filled cheese,
18,902 constantly increasing their stooks on second nine from Bowdoin college has
Miscellaneous receipts,
375,468 hand and.of course, these increased stocks been
cancelled, owing to the inability of
could
not be taxed. In a general way
Total estimated revenue, $298,113,659 he was of the opinion that the reduotion the Bowdoin team to come.
Less revenues for 1897,
The ladies of All Souls’
146.619,593 would amountito about $3,000,000.
Universalist
Revenue provided bv Senate
Mr. White of California, 6aid he wantMorrill’s corner are to hold their
ohurch,
bill,
151,494,066 ed to call the senators’ attention to the
the propriety
of placing an strawberry festival Thursday
evening,
At the
conclusion of Mr. Allison’s faot that
tax upon the oil refining inter- May 19 in the vestry of their church.
It
statement the bill was made the unfin- equitable
the sugar
trust and other great has been
ests,
that the
previously
published
ished business and it will be pressed to monopolies
would be forced upon the
Senate.
The idea was to placo some of festival would be postponed from the
passage as soon as possible.
the burdens of the present war upon those 20th to the 27th, but the ladies have dewho were
able to bear them as well as cided to hold it the 19th instead.
Washington, May 16.—The ohaplain of upon those who use a little tobacco or
Mr. Wilbur F. Trask was a heavy loser
the Senate in his invocation today made take an ocoasional glass of beer.
at the fire which destroyed the
Mr.
Gorman
of
Horsey
if
a touching reference to the death of Mrs.
Maryland inquired
the bill as reported to the Senate did not barn, Wednesday night of last week.
In
Justin S. Morrill,
wife of the venerable
levy a tax of one fourth of one per cent the barn Mr. Trask had in storage his
Senator from Vermont.
upon the very interests Mr. White refer- diamond drill
outfit and
machinery inMr. Morgan, of Alabama, introduced a red to just the same as upon smaller corThe
cluding one diamond drill head.
resolution whioh was Bgreed to, calling porations.
Mr. White admitted that it did, but complete apparatus cost $10,000. The maupon the secretary of the interior for in- thought the Senate ought to have full
chinery was ruined owing to the very hot
in his possession concerning justice and equality in view.
formation
Mr. Allison announced that the bill fire and the large amount of water used.
the progress of work on the Nicaraguan
would be
laid aside for the day.
The drill rods which have a fine screw
Mr
canal, and concerning the financial Jones of Arkansas, having the floor,
with thread at each end so that as the wheel
affairs of the Martinique Canal company. the understanding that it was to be unsinks deeper and deeper, they are joined
Mr. Allison of Iowa, called up the war fin jshed business and would bo called up
each day immediately after the morning and are strong enough to stand a water
revenue bill and made a statement of its
business.
pressure of about three hundred pounds to
features to the Senate.
The
Senate then at 3.40 p. m., went
the square inch, were ruined by the heat.
Mr.
Allison said that as the bill came into executive session, and at 3.05 p. m.,
The black diamond points
each have
from the House of Representatives it was adjourned.
the total weight of which is
stones,
eight
an internal
revenue measure and as reabout four carats, costing about $36 per
ported to the Senate it was still an interHOUSE’S FIRST VETO.
The insurance was placed with
caret.
nal
revenue bill.
said
Comparatively,
Was of Bill Conferring .Turisdiclion on Morse & Guptill of Portland in several
he, there are no provisions in it for in
Court of Claims.
crease
of customs duties. Mr. Allison
agencies, the total amount being $5000.
then analyzed the bill as it came from
Miss Wilson, a teacher in Vermont, is
Washington, May 16.—The House today
the House, presenting the various salient
Rev. and
Mrs.
received its first veto from President Mc- visiting her parents,
incorporated by the House.
Kinley and voted unanimously to sustain GowaD C. Wilson, South street, Deering
He said that the finance committee had the executive.
The veto was of a bill Center.
oarefully examined all of the schedules of
Fred Irish of Riverton leaves for Bath
the court of claims juristhe bill and had been led to believe that conferring upon
4/\i4nw itfIiowa h
Kafl
onanf n/I
1 4 1
schedule A,
(stamp taxes), and B, (pro- diction in a private case of long stand&
too
builders.
with
Kelley
general in ing. The day was given to consideration
prietory articles), were
ijpear, ship
their scope. Consequently they had been of
Joseph Cole is the new gate tender at
bills under suspension of the rules,
amended.
On practically Rll of the proof chief importance being the Morrill’s corner crossing ot the Portvisions of the bill the committee had not the measures
On the beer and to- one ratifying an agreement for the allot- land and Rochester railroad.
seriously divided.
bacco taxes, on schedules A and B, and ment and opaning to the
The Woodfords Congregational church
settlement of the
on.the tonnage tax matter the committee
Ladies’ Cirole have decided to give a star
Kiowa
and
Comanche,
lands
in
Apache
was substantially a unit.
of seleot entertainments next winMr. Allison said further that In the Oklahoma and to establish an assay office course
were no differences of at Seattle, Washington.
committee there
ter, as the course daring the past two
"
to the necessity of the bill.
opinion as
years hove bsen very successful.
Mr. Allison
said that the committee had
The Deeriug Folk Lore club held its
16.—In the House toWashington,
May
estimates
of the
obtained the best possible
Mr. Marsh of Illinois, presented a last meeting of the season Saturday evensecretary of war and the secretary of day,
estimate of the former had conference report upon the bill authoriz- ing with Miss May Watson, at her home
navy. The
been based on tbe mustering in of 125,000 ing the army officers to
furnish food for corner Mechanic street and
Hearing
volunteers and did not include provisions
the Cuban people and arms and
A very interesting programme
equip- avenue.
for the 13,000 additional men authorized
by Congress to be enlisted since the esti- ments to Cubuns to increase their fight- arranged by Misses Hattie Harmon and
mate was made. Secretary Alger estimat- ing effectiveness against
The
Spain. The re- Minnie Clay was much enjoyed.
ed that his department would need $150,port was adopted without objection.
olub has enjoyed a pleasant season’s work
be
added
must
at
To
this
sum
SjX&MKL
Under suspension of the rules Mr. Hull and will undoubtedly revive the
work
least' '{15,000,000 to pay expenses authorized} by
Congress after the estimate of Iowa, called up the Senate bill provid- during the coming fall and winter.
was jfiade.
ing for an increase in the force of the adRev. Edwin P. Wilson resumed his
The estimate of. the secretary of the jutant
general’s office, by authorizing the pulpit at the Woodfords Congregational
navy of the expenses of every department
for the same period was $75,656,250; but President to appoint one assistant adju- churoh Sunday morning after his return
in addition to this sum the amount car- tant general with the rank of colonel and from his vaoation spent in
the
South.
ried by the naval appropriation bill must another with
rank of major.
Mr. Wilson preached an '.ble sermon in
be considered as a part of expenses of the
The bill was passed. It
provides for the the morning, and at the evening service
navy. In addition to the $50,000,000 already appropriated as a war fund which, selection of the additional assistant ad- gave an interesting account of his trip,
Mr. Allison announced, had been practi- jutant
general from the force now in tho describing vividly the country whloh he
cally expended, the forthcoming general adjutant
visited and numerous incidents occurlng
general’s office.
deficiency bill would carry a deficiency
The House joint resolution appointing durin g his journey.
appropriation for the current year of
about $35,000,000 and there is a naval de- William J. Sewell of N=w Jersey! Martin
NEWSTORY FROM
ficiency of about $22,275,000.
John L, WARLIKE
T. McMahon of New York;
The Senate finance committee figured
FOUNDLAND.
William
H.
and
Mitchell
of
of
a
totul
at
Wisconsin,
that it would require
least
St. Johns, N. F., May 16.—The govern$379,192,000 to pay the expenses of the Bonsall of California, members of the
war from the present time until the first
board of managers of the National Home ment has been advised that owing to
into
of July, 1899, not taking
account
for Disabled Volunteor
Soldiers, was complications botween Great Britain and
any emergency expenses that might arise
France which are likely to result In war
at any moment. The total amount, Mr. called up.
Allison thought, would be rather ubove
of the measure, Mr. and the constant friction alawys developPending
disposal
than below the sum indicated. Mr. AlliLacey of lotvu, raised the question of the ing along the French shore of Newfoundson then oarefully analyzed the
and
ordinary eligibility of Senators Sewoll
the Imperial authorities intend to
of
thn
and
expenditures
contrary to Federal land,
receipts
govern- Mitchell as being
In the course of this statement he constitution.
ment.
fortify St. Johns.
^Lo (_'oI°nfai
expressed the opinion that the estimate
Mr Griffin of Wisconsin in oharge of the
ministry received by mail
r
of the secretary of the treasury that the
bill, said they received emolument us i r°m Halifax today communications from
bill would this year raise members of the board and their eligibility
present tariff
military authorities there asking for
$200,000,000 was too high. In present cir- liad nover before been questioned.
plans showing tho extont and location of
and conditions he doubted
cumstances
The resolution was passed, yeas 126;
Property hero, the number of barwould produce more
whether the bill
racks available for
nays, 62.
the looatlon of troops,
than $180 000,000.
The Speaker then laid before the House
quarries where granite is
Mr. Allison thought the war
would a message from the President vetoing a obtainable, the number of
contractors
have the inevitable’effect of diminishing bill conferring upon tile court of olaims,
undertake the
beginning of
the revenue
by disturbing our foreign jurisdiction to re-try the oase of the
and
facilities
for prompt
The important
commeroe.
question, he representatives of Isaao P. Tice against construction.

QA K1RT
O TIES-
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Jones of Washing-

is^Lng a“y more
olaring the motive

|

A Hundred Reasons Why, |l
which we can’t teli
?
you here.
z]

nm5

Messrs. Lewis an<1

Portland, May IT, 1898.

MUNI

V?,

members voting.
Senate bill to establish
an
assay
6 WaS 0alle(i
up. Mr- C- «■
d the
purpose of the bill was to
nvenient ofDoe'for the Klondike
r! who would mine this
year,
m
®st*mated. from *12,000,000 to *2,of the metal.
The bi J1 carries an
000,000 for expenses

^
ff 1«°
nan

Stove?

a

THEN BUY A

takRn
upon
veto and the
without a dis-

freight), $10,000,000; life insurance, ton. spoke for the bill.
$1,2(7,000; mortgages, $2,000,000; receipts,
cannon of Illinois, opposed it, inetc., In
tbat a government assay office at
schedule, $28,000,000; legacies,
$0,000,000.
was
unnecessary. He spoke against
Mr.
estimate of “r1,"
Allison
and

UUU

NEW
"

a,mli+t !h

thought

Wednesday
m.—Prayer; reading

*****

BnvBy?2^nnnSHate^rou?ht

revenue

programme:

3 p. m.—Reception
of delegates from
miration and outburst of patriotic enthusiasm. Preparations are on an elaborate o her societies; eleotion of officers for the
ensuing year; “Talipes Equino-Varus,
scale as to ensemble effects and every de- with
report of case, treated by Cuneiform
tail Is looked into with care and scrupu- Osteotomy,” by Geo. P. Morgan, M. D.,
lous painstaking. As each nation comes Dover, E. H.; disoussion by Drs. H. H.
Portland and B. F. Sturgis, Auupon the scene the great chorus and the Brock, “The
burn;
management of epidemics
Sousa
band of 60 pieces burst into the of
diphtheria in isolated communities,
national
anthem of that power, Colum- by Wellington Johnson, M. D., Augusta:
opened by Drs. Henry P.
sublime goddess, saluting each in discussion
bia,
Merrill, Portland, A. R.G. Smith, WhiteFor
turn.
once the world in harmony,
S.
J.
field,
Bassford, Biddeford, and O.
glorious in one band of brotherhood, but P. Smith, Portland.
4 p. m.—Members of the association and
caparisoned in the habilaments of chivalry
from other societies will be inand resplendent in tho panoply of war, delegates
vited to partake of the hospitality of the
all under 'tho spreading wings of the physicians of Portland.
5 p. m.—Annual
white dove of peace.
oration by Roswell
D. of Buffalo, N. Y.; “The
The great spectacle ocoupies part sec- Park, M.
local treatment of sinuses of the extremiof the programme. Part first is a
ond
ties, by Alfred King, M. D., Portland;
grand concert programme by Sousa and discussion opened by Drs. H. F. T'witohC. A. Peasloy, Wisoasset,
his hand of 60, Miss Louise M. Brehamy, el', Portland,
and E. H. Hill, Lewiston.
Basil
Mr.
baritono;
Tetson,
soprano;
Friday.
Arthur
Mr.
Pryor, trombone; Sig.
9 a. m.—Business; reports of delegates
Simone Mantia, euphonium; Herr Franz
medical societies; voluntary paChange of to other
Hell, Uueglehorn, soloists.
pers or reports of cases; reports of the
each
concert.
programme
board of censors; unfinished business.
The sale of seats was much the largest
These are the officers:
President, Dr.
tho popular bandmaster has ever had in W'. K.
Oakes, Auburn; first vice-presithis city and except the opera sale, bids
dent, Dr. E. A.Thompson, Dover; second
fair to be one of the best in fact, a banvice-president, Dr. G. M. Woodoook, Banner sale for Portland, and from all over
gor; treasurer, Dr. Aug. S. Thayer, Portthe state orders have been sent for seats.
land; recording secretary, Dr. Chas. D.
At the matinee Sousa souvenirs will he
Smith, Portland; corresponding secreand
at
the
all
tho
to
ladies,
given
evening tary,
Dr. H. B. Palmer, Farmington;
are
performance arrangements
now.being board of censors, Drs. W. B.
Moulton,
made by which war bulletins will Se read
of Portland, F. C. Thayer of Waterville,
from the stage should there be any news
W. J. Maybury of Saoo, E. M. Fuller of
of importance from either of our squadBatn, Alfred King, Portland; business
the
war
in
or
rons
concerning
general.
oommittee, Drs. Edw. J. McDonough,
REHFARSAL OF THE
FESTIVAL Portland; A. S. Gilson, Portland.
The board of censors will be in session
CHORUS UNDER PROF.CHAPMAN.
on Wednesday and
Thursday for the purIn spite of th9 threatening weather a
pose of receiving applicants for memberlarge and enthusiastic chorus greeted ship.
Prof. Chapman at Kotzschmar hall last
Members are requested to
particularly
evening.
They numbered about three notice the following railroad and
steamhundred, and showed a marked Improve- boat arrangements:
The Grand Trunk,
ment over previous rehearsals. Mr. Chap- Portland &
Rumford Falls, Bangor &
man conducted all of the difficult Elijah
Aroostoog and Maine Central
railroads,
choruses except two, and they sang them
W U**U
UAVJIXX7VO
QU UI1H lalo
well. Muoh iDtorest is felt in the coming from all
within
the
state. Tickpoints
concert of tli9 Maine Symphony Orchestra ets
over the Grand Trunk, Portland &
In which tbo Festival chorus is to hate a Rumford
Falls, and the Maine Central,
place and part, singing war songs with will be sold on May 31st, June 1 and
3,
novel Introduction of flags and colors of to return June 4.
Tickets over the Bandifferent nations.
Mrs. Chapman was
gor & Aroostook railroad will be on sale
present and explained about the cettifl- from May 30
to June 2, good to return
oates for the sale of reserved seats at the
on
The Portland, Mt. Desert *
June 4.
Jefferson where the orchestra concert is Machias Steamboat
company will issue
to be given. The only trouble seems to be
tickets at one fare for the
round ti Ip
that there are not enough certificates to
same dates.
These tickets must be pursupply the demand and it looks as If there chased at
point of starting.
would be only standing room left for the
The International Steamship company
general public,
after the holders
of will issue round trip tickets at one fare
tickets were satisfied.
This will be the from
Eastport and Calais, good for 10
first great conceit
ever given
In this days from date of purchase.
elegant theatre.
A meeting of the
patronesses will take place this Tuesday
ONE NATIONAL LEAGUE GAME.
morning in the parlors of the Preble
Chicago, May, 16.—The Chlcagos found
house at eleven o’clock
Young just to their liking.tpday and hit
from start to finish. Attenhim hard
NOTES.
Mr. McCullum hopes to open his theatre at the Cape, June 11th. Many of the
old favorites will be in the company.

Pre-

was

sented Yesterday.

Portland, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, June 1, 3 and 8. This will be the

wero

store tomorrow at 10 o’clock. The soloists
will be Mrs. Jennie Patrick Walker, soprano; Miss Lena F. Higgins, contralto;

War Revenue Measure

money should be
said, was how much and
ln 1873. t0 rehow muoh by cover %2o, 000, the
taxation
provided bv
been willing meters to measurealleged value of certain
had
In committee, he
Q
lty and StrenBth
so os to Inof distilled suirits
to Increase the revenue feature
On this point the oomsure $125,000,000.
‘b°
message, chiefly
some
bv mason
mltteo on llnanoe had boen divided,
b®ing the first veto mesor
members wishing to raiseasin
by
President McKinley to
he thought that
House

Foam

Annual

Mettlng.

discussion opened by Drs. J. F. Thompwarmly applauded, and son, Stanley P. Warren, Portland, and J.
D. Cochrane, Saco; reports of following
tho second week may be saidjto have cases:
1, Removal of Rhinolith, weight
most
At
been
brilliantly.
873 grain, by J. F. Hill M. D., Waterinaugurated
the
farce
of
“Lend Me ville; 3, Unique Case, removal of foreign
the matinee today
from bladder, by Dr. B. B. Foster,
Shillings,” and “A Yankee in body
Five
M. D., Portland; 8, Anastomosis of gall
be the programme, and
will
Cuba,”
bladder with large intestine, by means
“Two Nights in Rome” in the evening.
of Murphy button, by Wm. L. Cousins,
M. D., Portland; Accident as a cause of
MAINE MONUMENT FUND CONCERT
appendicitis, by Wm. B. Small, M. D.,
The sale of seats for the concert to be Lewiston; report of visitors to the Medical
School of
report of visitors to
given in aid of the Maine Monument the Portland Maine;
School of Medical Instrucfnnd will
begin at Chandler’s music tion ; voluntary papers or reports of cases.

previously

specialties

SENATE BEGINS DEBATE.

va

M. Morrill.

Burgess

and

In Monson, May 4, George M. Pbilbrick and
Minnie J. Knapp.
In West Peru. May 7, James Sliea ot Rumford Palis and Miss Mary M. Fletcher of Peru.
In Madison, May 8, Charles !■'. Newell of Anson and Sarah M. Page of New Portland.
In East Maehlas, May 7, George McKenzie

and Alice A. Lund.
In Denmark. May 8, Joseph Clemens and
Flossie Bartlett o£ Brownfield.
In Oldtawn, May 7, David M. Rider of Atkinson and Miss Wiimot Marlon Rand.
In Lewiston, May 4. Dea. W. L. Badger and
Miss Jepnie 8. Lewis.
,.[j;

DEATHS

city from
twenty-four

Annual

meeting.

annual meeting ol the Portland Gas
Light Company will he holden at the office
of the company, 9 Temple street, Portland, on
Wednesday, the 18th Inst., at 3 o’clock p. m.,
to act upon the following articles:
1st.
To receive mid act upon the reports of
the President and Treasurer.
To choose directors for the ensuing
2nd,
year and to act upon other business that may
properly come before the meeting.
E. H. DAVEIS, Prest. '3
mayl7d2t

ItHE

CAUCUSES.
OUMBEKLAND.

The Republicans of Cumberland are requested to meet at the Town House Saturday,
May 21st, 1898, at 8 o'clock p. ni„ to choose
three delegates to attend the County Convention to be holden at Portland June 16th, 1898.
Per order, Cumberland Town Commlitee,
E. B. OSGOOD, Secy.
mayl'dot

In Boston, May 13. Ethel Flora, daughter of
SOUTH PORTLAND.
Etta L. and the late Charles E. Holmes, aged 18
years 5 months.
The Republicans of South Portland are reafternoon
at 2 o’clock,
IFuueral Wednesday
of the Westbrook
quested to meet m caucus at the Town House
from No. 78 Daulorth street. Portland, Wor- on
Friday. May 20th, at 8 o'clock p. m., to
citizens availed themselves of the excur- cest r and Beverly papers p ease copy.
choose eight delegates to the County convenIn Needham. Mass.. May 14, Marion Frances,
sion rates on Sunday and visited
the who of Charles G. Dyer, formerly ot Portland, tion.
Per order, South Porlland Town Committee,
soldier boys at Augusta.
In the 51s! year ot her age.
C. N. TKKFETHEN, Chairman.
maylldtt
In East Baldwin, May 7, Frank G. Sawyer,
The foliowing advertised letter for the
43 years.
week ending May 14, are at the Westbrook agod
lu Waterville, May 10, Mrs, Jane Brown,
05 years.
Mrs. Lottie Ames,
post oflice:
Joseph aged
In Vienna, May 9. Willow Azer Eaton, aged
Bouchard, Mrs. Albron P. Brown, Peter 77 years.
In New Gloucester, May .9, Nathaniel RideDowcet, Jos. Houle, Mrs. Charles Hunt,
out, aged 71 years.
Clara, J. Jordan, Murray Jordan, Mrs.
In Brunswick, May 4, Miss Abby M Bruce,
Lizzie Sprague and W. W. Taylor.
aged 22 years.
In Starks, May 10, 71 ary E. Frederick, aged

Augusta yesterday,

on

n

hour furlough.
About seventy-flve

MARRIED A

PHILADELPHIAN.

[SPECIAL TO

TnE

PRESS.!

Saco, May 10.-Prof. F. I. Bumpus,
Saoo’s dancing teacher, and Mrs. H. T.
Atkinson, a wealthy resident of Philadelphia,

married in Dover, N. H., reProf. Bumpus has for several
mast9r of ceremonies at the
season been
Sea Shore house, Old Orchard, and she
were

cently.

has been a guest there.
The
in Philadelphia.
their marriage
friends here.

was

a

They will reside
announcement of
surprise to his

40 years.
In Camden, May 10, George B. Prince, aged
33 years.
In Southport, May 5. Mrs. Catharine Love,
agod 81 years.
In Bowdoinham. May 7, Mrs. Susan Maloon,
aged 69 years.
In Skowhcgan, May 4, Mrs. Wm. V. Bradbury
aged 35 years.:
In Monroe, May 8. Mrs. Washington Patterson.
In Lewiston, May ll, Abbie W. Dexter, aged
74 years.
In Westport. May 8, Arthur A, ICehail, aged
61 years 1 month.
In Bangor. May 9, Catharine Collins, aged
05 years,
In Stidwater, May 9, Miss Vesta A., daughter
ol the late William and Mary J. Cousens.
In Bangor. May 7, Alexander II. Chase, aged
83 years » miiiitns.
Ill Rockland. May 5. Henry A. Buck, formerly
ol 8earsmont, aged 31 yean.

Wood,

PoSlard

&

Co,,

BOSTON.
&i>ro

TuTb&Sat2n>

mSCXIIXAHEOUS.
TO LET.

DECEIVED.

UKi’I BE

FOlt SALE.

Forty words
one week

Stick to Bocal Opinion—Give Foreign and
Unproven Statement a Wide Berth.

Ttheumatisni iCure

upon to decide
not have been

body stopped in

prompt, complete and permanent euro for lameness,
soreness, stift back and all pains in hips and loins,
uiromc rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago or pain in
"0 wink are
speedily cured. It seldom fails to give
relief from one to two doses, and almost invariably
cures before one bottle has been used. TlieMunyon
Kemedy Company- prepare a separate cure for each
disease. At all druggists—25 cents a vial. If you need

opinions. It may
aa perplexing a thing as
selecting a calling or partner for life. It
may have been as simple a thing as deciding how a half hour’s leisure time could
two

medical advice

write

Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch

street, Philadelphia. It is absolutely true.

Without
good fortifications, with a
small supniy of provisions, and with a
hostile popuhiiton which, if it did not
revolt, would make every possible effort
to compel him to surrender, is it strange
that Gem ral Ulanco should not be able
to hold out, for a long time against the
American army and navy?
HOW

acute kidney trouble, for I bloated a good
deal, and the secretions wore very scanty.
I read frequently about Doan’s Kidney
Pills curing such cases and I sent to H.
K. Hay & Son’s drug store at the junction of Middle and Free streets for them.

manner, walking up and down and all
around the person to whom he is talking:
is modest in dress and
democratic in all
things. In the civil war Schley had
command of a gunboat under Admiral
t arragut, and they tell'this
to illus-

story

and direct on the kidThe puffing loft my limbs and the
neys
seoretions from the kidneys became normal. Those who cannot take unpleasant
once

win nna Doan's

medicine

trate how he lights.
Farragot summoned him ore morning,
and pointing to a contederate fort said:—
“Do you see that place,
Go

Schley?

Kidney Pills

knock it to pieces.”
Schley went and was hammering the
fort to bits when
his
quartermaster
rushed up to him and said:—
“Captain, the admiral has signaled us
to stop aud return to the fleet.”
“To— with the signal; I won’t see
it,”
answered Schley.
Ho kept pounding away at the fort
until it was ruined. Then he returned
to the fleet.
Farragut was angry and
summoned him. Before all the officers of
the
flagship he gave Schley a fleroe
dressing down for not obeying the recall

easy to take and when

taken there is no
reaction. X recommend them to others who are affected as I

disagreeable feeling

or

was.

Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by all
d lalers, price 50 cents. Mailed by FosterMUburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole ageDts
for the United States.
Remember tho name DOAN’S and take
no substitute.

GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.
You
afford

THE U. S. ARMORED CRUISER “NEW YORK” FIRING ON A COAST-GUARD OF SPANISH CAVALRY OFF CABANAS, APRIL 29.

can
to indulge yourself or your
From a Drawing by Carlton T. Chapman in HARPER’S WEEKLY. Reproduced from Harper’s Weekly. By Permission.
family in the luxury of a good weekly news,
and
a
paper
quarterly magazine of fiction.
HE BLOCKADE. a companied by the torpedo-boats Porter the
You can get both of these publications with AN INCIDENT OF
torpedo boat went on as far as
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
and Ericsson, left the Havana station and Cabanas off which
place we arrived about
Mr Carlton T. Chapman, special corwent off to Mariel, twenty-four miles west six o’clock.
The New York a little in
respondent of Harper’s Weekly with Ad- of Havana where the Castine is
keeping advance with the two torpedo-boats lying
miral Sampson’s fleet, thus describes an
guard over two small Spanish gunboats. near, was fired on by a
coast-guard of
incident of the Cuban blockade, of whloh
There was an intention of bombarding cavalry. The shots did no
harm, however,
we publish an illustration
today.
the place but we wore disappointed as and were answered in a
minute by a puff
“On Friday afternoon the New
York, nothing occurred and the New York and of pink smoke from the New York’s
port

THE SUPPLY OF FLAGS.
world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider Millions
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and

cf culture

women

and refinement than any

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
14 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256
page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
storits, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

varous

All sent

postpaid.

Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels Silected,
by numbers, to
TOWX TOPICS,
908 Filth Avenue, Slew York,

of Them in
Few Are

on

Demand and
the

Very

Market.

(Correspondence of the Boston Transoript)
Washington, May 13.
1 here is a flag famine. Ten million
editions of Old Glory are said to have
been sold since the battleship Maine was
blown up, and such a scarcity of
bunting
exists that even the War Department is
having trouble to procure a sufficient
supply. Flags wear out pretty rapidly,

You can have both of these if
you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from and the
the list below. Regular price for
each, SO
cents.

number

required annually for
purposes by the Governmnt is

astonishing.

One

Arm makes

all

flags for public buildings all

over

the
the

United

States, under
Treasury Dspatrment,

contract with the
as well as for the
revenue cutter serivce.
The navy manufactures most of its own flags at the

Brooklyn Navy Yard,

but the code sigpurchased outside, Uncle Sam
furnishing the bunting. These signals
TTh<,m-M„
*°—ATiTMION-V KHIVX. By Charles Stokes
consist
of nineteen flags of different
Wayne.
VIRTUE.
By Champion Bissell.
:Y9G-7:-7!
shapes and colors. They form a sort of
SIREN- By John Gilllat.
WOMAN. By Hardd R. VyniM,
U,_I94T. PI55A,PJ?..VL
alphabet, and with them a whole lan''LN\7r.R. By Gilmer McKendree.
ft 7-.,'999.
SAM? OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellan.
COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestnim,
.months LV HADES. By
TS °F
CHANCHr By Captain Alfred

*-™i
?- rhe

cik&eI ainghS!*

nals

are

David Christie Murray.
|
JI_,Vvvr>vAi^ GLADYS. ByGIRL.
By L. H. Bickfon*
MT9,9,9?tIAR,YARLE
TOR hate. By Harold R. Vynne.
5~^.S.ARBiAGE
CF THE SULPHUR.
T. C. De Leon!

guage has been made up- so that vessels
oan talk with one another at
a distance
By
MAN. By Champion Bissell.
of miles as plainly as if they spoke Eng9.9, ’’G
T FOR HAl’PINESSBy Anita Viyanff lish. This
is the international |code,
EXPERIMENT. By Harold R.Vyniw. which sailors
of all countries compreGiiUat.
!2T? MaStvJ'J9,
-a-..
9„J’ASSIO:JMARTYR To LOVE.
By Joann. E. Wood.
hend.
The
business of making American
After you have bought your
flags employs thousands of people, nearly
all of them women end odrla in Tntinnc

T?lnirtres

Byjohn

RAMBLER BICYCLE
You will want

a

at

c nave mew

prices irom

$4,50 to

$15.

See the new TOURIST HAWKIBie latest lolling: camera
at
S8.00

£Y£,
We

each

have the plates and

also

films.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free Sf.
mayodtf

__

tSK

William's Kidney Pills
no equal in diseases of the<
< Kidneys and Urinary Organs. Have
,,you neglected your Kidneys? Have*
!

,

Has

i

I
|

you overworked your nervous sys- < I
I item, and caused trouble with your
Kidneys and Bladder? Have you*
I pains in the loins, side, back,
groins
land bladder? Have you a flabby ap- ,
,
.pearanee of the face,
( under the eyes ? Too frequent de-. j
v

■

j)

especially#

|sira pass urine? William’s Kidney
Pills will impart new life to the dis- ( 1
{* eased organs, tone up the system |

land

make anew man of you. By
* mail 50 cents
( 1
per box.
Williams
Mfg. Co.. Props., Cleveland, O.
$
For sale

by

J. E. Goold & Co.

iv. Emm

Aitornsjf

end

TREiriOST
Room 607.
nil’ll

parts of the United States. Hundreds of
thousands of them are manufactured
every year in the city of Philadelphia,
but
there
are
towns”
in
flag
New

CAMERA

ULMEK,

Counsellor,
RUIhDIAG,
Roston.
dlw

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIRSF, ONS
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the
market.
Call and see it. M(KENNEY, the
Jeweler, Monument h<i uarc.
marPJdtf

2 miles from
rooms.

one 8

tooras, bath, hot and cold
per
*50nth- BENJAMIN SHAW,

!?• Fv*»K.
Exchange

M 1-2
51

St._

HlBh St”

T°ont

"bar

Congress, p'.eas-

rooms, reasonable
riiht'nm
t ci
,c.pnv,enient
ignt paitiea.
Can
be seen in lorenoon.

to

SALE—Latest
style, light weight
PORParson’s
lowdown wagon for grocery, milk
laundry, peddling or any business where a first
*-

class lowdown wagon can be used
Fully warranted in every particular.
BRADLEY &

England also which contribute
largely to the patriotic output. Most of
the bunting, whioh is a “sheer” woollen
material, comes from New England; it
is of a loosely-woven texture so that the
wind may blow through It.
The stiff for
the finest flags reaches the flag-makers in
big rolls—some red, some white and
some blue.
Tbe blue, of course, Is for
the “union” in the corner, while the red
and white are for the stripes.
Each roll of red or white bunting is
wound as tightly as possible, and is then
placed under a razor-edged knife, by
which it is cut into a series of measured
slices like a piece of meat. Each slice,
on being unrolled, is a long
strip exaotly
the width
of the flag-stripe that
is
wanted. The strips are next out into
the requisite lengths for the stripes of the
flag that is to be, and are sewn together
by machinery, with the blue “union” in
one corner.
The white stars, however,
are sewn upon the union
by hand, and
this work has to be done with the greatest
care, each star being first basted on and
then having its edges turned under before the final sewing is performed. The
stars are cut out of white linen aDd
sewed upon each side of the blue field;
they are made very simply, with a pair of
scissors and a tin pattern.
This is the way in which the very best
flag are turned out. The kind next in
quality are the so-called woven flags
which are produced complete by a loom,
thirteen stripes, union and all. Flags
of this sort come from the loom in a continuous strip or piece, which is thereupon
cut
the
up into separate editions of
national colors, the latter being hemmed
and thus finished as fast as they are
emitted from the machine. No particular skill, such as is needed in the other
case for
making the copies of Old Glory
symmetrical and perfect, is here roquired;
the machine does it all. The material,
however, is the same and it may as well
be explained right hero that bunting is
the best stuff for flags because it is soft
and does not “whip” in the wind like a
stiff material; besides, it holds its color
well.
One may pay anything from one cent to
$li)0 for a flag ot the United States. The
latter price will buy a beautiful silk flag,
twelve by eighteen feet in sixe. The
cheapest flags are stamped on muslin with
the colors red and blue, and are then
tacked or pasted upon a stick; they are not
guaranteed to wash. Of that kind is the
little penny flag which the small boy
wears on the lapel of his coat.
Such flags |

are put through a
printing-press like
calico skirts and come out all colored at
the rate of one hundred a minute. Girls
then snip them apart with sharp shears
and glue them to small sticks hardly
bigger than matches. The best flags have
a
canvas band eeam along the
back,
through which a rope may be run for
them
to
the
fastening
pole tackle.
Anybody is at liberty to mhke United
states flags. Thus it comes about that
all sorts of patterns of the national ensign are on the market and in use. But
if any one desires to have the colors as
they ought to be reference must be made
to the standard adopted by the
army and
navy. This standard, altered from time
to time by the addition ot fresh stars, is
preserved and will continue to be kept by
the secretaries of war; and navy.
Injjthe
YVar Department at Washington, close by
Secretary Algor’s office is displayed in a
glass case the true regulation flag of this
country. To exhibit it better, it is illuminated by a brilliant electric light.
This is the original; all the others must
be imitations or else they are not correct.
The secretaries of war and the navy are
the custodians of the flag of the United
States. If a new star be added, they
determine just where on the blue field
it i3 to be put. Until recently there was
some confusion as to the
government of
the stars, no law governing the matter.
Indeed, Congerss has never adopted any
enactment on the subject, beyond a requirement that one white spangle should
be added for every new State admitted to
the Union. In 1889, however, the President directed that the stars on the
navy
flags should be arranged in parallel horizontal rows. The same method had been
adopted by the army at an earlier period,
it appeals, but the stars on the flags of
the YVar Department were not in vertical
rows.
The navy having accepted vertical
rows, there was a difference in design
which was not corrected until President
Benjamin Harrison ordered his secretary
of war and
secretary of the navy to agree
luoju&mves on one pnmjern,
The proper design for the blue field of
Old Glory is fixed and absolute s other
arrangements of the stars, which commonly are distributed more or less higgledypiggledy, are wrong. Several spaces are
purposely left in the regulation pattern
for the spangles which will
represent
States yet to be admitted.
The last State
let into the Union was Utah, in 189G, and
she took her position at the right-band
end of the fourth row. There are six rows
of stars in the flag of the United States,
numbering forty-five in all. Koom is not
needed for many more, inasmuoh as the
only Territories remaining available for
future States are New Mexico, Oklahoma
and Arizona. In this account, however,
no
thought is taken of the great reservation known as the Indian Territory, from
whioh the slice named Oklahoma was cut
out, nor of Uncle Sam’s vast Arotic
province of Alaska. This country is
acquiring foreign real estate so fast just
at present that an alteration may yet
have to be made in the distribution of
the stars on the flag so as to afford extra
space. In small flags, by the way, no
attempt is made to have the number of
stars in the blue field correct, because no
one takes notice of that.
Never, hithorto, has the President of
the United States had a war flag for use
in the Held. Now, however, such a flag
has been made for Mr. McKinley, by
order of the secretary of war. It is of
scarlet bunting, measuring thirteen by
eight feet. In each of the four corners is
a
five-pointed white star, and in the
center of the flag is a fifth star of large
size. Inside of the big star is another
which forms a blue field, on which is
embroidered the official coat-of-arms of
the United States. On the scarlot
field,
around tho large star, are other white
stars, one for each State. Colonel Bingham is said to have designed this
flag, as
well as the President’s new colors, which
are of scarlet
six
inches
silk,
long and
four feet wide. The staff
bearing the
colors is surmounted by a globe and an

Copyright, 1898, by Harper

signal.

& Brother*,

battery, followed in quick succession by
twelve shots from her 4-inch guns, when
the cavalry disappeared, but came back
again as the New York moved off, when
she again opened fire with an 8 inoh gun,
the last two shots being aimed by Captain
Chadwick himself, and all struck fairly
in the midst of the troopers, the last shot
sending a group of them flying in seventeen directions.”

want on board of a naval vessel. A suggestion has been made to the effect that
the new scarlet flag of the chief executive
should be flung to the breeze above the
White House, so long as McKinley is
there. In every other country of tho
world, whether republic or monarohy, the
personal flag of the ruler flies from his
official place of business.

“I didn’t see it,” protested Schley.
“You must have shut the eye that you
put the glass up to,” said Farragut.
After again raking him fore and aft
for his disobedience the admiral took him
into the cabin out of sight of the other
officers and gave him a drink of the best
liquor ahoard.

INTERNATIONAL

AN

FAVORITE.

“Apenta”

is the title of a little work
published in London containing reports
and opinions of such prominent men as
Prof. Pouchet of Paris, Profs. Liebreich
and Gerhardt of Berlin, Prof. Liebormann of Buda Pesth, Profs. Althaus and

I and injustire. Cuban martyrs were beheaded, parroted, or sent to the gallows.
After a long series of conspiracies Lopez Tichborne of Great Britain, Prof. Bogoraised, in 1850, for the first time the lone slowsky of Moscow, and others
who, after
star flag, invaded the island twice, and
clinical observations and analyses and
finally wa9 overpowered, caught and executed in Havana. Since then war be- other investigations speak of tho “Apentween Cuba and Spain has gone on.
The ta” Hungarian Aperient Water in the
revolution of 1868 lasted ten years. After
highest terms. Its constancy of compothe truce of Zanjon the Cuban flag was sition and its
freedom from all impuri
HAVANA’S PEOPLE FOR US.
lowered only temporarily. It was raised
ties, due to its being bottled under emiup again in 1895, never to be conquered nent scientific
supervision ; its va lue in
The Taking of the City a Comparatively
by the Spanish troops. Not a single Cu- the treatment of obesity and in the
systeno matter how peaceable he may be matic
ban,
treatment of
Easy Task.
constipation, are
by temperament, can be called a friend specially dwelt upon. The
brochure can
of Spain since the death of Narciso Lopez. be had of the
United Agency C., S03
Ail Cubans hate the Spanish rule, and Fifth
(New York Sun.)
avenne, New York city.
they all admire and love the United
There can be littlp doubt that the cap- Statos.
SEVEN BURNED TO DEATH.
ture of Havana by an Amorioan army
When nows of the
;
of
message
was
reSt. Hyacinthe, Que., May 16.—A disasMcKinley
acting in combination with an American President
ceived in Havana, the Cuban non com- trous fire occurred here
early this mornfleet is a comparatively easy task from a batant
population began its exodns to ing when the Mat6riest Joseph was
military point of view. Descriptions have the United States.
Captain General burned, causing the loss of seven lives,
already been printed of tho weakness of Blanco uttered then with deep emotion and the injury of a number of the inthese graphic words to a member of his mates,
of whom there were about 200 in
the old-style fortifications of that seaport
cabinet:
the
institution, by jumping from winand of its ill-placed batteries. If, accord“It is a bitter lesson for us. What can dows. There are also five
persons unacing to modern military science, the de- we expect from a people that on the eve counted lor.
fence is more formidable than the attack, of a war with the foreigner flee to the
land of the enemy?”
HANNA’fci yacht made a fighter
this rule is not applicable to Havana. As very
And he was right. A large majority of
a military factor Havana
Portsmouth, N. H., May 16,—Senator
belongs still to the population of Havana is now hostile
big steel yacht Conithe eighteenth century. In 1762 she could to Spain, in spite cf the public demon- Mark Hanna’s
which W'in purchased by the
strations of patriotism. The 20,000 or 30,000 manohe,
oppose a gallant resistance to Lord Albernow
stationed on tho Great
government,
Spanish volunteers, grocers and retail
marle’s wooden vessels and his IS,COO
merchants, nearly all of them single men Hakes, has been ordered to tho Kittery
English troops. In 1898 she has no re- and young, who went to Cuba as cml- navy yard whore she will be fitted out
with
magazines and a battery. The
sources to resist an American squadron of garnts, lead those patriotic parades, and
the rest follow them, not out of
yacht is one of the fastest afloat and
patriotbattleships, monitors and cruisers and an ism, but from fear of being suspected as should reach here in less than ten days.
enemies of Spain and assassinated or put
army of 100,000 American soldiers.
But other very important reasons exist into prison.
for

believing that Havana will quickly
surrender in this war. Now, as in ancient times, the degree of
resistance
which a city can oppose to a foreign attack depends entirely on the character,
jxuvxiuuom

uuu

umi/j

ui

pupuiaiiuu

inside its gates.
The guns and the forts
nothing without the men, and the
men that manage the gnns and garrison
the forts must be backed by the enthusiasm and determination of all the inhabiare

tants.
Such was the caso in 1762, when Havana resisted during two mouths the
British; ani the heroic death of Don
Luis de Velazco, the governor of Morro

Tho

group of Cubans called
Autonomists are among this class. The
failure of the last Cuban revolution from
1863 to 1878 and the constant policy of
non-interferonce and of enforcement of
neutralily laws, followed for so many
years by rhe Washingotn administrations,
convinced them that it was folly to believe that the patriots would ever win
alone against the superior Spanish power.
unuea states would ever lend
a helping hand to
them.
They tried to
Obtain by peaceful means what the patriots demanded by
force. Believing also
that their
aspirations could not be
realized, they have accepted everything
offered to them, no matter how
meagre
or farcical.
But that they are haters of
Spain, and that they do not inspire confidence even in the most liberal
Spaniards,
is in Cuba a well known
fact. All their
pro-Spanish demonstrations^they have exaggerated in order to win a confidence
which they do not deserve.
Traitor to
both sides, to that of their real sentiments
and to that of their apparent
inclinations,
the to them unexpected intervention of
0
^ nited States in
Cuba has been a
hard blow. If they could now
help them*
selves by taking the winners’ side
they
would do so gladly.
Another important
of the Havana

castle, commanded the respect of even the
enemy. A day of suspension of hostilities
was accorded by the English until tho
that brave soldier had been
body of
buried, and military honors wero paid to
it by both armies.
Havana was then
really the “ever faithful city,” as the
Spanish king named it in reward for its
uncompromising loyalty. Men, women, population hostile

children stood until the last for the flag
of Spain. Even after the Spanish gnns
had been silenced and the city bad been
taken by force, they did not yield to the
invader.

Neither threats

magnunimity could abate their Spanish spirits.
Cuban bands on the outskirts of the city
waged a savage guerrilla warfare on the
British. The neighboring town of Gnanabacoa never yielded to tho enemy.
1’epe Antonio, a countryman, led a
band of guerrillas around that town and
wrought havoo among the troops of
The British soldiers
Lord Albennarle.
were poisoned by the people.
When the
Cubans could light no more they resorted
The
to
assassination.
unconquerable
hostility of the people was one of the reathat finally compelled England in
sons
1763, to turn over Cuba to tho Spanish
American eagle.
king in exchange for .Florida.
The President is commander in-chief
Now all tho conditions are quite the renot only of the
army, but of the navy verse. After Spain lost its vast possesalso. Accordingly, he has a naval
flag, sions in South America sho began to rule
which is of blue silk, about half tho size Cuba With an iron hand.
The brave
of tho regulation
In
the oenter and loyal Cuban militia that fought so
eusign.
is an eagle,
exactly like that on a half- heroically against the foreign invaders
dollar. The bird is embroidered in white, were gradually dispersed. Spanish soldiers
the arrows and olive-branch
accompany- and Spanish officers took their places
ing it being worked in tho same material. Early in this century Cuba began to
Stars are arranged above the eagle, and long for freedom.
Tho old love for
Spain
the shield on its breast is worked in rod, turned to deep hatred for the
mother
The
thus giving
the national colors—red, country.
Spaniard was no more conwhite and blue—and forming a beautiul sidered by the Cuban as a
country man
dag. Hitherto this flag has never boon but as an enemy The oaptains-generai
used
by^ the President, except when he represented thereafter oppression, wrong
nor

f

orty word*

one

inserted under tilts bead
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

T ILLIAN ARVILLE, Magnetic Clairvoyant,
A* has taken rooms tor the summer
tit 11
Brattle street, secomi door from Portland street
and about five minutes walk from Preble. Sittings daily, on health, business or private family matters.17-1
TEA SET—LaDIES, send your full
address PLAINLY WRITTEN, and we
will express you 75 of our sweet and exquisite
ARABIAN PKKFUMO PACKETS (in powder
form, to scent gloves, handkerchiefs, cloning,
etc.) to sell among friends, at 10 CENTS each,
When sold, remit us (lie money (after deducting express charges) and we will send you for
your trouble, a lovely DECORATED ENGLISH TEA SET of 56 pieces (full size for
family use). Each set is artistically decorated
in colors, tasteful leaf and flower pattern. The
shapes are of latest style, which every lady will
order at once and name NEARappreciate,
EST EXPRESS OFFICE. Address, ARABIAN
PEREUMO CO., Bridgewater, Conn.
1C-1

enemies,'

Spanish govrnmont.

When you

want

a.

m.

resort, Hillside
Peaks
Landing.

and 6 to 8 p. m,

used
7 and 9.

o

ieK spasm?

J.TlO^

____u-i_
SALE—One

F0L|e^tEo7?a°u°dd

modern conveniences,
bath, hot and cold
water, combination heat, price right
easy. MYRON E. hiOORE, Deerinf Center***

parlor with alcove on
pleasant. 110 PEARL ST.

combination tandem bicycle
pollas good as new
diamonds, silver vrare!
etc., and all kinds of second hand furniture'
Room 5,185 Middle St.
11-1

14-1

X-'OR KENT—Old fashioned cottage farm
a
house; 8 rooms partly furnished, on line oi
to steamers, shade trees,
fine view of islands; for the summer or by toe
year. Address J. c. COOLIDGE, Falmouth
Foreside. Maiue.
14 t

electrics, convenient

L! * T l; nu

Oxfoid St., lower rent o(
first class order; also at
Boyd St., lower rent of 5 rooms all newly
painted anl papered, sun all clay, a small family wanted. Apply at No. 28 Boyd St., ring
right hand bell.
13 1

rjtOLET—FREDERICK

with board; also a
boarders wanted.
690

room

12-1

Oakdale.
hot and
connects

sold on
ADAMS

A THOUSAND RINGS

O LET—A very desirable flat 69 Spruce St.,
steam heat, bath, laundry, etc., rent S25 per
month. Apply to JOHN F. PROG TOR. Real
Estate offiee, Centennial block.
12-1

'(ja

LET—At 35 Pearl St., rent of five rooms
rpO
A
bay window', moulded finish throughout,
modern improvements, sunny exposure. At 11
Vine St, rent of five rooms, gas if required. At
123 Washington St., bakery.
At 8 York Stlour rooms. J. DUNPHY.
12-1

k5UUIII

ill

FOR

12-1

_

uituatcu

Portland._mays 4

rro LET—A vacant store situated corner of
a
Everett and Greenleaf Sts., suitable for a
grocery store and contains refrigerator, counters, etc. A good location for a urofltable business.
Inquire of A. C. Libby & Co., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
12-i

rro LET—At Oakdale, well arranged
flat, 7
a
rooms, bath, steam heat, at No. 23 William St., near cars aud schools; ideal spot for
suburban residence, combining rural and city
advantages; price moderate. Appy Real Estate
Offiee. First National Bank Building, FKEDERICK 3. VAILL.
12-1

n..

SALE—On Paris Ilill, 2 story,15 roomed
house, well arranged for summer boarders. large family or two small families, and
large stable, nearly new, good repair, on main
steeet, good location. MRS. WILLIAM DANIELS, Pans, Maine._
iny3-3
CTEAM LAUNDRY—One of the best payiu
« m New
Hampshire; fully equipped, good
business; ill healthe cause of selling; a grand
chance to engage in the laundry business- win
Address
investigation.
t’nVtwH'.vx- cl?se3t
Press
LAUNDRY,
apr2:i-i
office._

Real Estate Office, First National

rro LET—Desirable

-ram
*”*-•-*-

one

SALE—New house on Pitt St..
pORContains
a
seven rooms and
hath,
cold water, wired for electric lights,
with sewer, has large lot, and will bo
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C.
No. 31 Exchange St.,

S. VAILL lias the
a
largest list of desirable Jiouses and rents
for sale and to let of any real estate office in
Portland. His specialty is negotiating mortgages, collecting rents, and general care of

table
^w,^T.more
CONGRESS ST.

breeport,

story house, 10 rooms ell
wooahouse, stable connected, good water 7
acres of land, young orchard
beginning to bear:
10 minutes w-adc to rostothce, church
schools
and steamboat landing.
Inquire of r, f’
STOVER, Freeport, Me, Box 54.
in

:*
No. 24

property.
Lank._

'T/A T

----

fl
*

No. loo
T° 6LET—At
rooms; all in

To select from.
Diamonds, Opals,
Rubys and all other precious stones.

inem and Wedding
stock in the city.

Monument Square.

Rings

a

McKENNEY,

MARRY RffEf

Pearls

Engage^

specialty.

Largest

the Jeweler
mariodtf

NELLIE,

And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McRenuey's. A thousand solid gold Rings
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones.
Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock In
city. McRENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument
Square.
mar22dtf

POR SALE—Handsome (liver color) pointer
A
pups, whelped April 20th., will oe just right
fro LET—Flat, seven rooms and bath, first age to tram coming fall. Sire, “Dustywav”
A floor. Smith
St., near Congress; also flat on ! 36i35, winner of 1st prize in late New York
Congress St„ 6 rooms and bath, steam heat. show; write for full pedigree and prices. Pups
Will let low to the right parties.
Inquire at
i11 4 t0 6 weeks- ARTHUR
MORPHY’S DRUG STOKE, 241 Congress St.
D. MURPHY, Biddeford,
Maine.
apr22-4
11.1

LET—A small lower tenement of five
A
rooms in center of city, near Lincoln Park.
IV- P. CA11R, room 5, Oxford
11-1
Building.
rrO LET—On Great Diamond, a furnished
a
room
eight
cottage, has excellent drainage,
and is in a good location. Address MRS. C. H.
HOLLAND, No. 83 Pleasant St., Watervilie
Me.
10.2

WEDDING R5NC3.

ITtO

LET—You have good soap in exchange for
rpO
A
bone3 and grease. Drop a card or telephone, PORTLAND RENDERING CO., TeiephoneJlo-2.
mays 4
rro LET—Rent 125 Franklin street between
A
Cumberland and Congress.
Sun all dav.
ill let to small family.6-tf~

V

LET—House
rpO
A
for

No. 40 Pine street.

ready
occupancy
week of May. Enquire at

Will he

aDout the second
702 CONGRESS ST.

_may2tf

Tw-o hundred to select from. All weights
sizes10, 14 and is Kt. Solid Gold. Mean?
KENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
manadtl
^_

SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
good land, 2 i-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and
water; also about
200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
lrom Bethel village, and known as the
Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable
terns
Portland
property.
ojniay
A6, BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford
MISs SARAH
St.,
Portland. Me,
maro-tf

pOR
a

pOR SALE—Or

lease,

a

lot of

land at the West

a
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
containing about 4,224 feet. Apoly to E. HAltLOW, 919 Congress St.
jan25dtf

_SUMMER

WANTED—SITUATIO VI.

RESORTS.

good country hoard in a tine locality for
fishing, gunning, rowing, line views, pleas-

POR

a

Forty words Inserted
one

under this head
week for S3 rente, .-ash in advance,

T ADY HAIRDKESSEK-Late with A. Slmon-ion, n y., would like a few customers
residences for hairdressing, shampoobrushing; best tonics used free of
charge. MRS. BLAIR, 116 Pearl St.
17-1
at laiiies
ing ana

A V'n.'n

I

VV—r-

■

n

—

T“-;-——

2

"wuiuj.

nuuse-

V keeper for widower, or small family by
an American of 35.
Only those with pleasant
homes willing to pay fair wages need apply
Good references.
Please call at 14 BROWN
17-1
_

SITUATION WANTED-Drug clerk with
S' S°0<1 experience; wishes permanent posiAlways work for interest of employer; cau furnish best references. HARRY
116 Pearl Street, Portland, Me.
14-1
tion.

WANTED.
Situation by a young

drives and plenty of shade trees.
Broad
piazza. A quiet place for rest and com-ort.
Address, J. B. and F. W. PLUMMER, Raymond. Me.
Mayl4-4
ant

IV ANTED—Summer Boarders. New house
”
on high land commanding tine view,
largo
chambers and piazzas, lovely drives, plenty of
butter, eggs and cream, two and one-half miles
from Stroudw-ater electrics.
Terms S5 per
week.
Address
L. P. SKILLIN', Portland,

Maine.__13-1

1VANTED—Boarders at farm house at Pow'T
nal, pleasantly situated, large front
fresh milk, cream, eggs, vegetables, ber-

rooms,

day,

one half hour’s drive to the station.
Address L. Box 150. Freeport, Me.12-1
AYMOND
SPRING
HOUSE—Select board,
u
(near Poland Spiing) on line of Maine Cen■7
tral railroad. Good boating and fishing. Send
for circular.
Address C.' E SMALL, North

Raymond,

who understands
bookkeeping and is willing to work. Two
years’ experience.
Graduate of Gray’s Portland Business College.
Good references furnished.
Address CHAS. E. ALLEN. SkowheB:ni.
apnsdow*

Maine._

Forty

word. Inserted under this
heed
week for 25 cents, cask In advance.

—

nny4tf

the city early can
■pEOPLE leaving
board within 30 miles of

get good
Pori land.
country
Plenty of milk, eggs, and all farm produce in
season. Pine grove, large
lawn, plenty of
shade. Reduction by season.
RIVERSIDE
FARM, Box 37, Cornish, Me.
aprl9eow4w

WANTED-FEMALE HELP.

odd

Me.

man

—

Lamson & Hubbard

»VAM'lfiI)-MALK HEi.L*.
class
wfirst
L. C. YOUNG & CO.

pressman. Apply to
17-1

ll’ANTED-Man to work on farm, good
wages. Address W. W., this office.
17-1

_

QALESMAN WANTEE—In every district wo
handle reliable goods, new season, not
LUKE
l>;arl °f engagement.
BROS., Montreal.
apr22d MAF,3m
^

WATCHES 0N

INSTALLPilENTS.1

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on easy payments at reasonable prices.
All
Ali sivles.
Prices. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

Square.

marl9dtt

"ftTOTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices
for household goods or store fixtures or

any description or receive the same at our auction rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
19-3
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.

OTICE—I have a nice lot of rugs which
I will exchange for cast off clothing,
ladies’ dresses.gentlemcns clothing and
childrens’ clothing. 1 pay rush for them if
it is preferred. Send letters or postals to MR.
or MRS.
D’GROOT, 70 Middle street.
__may 7-2

El<!A!NSPR3NC3, 75c.
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENNLY, the Jeweler
mariudtf
Monument Square.

WANTED—All
persons In want of trunks
''
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s

Spring Style, 1898.

Wllitam* Ir„;!!an I*BIe
Ointment is a sure cure
forPH.ES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops lickin'.
GIVES RELIEF. .KH-.
asd SI. At Druggists.

For durability. Style aud Comfort the Lamson
fc Hubbard Hat lias no equal.
For sa e bv
febi? deod 3mo
eading dealers.
S
ja M °f Successful Practice in MaweTso
LILHL JLSiSLL other specialist can point to an
equal record of cures of Rectal ^ B
diseases. The most difficult cases BOf
^
solicited. No knife; easy; safe; W"* 9 M
i 0 VV
painless.
No detention from
business. Cure Guaranteed. Consultation FREE !
Call at my Lewiston or Portland office, or
consult

Tth Via

For sale by .1. E. Goold A Co,
luned&wif

jj

adjustable

165 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
Tu.Fri t£
I

sails,
n

being

and the

new

ritO LET—Furnished
A second floor, very
r-ou. nanu nen.

BUTLER.apr28-4

furniture,

Yrt11-

all

5-2

get the

a

RENT of seven;rooms, separate
closet, J12.50. Also lower rent oi
rooms, $11. in good repair; references required. Apply to ERNEST; TRUE, at True
Brothers. 334 Fore street.
;14-1

N FY TO LOAN on first ana second mortgages on real estate, life insurance policies and notes or any good security.
Real
estate bought, sold and exchanged. 43 1-2 Exchange street. I. P.

OtfAHOLER”
£iprl5

class condnion,

LOWER
water

Test circle

grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
wd
can
therefore
give bottom prices.
Hunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame
Pictures.
11-3

2
fme

new

bath,

WALDItW'gfcil

six

O
Uf
I”

school

best,

to 12 m., 2 to 5

Sunday and Tuesday evenings.

Deeritig.

alu*

___

I'A

ARVILLE, Magnetic clairvoyant
LILLIAN
lias taken rooms at rear No. 70 Portland
St. where she can be consulted on health, busiOffice hours lo
ness or private family matters.

St.,

i,00:’l3 to electrics,
,mila-id’ bandy
lot-s
aft Zil°, nlce building
four-

Thirteen rooms, completely furnished
water. Convenient summer home for
two families. Price for the season, §176.
Inquire of or address, MRS. E. A. JONES,
Union House.
14-1

—--

revolutionary junta in Havana, that is still
mining the Spanish government inside
the city.
The negroes, who number some 30 000
wo very much
divided. The
majority of
them are against the Spaniards.
It is needless to say that the reconcen
trados are also against the Spaniards
and in favor of the United States.
But the most serious
though
not the most numerous, of the Spanish
government in Havana arc Spaniards
themselves, land owners or rich
merchants. who favor immediate annexation
lo the United States as the only solution
if the Cuban problem.
Leaving aside a few thousand foreign:rs, the male population of Havana may
Of this number
be estimated at 100,000.
not 30,000 are Spanish at heart, and the
iest are irreconcilable enemies of the
secret

F^sftorted d7n?iL ®°u*-b

piped for

E’-REE

MONEY TO LOAN—On fiist and second
mortgages on real estate at as low rate of
interest as can be obtained in Portland ; also
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal prouerty or any other good securities.
Inquire of A.
C. LIBBY & CO., 421-2 Exchange.
mayl2-4

-,?0

ti,;;.

stable, 0,000 teet
Pleasant ltcme
or; electric line

summer

—

the

village, termicars,
storied house, 10
water, iii.ooofeet land, bounded
trees hloho^j13; ,Kootl stable, beautiful eint
will be snhfs\( slPlirlv- in full view of Portland;
W- H. WALDRON & CO.,’

on

LET—Lower rent of six rooms, in house
rj'O
A
rear of No. 2 Monroe Place. Gas and Sebago, $12. Apnly to EDWARD HAS 1 V, 12
Green street.
14-1

BS. PALMER'S Employment office, 399 1-2 WANTED—First-class female cook
for
Ilf
I'-*uood wagestype
Congress St. Hotels, restaurants, private
to Spain is the
with male and fe- middles1?1'1clubs
families
and
supplied
sympathizer with the revolution, or
laborante, male help, chefs, bakers, stewards, carvers,
who, apart from lighting, has done, and head waiters, porters and bell boys, meat, pas- Ilf ANTED—First class female cook for restaurant copklng. Apply 95 Middle St.
and vegetable cooks, table,
is ready to do,
chamber,
everything that may harm try
12-1
the cause of Spain. The laborante is the kitchen, laundry, fancy ironers and housekeepers.
12-1
most able ot conspirators. Of him and
his kind is composed

Stroudwater
F°n„SA!'1;"At
electric
2

LEE—New house with all modern improvements, open plumbing, set mbs. etc.,
just the tiling for small boarding or lodging
house. Apply 184 BRACKETT ST.
1(41

Island.

and

Sherman
arranged houses
lor two families in
Portland; abundance of
rooms for each
tenant, including bath, is modun in
every respect including steam through0»*red.
VV. II. WALDRON” 61
CO., 180 Middle street
14-1

city.__10-2'

LET—'Well-known
TO House,
at Trefetlien's

1M

SALE—Between Congress
pORAfreets;
one of the best

rj'O LET—Two and half siory brick stable
A
rear
of Congress square.
to
Apply
GEORGE It. SHAW, 10G High street.
ig-2

_MISCELLANEOUS.

small

SMALL,35Preble St.

r.lO LET-Presumpscot Cottage; summer of
1838; nature’s summer home, beautiful
land and sea views, elegant water, situated 3 V ■}
miles from Portland.
Imiuire ai residence of
E. M. LANG, Falmouth, Me., or 61 Kennebec
St.,

eisv
\ w

beat, large barn, hennery, and other out-bid ,1
mgs, with 35 acres of land, v.itlnn live minutes
walk of electric cars. Satisfactory terms
ileal
Estate Ofiice, First National Hank 1insri
ERICK S. VAII.L.
17-1

j-j.j

npo
A

SCHIjEY FOUGHT.

(Syracuse Standard.)
Commodore Schley is described as five
fejt nine inches.in height, with blue eyes,
a mustaclio and
imperial, both gray; his
hair is growing thin on
top. but he artfully brushes it so as to hide the bald
spot; he weighs 1T0 pounds, is restless in

‘‘I can recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills
to others not as a matter of hearsay, but
because I used them and obtained the
best of results. My condition suggested

at

one 7

■

ment.

They acted

EENT—On line of electrics,
twu llew tenements,

I’
do

SALE—Rowboat about 15 ft. long
FORrowing,
very light, will sell chen.nlhv
Caeap'
KELSEY, 130 Com'l. St.
^
SALE OR
POR
KENT.-ATid^iTdbl^J
f- residence, containing 15 rooms with “team

good quiet location, nicely furrjlO lushed
LK^ln
front room,
conveniently arranged
unf"rnishua al°ovc room! pi
GRAY ST."86

be

Taylor strer. Every drug store in Portland Jibs a dozen remedies which are
claimed to cure backache, but you will
look all day for moro than one which
gives you local proof that its claims are
That one is recomup to representation.
mended by Mrs. Brown.
Read her state-

head
cash i„ advance.

cent*,

&■

_—__17-1

spent. Bo that as it may, the assertion holds good.
When this meets your
eye, if you have a weakness or pain in
your back, you need not halt long between
opinions. All you have to do is to follow
the example of Mrs. M. E. Brown, of 8

'n,ert'd under this

VId‘>

week tor gg

IB

5S?2iKnl.al3^i* It cures acute or muscular rhouma- T° LET—2 rooms, connected, fronting on
Jr,;}".,tatea.
2nd floor,
next to bath room;
pains witu s.tr?et,
E??iro?1 one to five days. Sharp,a Bbooting
,ahle. Inquire at 137
in
17-1
Spring St.
any part of the
few doses. A

particular

some

one

guaranteed to be absolutely
stronS tonic in building up the weak

time in the reader's
li.’e, he has found himself in a quandary,
on the horns of a dilemma or called
At

Inserted under tills head
for 35 cents, cash in advance.

C .T. FIS K
Su^-Dr.
S32

Main St., Lewiston. Send fnr free pampluet.
At u. S. Hotel. Portland, Saturdays
only.

LOANED o;i first and second mortgages, real estate, life Insurance policies
notes, bonds and good collateral security
Rotes discounted: rate of interest 5 per c"nt' a

MONEY

year and

upwards according to security

CAltK. room 5, second floor, Oxford
185 Middle St,
4

\

J

W

p

build-in"-'
mays 4s’

THE SLAUGHTER CFTHE BIRDSWanton and Selfish Destruction Makes the
Woods

Silent—Snrpri&Ing Statistics.

Wherever the European goes he kills
birds. Michelet was among the first to
sound the alarm. Years rolled on and the
evil increased. In evorv village, in spite
of the schoolmaster, the children go huntlag birds’ nests. Wantonly and stupidly
the pretty creatures of God are destroyed.

i; not ations of Stanle Prod acta in the

Leading Markets.
New York Stock

andMoney Market.
(By Telegrapn.'
NEW YORK, May 16.
Money on call was steady 1%@2 percent;
to
countries
last loan 2; prime mercantile papei at 5@6%
Explorers go into foreign
hunt rare birds. In Algeria they killed rer cent, sterling ixchauge strong,with actual
are hardly
any ouslness in bankers bills 4 86%®* 86% tor
so many storks that there
are not afraid of demand and 4 82%@4 83 for sixty days; postmore of them left. Storks
the European ed rates at !3%g4b7. Commercial bills at
the Arabs, but they know

sight.
in the
Formerly the red ibis swarmed
are nearly
valley of the Nile. Now they

on

all gone.

In the oases of the Sahara

the

travellers killed so many pewits and
plovers that the natives becnmo indignant. But think of the slaughter of birds

4

81%«4

82.

Silver certificates 66% @57%.
Bar Silver 67.
Mexican dollars 4o.
Government Bonds easier.
State bonds dull.
Ra'lroad bonds weak.

..

...

or

They are all gone.
hunters kill what ought to be
spared and spare what ought to be killed.
A hawk destroys each year about 120
He is never molested. On the
birds,
connary, we help him along in his work
of destruction. Moreover, we cut down
the trees, which also causes the loss of
countless nests. In a word, we do every: ing that wo can to bring about as
quickly as possible the complete annihilation of our winged fauna. Imagine the
woods, the parks, the gardens 'without
those little oharmers that we call birds?
Taney tho
lleias, the plains, and the
forests silent forever, after our so-called
pewits.
The

civilization, by carelessness, indifference,
and greed, shall have blotted from the

hook of nature one of its most interesting pages; indeed, I might say, one of
the most beautiful chapters in the creation !—Figaro.
ROOSEVELT IN CAMP.
San

Antonio, Tex., May 36.—Theodore
Roosevelt, lieutenant-colonel of the regiment of rough riders, organized by him,
arrived in tho city yesterday and immediately went into camp. Ho was busy all
day receiving callers.
All the troops are now In camp except

200 from the Indian Territory who are
looked for at aDy moment. The men are
uniformed and equipped. Col. Roosevelt
is
encouraged over the line showing made
by the regiment and thinks it will move
in a few days.

GOVERNOR WILL GIVE OUT COAL.
St. Thomas, Danish West Indies.
May

lb —An official announcement
just issued
the governor
by
of the island of St
1 homas, prohibits
the delivery of coal
to warships of
the belligerent
powers
without the previous purm'ssion of the
governor, who will determine the amount
can
eich vessel
receive and who will
■ ipervise its delivery.
United States auxiliary cruiser
lhe
Yale, formerly the American line steamer Paris,called here for orders at 5
o’clock
yesterday afternoon.

MOVEMENTS OF FLEET
Washington, Muj 36 —Admiral Sampson reported to tho navy department from
this afternoon, and the
Cape Haytien
department says he will now go to Cienfuegos.
Columbia arrived at Delaware
The
Breakwater at 2.45 p. m.
The Charleston is still at Mare island
The vessel is
ready to put to sea at a
moment's notice.

How to Look Good.
Good looks are really more than
skin
deep, depending ontirely on a healthy

condition of all tho vital organs. If the
liver be inactive, you
have a
bilious
look; if your stomach be disordered, you
havo a dyspeptic look; if your kidneys
bo affected, you havo a pinched look.
Secure good health, and you will surely
have good looks. “Electric. Bitters” is
a good
Alternative and Tonic. Acts
directly on the stomach, liver and kidneys. Purifies tho blood, cures pimples,
blotches and boils, and gives a good complexion. Every bottle guaranteed. Sold
at. H..P. s. Goold’s Drug Store. 50 cents
per bottle.

Bread

rummer

8®8\4 White wood7*7/4
Nol&2.1-ln*82®*35
Bans.l-in.
Crackers-6Va©7
8268*28
Cooperage.
Com’n, 1-in (23**26
fil’.hd shooks «hds—
1V4,154*2Mol. city. 160*175
in. Nol5t2*33®*35
SuE.count’v86 «1 00
lVa.lVi&i-ln
Bans.
Mot.
Country
*28**30
hhdsnooits
Squares.
*868*38
Pilot sup....
do so.

hhdhdgml

102
10* Vs

144V4

COBS

May.

_

July.
85 V*
B6Vs

36
Slav.

July.
26Vi
26Vs

29%

July.

Closing.
Slonday’s quotations.
Slay.

July.

Opening.
Cosing...160

106

109V*

COBS

Slay.

July.

ID .,«....

co

Ok., ng.I 30%

Cypress— 1&2

_...

May.

July.

20%

Closing. SO;

26%

PORK,

FJuly.

11 80
11 42

Opening...

Closing.

Portland Daily Frees Stock Qoutatlone.
Corrected by Swan St Barrett, Bankers, 136
Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
110
Canal National Bank.100
106
i02
Casco National Bank.100
100
30
Cumberland National Bank.. .40
100
Chapman National Bank.
88
10n
Fli st National Bank.100
111
Merchants’Natloual Bauk.... 76
108
99
97
National Traders’Bank.100
104
102
Portland National Bank.100
166
130
Portland Trust Co.100
86
SO
Portland Gas Company.60
104
102
Portland WaterCo.100
136
130
Portland St. liailroad Co..100
128
130
Maine Central E’v.100
61
60
Portland & Ogdenaburg B.B. 100
BONDS.
120
Portland 6s. 1907.118
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. J02
108
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. E. B. aid. ...101

Bangor

6s.

1006.‘Water...114

■

116

Bath 6s, 1898. It. It. aid .101
Bath 4Vas, 1907, Municipal.101
Bath 4s. 1921, Eefnndlng.101
Belfast 6s. 1898. E. K. aid.101

102
108
103

102

Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
Calais 4s 1901—1911 Refunding....100
Lewiston 6s,’1901. Municipal.106

106

102
107
106

Lewiston 4s, 1913. Municipal.108

Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.10O
Maine Central K K 7s, i898,1st mtglOl
••
7s. 1912,oons. mtgl33
••
“4% s.105
••
4s cons. mtg... .103

102

101%
135
107
106

••
••
106
gns,19oo,exten’sn.l04
106
Portland St Ogd’g g(5s,'800, 1st mtgl04
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899....101
103
Portland Water Go’s 4s. 1927.103 10* V

Boston

.Uarsou
the
clojiu;

heook

The following wero
quotations of stocks atRoston:
Mexican Central *s.
61%
Atchison, Top. ft SantaiFe. E, new. 12%
Boston ft Maine.160
do pfd
158
Maine Central.127
Union Pacific. 22%
Union Pacihc pfd.
67%
American Kell.2b9
American Sugar, common.134Vs
sugar, ufa....118V*
Cen Mass, pfd..
do comnicn
9%
Flint ft Pere Mara.
New Torts

'[aotnciou.

.stncm

mho

(By Telegraph.)
May 14.
Now 4s, reg
122%
do coup,
122%
New *’s reg.108%
New 4’s coup.
109%
Denver St E. G. 1st.105
"Tie gen 4«. 71 Va
Mo.Ka.ii. & Texas 2ds... Cl’/a
Mo Kansas ft Texas pfd_
■uttud

Bom's

May

16

106
71 Va

61%

Kansas Pacific Conseis.

108
162

10%

ne.new......12%
36%
TTsTfi ro 1st prefer
Illinois Central..103%
Lake F.rieft West.. 16%
Lake Shore.188
Manhattan Elevated

.103%

4%
Mexican Central.
Michigan Central.104%
Minn & St Louis. 26
Sllnn & St Louis ot. 64
Missouri Pacific. 33%
New jersev Central.. 04

12
34

103%
16
18u

lu2%
4%
102%
26
83
t

32%
93%

New YorkCentral. 116%
New York. (Jhicago& St Louis 12%
65
do nf
Northern Pacific com. 264s
646/s
uo
do
pfd.
|

114
14
65

170
pfd.
Western. 16
Beating.... 18%
Roe* Island.! 99
aul... 96
St
144
an bid.
Paul ft tomaha......76

166
14Ys
17%
98%
94%
1*4%
76%

Northwestern.124%

do
Ont &

..170

do

8* Paul. Mine, ft Mann.184
Texas Pacific. 11

Union Pacino pfd..
7%
Wabash....
»,
do

...19%

Boston ft Maine.160
New York&New England pfd.
Old Colonv.186
Adams' Express. 98
Kxnress...

40

Peoples Gas... 96’A
46
iiomestaKe,
Cntorto. 4
Pacific Mail. 28V*
Puiman Palace...•••••180%
1317/a
Sugar common.. ••....
89%
WestarnlUnlon.
Southern Ry pfd.
Union Pacific.
Domestic

25%
64
124

150
132

10%
67%
7%
J8%
160
92
189
98
124
39

American! Express.196
s.

96%
45
4

27%
380
134 Vs
8 %

Alarsets.

G.y Telegiapm

May 16. 1898.
YORK—The Flour market—receints
4 3.702 bbis: exports 21.102 bbis;. sales 9.000
packages: firm and held 10gl6c higher on llie
NEW

advance in Wheat.
riour quotations—city mills pateDts at 7 35 </
7 50: winter patents 6 75a,7 26:city mills clears
ate 30«m 60- whiter straits 6 35®6 60; Minn,
pats 7 CO a 7 3 >: winter extras 4 50 a 6 OOjMinr.
bakers at 6 t,u fib ou; winter low grades 2 bO n.
8 00.
Wheat-receipts 356.1 r0 bush: exports 161,675 bush: sales 4,776.000 bush; futures 72.000 nush’spot: spot firm; No 2 Red at
64% f
0 h afloat to arrive.
Corn—receipts > 4.226 bush; exports 207,80s
bush spot;
hush; sales 335,0( 0 bush [futures
No 7 at 4:: fob afloat.
bush:
exports
605.000
Oats-receipt»
4ot,.
bush: soot firm:
70u I.ush; sales
No” at afi% c; No 3 at 36c; No 2 white at 38c;
white
> o 3 white „7%c; track
37i841c.
cmel firm; tamily —; city extra India Mess
—

—

futures—;

strong: Western steam 7 16.
Pork stronger: mess 11 60(2)12 00 :short clear
12 0JW14 00; family 8 >3 60S 14 00.
Butter steady; Western creamy at 14@i5%0!
factory do I3dti3c; E gms at 16%o: state dairy
f.nrri

—c.

;do

crem

—

c.

bbls; wheat
Xe^-FIour,
oo.oop
6S5.0U0 bush. 0Ms
bus;

203 ooo
47.0OO bush,
•»isb.

corn

rye

10.000 hush; barley 31.000 wheat
310,000

^Shipments—Flour 0,000 bbls,
*44,000
bush; corn 991,000 bush; oats
bush.

MeLsmd,Boston!1*
N

14th’

soh

A1106 M Colburn,

EW*Hondo*®0 s,P!ivenport- Boston-

Po^eadiug Po^H^o^:

Ei6azer w

bush.

bush; barley 12.000

ton1;11 EttaileChH
P«®ntt 6 60® KA,S iIV, Ro«e“ BleX"m.BanS°r!
NMIJ?NEA POLiS—Flour—Hrst
lears
flrstc
7 00; second patents at 6 66.nb7b,
Portland.1' 8011 1,01111 D ltaudall, Crocker, front
at 6
second clears at 4 60fi4
15

Palmer, Haskeli, BosEred6riCK

/u.

60^5 70;
1
No2
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White at 27:
Red cash 1 28: May 1 28.
■
Com—No 2 mixed 39V4C.
Oats—No 2 white 30Vic.;
Rve—No 2 at 66c.
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 1 48 bid: May

1 46.

3Com—No 2 mixed at 38VaC.
Oats—No 2 mixed BOViC,

Rye—No

d up 13th, sch Fanny
Ar1hur^IfH,a"ar~ BaS3e
Savannah for Philadelphia.

MiOVinsvm0111
NCE~cld

Rockland.

ingMhwton'AR
NatMp,!'.8!? 14t".

~Ar

Btb- acl1 Hume-Gray’,or

!4tl1, scl1 Susan N Plokersells Eugene Hall. Norfolk
ew York: FredWllliam*

Ar 15th. sells F G
FreueirEn K1)'HAVJ£N
fo1' Dover; Mary E Crosby,
Exeter fn, N®w
N.ewater
Vork: c E Raymond, Sedgwlok
tnrrtn
»°,r

2 at 68o.

CloYorseed—prime cash—.

sav

do; s JLiudK^,aud^riKPs.-BluebUlIor
“d for 00: Lizzie E Dennison, Ken-

STEAMERS.

■Ly Telegraph.'
MAY 16, 18S*
NEW YORK—The
Cotton market to-oay
closed aulet; middling uplands 6s/s0; do gun
C&se; sales 1450 bales.
OHaKLEHTON—The Cotton margei to-day
was quiet; Midallug 6%c.
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
steady; middling 6 ll-16o.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-daT was
Quiet; middlings 6%e.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-oay
was quiet; middling 6 11-160.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling 6’ic.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet; middling 6 ll-l6c.

ton;. v?Ld?,! Pdgene Hall, Red Beach for NorAddle sn™, 116 0 Dess. Ljnn for Brunswick;
Laura

Damler? ’»rom

Calais for Pawtucket;
Provtncetown for New York;
i'0rtliind ‘°r d°: J06’

S^rdie^rT1

"w“nce'J
auiSa
R.onriir,. V sc,hs

D Ingraham'

*

_

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as
lows:

fol-

GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for
Mondays at 7.16 a. m.. touching at
Sooth Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
PKMAQU ID for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. m.. touching at above landings.
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 6 a. in., touching at East Boothbay, South

PORTLAND,

GOING EAST.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for Boothbay
Harbor, South Bristol, East
Boothbay and
at 7 a. m. for
Leave Portland
Boothbay Harbor. South Bristol, East Boothbay aud Damartscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol and East

Pemaquld.
Thursdays

ALFRED RACE. Manager

GREAT DIAMOND ISLAND

Maclrlas Sf&t. Co Boston & IVSaine

Tones.”
Beginning Saturday, April 30th,1898. will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a. m.,
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. in., for
Rockland. Bar Harbor, Macliiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Macliiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arrivinginPortlandOa.nl. Tuesdays and Fri-

days.
Passenger

and

the best.
marlodtf

vice

freight

Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.

Boothbay.
mar24cltf

RAILROADS-

STEAMERS.

Portland and Boothbay Sioamooai Co Portia id. Mt. Deser? and
Str. ‘T'rank

nebe??I?

Cotton Markets.

rates the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
General Manager.

II ARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucociswill leave Portland Pier,
Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeaguo Islands.
Ilarpswell
co

Bailey’s
Clitt

Eor

hndays.

and Orr’s

Island. 2.30 p.

m.

Island, Mondays, Wednesdays
2.30 p.

and

m.

Return for Portland -Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Portland, 9.30 a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. GeuT Mgr.
sepll
dti

from

FALMOUTH FORESIDE ROUTE.
Commencing
May 16th, until further notice, steamer Vivian will leave Portland
Pier lor Diamond Island at 7.00, 8.00 a. m., 12.10,
2.15 and 5.00 p. m.
For Falmouth 8 a. m., 12.10.
2.15 and 6.10 p. ni. For Princes Point 8 a. m.

v

Monday,

EASTERN Of Via JON.

BAY STATE AND

CASCO

R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union
Station, for Scarboro
Crossing, lo.OO a. m.. 5.16, 6.20 D.m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00. 1C.00 a. m..
3.30,
6.16. 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Biddeford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. ill., 12.46, 3.30,
6,20
6.15,
p. in.; Kennebnnk. 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
12.45.3.30. 5.16 ,6.20p. in.; Kennebunkpert,
7.00, 8.40. a-rn.. 12.46, 8.80, 5.16 p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. m., 3.30. 5.16 p. m.,North Berwick, Somersworth, Dover. c 4.06,
7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
12.45, 3.30, 6.15 d. m.;
Rochester. 7*00. 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.30 p. m.;
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
12.45,
3.30 p. m.; Northern in?., Lakeport. Laconia. Plymouth, 8.40 a. ra..
12.45 p. in.;
Worcester, via Somers worth. 7.00 a. ra.;
Concord, via
Manchester.
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. m.,
Junction,
p.
m.;
Junction, Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell. Boston* +it4.05,
a.
m.,
12.45, 3.30 p. m.
+8.40
+7.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.2o, 10.16 a m., 12.60,
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.59. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 8^ m., 1.00, 4.16,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. m.
m., 3 2.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Bindeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.56. 4.30 p. in.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.66, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m.,
arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.

-AND-

J J1 Kennedy. Hutchings,
S°' iout or Portland; Leora M Thurlow, PortRival, Port Liberty for
Antn..8 foJ Hallowell;
Return leave Diamond Island 7.30, 10.00 a.
Velma, YVeebawken for Lubec; Nat
MefI!l!.aLGardlner
for New York; Maggie Todd, m., 1.30, 3.40, 5.30 p. m.
Leave Falmouth 0.55, I>aily
Einc, Sundays Excepted.
Oeeir' ,or
Uoi
.1
9.25
a. m., 1.00, 3.10 p. m.
j
Little,
lor-;
Bangor
Leave Princes Point
T Wwnn
rmruiff and valatial ktfaitfbs
for Gardiner; Er- 9.10 a. m.
Philadelphia
P-ylhto,
D Pee, Calais for
Bridgeport; (Henry LindCASCO BAY EXCURSION CO,
sap, Jonesboro for NowYorki; Nellie Grant,
E. A. Baker, Manager.
maylldtf
for Roudout; Fannie Earle, Staten
f'<sworth
island for
Boston, (and all sailed.)
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Port16th. sells Grace Webster, Port John.Passed
land. every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
son tor
Levi Hart. Hoboken for do:
Bangor;
season for connection
with earliest tra ns for
Ihos Boose,
aropeau iHarneta
Amboy for Hallowsll; Ella M
VUOUUUI UUU5U
*» Hill l,
points
beyond.
Storer,
Philadelphia jor Rockport.
(By Telegraph.)
Through tickets for Providence, Rowell
Worcester, New York, etc.
LONDON. May 16. 1888.—Coosals closed at
Foreign Porta.
Hemming leave uinu wharf, isoston, overv
HOMi money for and 110 11-16 for account.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE. Evening
at 7 o'clock.
LIVERPOOL. May 16, 1898—Cotton market
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
lm Montevideo
g
Api 21, sch Ma] Plckands.
unchanged—American midling at 3 9-lBd; aales
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
New
Wade,
York.
1898
Commencing
28,
Thursday, April
8,000 bales, Including 600 bales for speculaAr at Seattle
Sept. 1. 1897.
May 12, seh Nellie Coleman, For Forest
tion and export.
City Landing, Peaks’ Island. 6.45,
Ross, Boston via Sail Francisco.
Ar at Bt John,
6.40, 8.00, 0.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m„ 2.15, 3.15,
MB, May 14. ship Cora, Fair5 00.6.15, 7.30 p. m.
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
tape Town, CGH via Barbados.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15,
Cld at St John
14th, sch Chas H Trlekry, ParFROM
FOR
sons. New York.
3.15, 5.00, 6.15 p. m.
Hubert.New York. .Para.May 16
For Little
and Great Diamond
Ar at Hillsboro 12tb. sch Roirer
Islands,
--FOB
Drury, Dixon,
Latin.New York. .Bremen
.May 17 Boston, and cld 13th for New York.
Trefethen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,
Friesland .New York. .Antwerp,. .May 17
12.00
10.30
a.
2.00,
Ar lit St John,
m.,
4.20, Eastnort, Lufcso. Csais, St. Jo «i. N.8..Kalitax. fi.S6.40, 8.00,
m.,
NB, 10th, sch Keewaydln, Mc- 35.30,
Lahn.New York. .Bremen ....May 17
6.15, 7,30 p. m.
Lean. Portland.
and all uarts of
Cymric.New York. .Liverpool.. May 17
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island. 5.30, 8.00, Prmce Edward New Bruns M ick, Nova Scotia
.1 Gl11- sells Rosa Mueller, McLean, Phila- For
Island and Cape Breton. The
Friesland-New York.. Antwerp
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20 6.15 p. m.
May 18 delphia;
favorite
Belfast.
zoute to Campobello and St Andrews,
Georgia it, Barton,
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool...May 18
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 1C.30 a. N. B.
Mongolian.New York. .Glasgow ...May 19
in., 2.00 p. m.
Spoken.
Summer Arrangement.
Aug Victoria...New York.. Hamburg. ..May 19
RETURN.
Coleridge.New York. P’rn’mbuco May 20
On and after Monday. May 9th.
Leave
Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 9.30,
steamer
28-Iat 86 N, Ion 44 W, ship Henry FailCaracas.New York. .Laguayra. .May 21
Ap,rJI
will
leave
Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
10.50 a. m„ 1 00, 2.35.: 3.45, 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
F dor Grosse.. New York. .Bremen ....May 21
Marrlman, Philadelphia for San Francisco. Leave
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
11.20
a.
Ponce’s
6.05,
8.50,
Landing.
m.,
May o, off Egg Island Reef, soil Carrie C Ware
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.. .May 21
2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
Carthaginian Montreal.. Liverpool.. May 21 Baglay, from New York for Tarpun Bav.
May 16, lat 49 40 N, Ion 69 20 W, sch Edw Leave Cushing s, 7.05, 815. 11.05 a. m„ 2.45, days.
Alexandria ....New York. .London —May 21
6.40 p. m.
O
3.50,
6.20,
from
Brian,
Boston
for
Baltimore.
Alter.New York. Genoa
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
.May 21
May 14, lat 37 30 N. Ian 70 16 \V, sch Susie Leave Little Diamond, 6.80, 7.20, 9.20 a. m., to destination. (jy^Freight received
Obdam.New York. .Rotterdam .May 21
up to 4.00
12.00 m., 12.25, 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.50 p. m.
M
m.
Hummer,
from
Turks Island for Leave Great
Palatia.Now York. .Hamourg. .May 21
Creighton,
Diamond, 6.25, 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a. p.
and
Staterooms
Gascogne.New York. .Havre ....May 21 Boston.
T..^,°ILTicke.ts
apply at the
rn., 12.30, 3.25. 5.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. m.
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
Campania.... New York.. Liverpool. .May 21
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.10, 9,10,11.50 a. m„ tor
other
at
Trave,.New York. .Bremen.May 31
Information,
Company’s
Office,
12.35, 3.20, 6.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
Alene.New York- .Kingston.. .May VI
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m.,
Fontabelle.New York.. St Thomas .May 21
B.
J.
COYLE. Gen. Mail.
12.40, 3.15, 6.20, 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
CABLE LAYING IN WAR TIME.
Abydos.New York. .LaGuaira. .May 21
Leave Marriner's Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a.
marl8dtf
a H. P. C. HERSEY Agent
Trave.New York. .Bremen.May 31
m.. 3 oo p. m.
Dominion
Montreal... Llveroool...May 22
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.
24
York.
.Demerara
A
New
Device
..May
TJomo.New
for Putting the Wires Down
Auranla.New Vork. .Liverpool. .May 24
Sunday Time Table.
at a Twenty-Knot Speed.
K Friedrich
New York. .Bremen
Mew York Direct Line.
.May 24
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
Germanic
.New York. .Liverpool...May 26
9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
LONG
BY
Southwark.....New York. .Antwerp;....May 26
For Cush ng’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a. m., 12.15,2.15,
Californian.Montreal... Liverpool. ..May 28
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
3.15, 5.00 p. m.
Vancouver.Montreal.. .Liverpool....May 28
An invention has lately been submitted For Little and Great Diamond
Islands,
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin
Wera.New Stork. .Genoa.May 28
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00 Wharf
to the British naval authorities which,
Anchorla.New York. .Glasgow
May 28
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
The John Euglis at 6 p. m, the Manhattan at
Amsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam May 28 if aocepted, will undoubtedly prove an For
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30 5 p. m. lor New York direct. Iteturning. leave
Navarre.New York. .Havre
28
.May
a.
2.00, 4.20 p. m.
Bier 38. E, K., Tuesdays, Thursdays aud SaturUmbria.New York. .Liverpool .May 28 important factor in future naval warfare. For m„
Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. days at 5 p. m.
Havel.New York. .Bremen.May 28 The designers are Lieut. Crutohley of
2.00 p. m.
m.,
These steamers are superbly fitted and furChester .New York. .So’amnton.May 28
nished for passenger travo' aud alford the most
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
Pretoria.New York. .Hamburg .May 28 the JRoyal navy reserve, and Mr. Snell,
convenient and eomfortaole route
between
apr27dtf
Sallust.New York. .MontevideoMay 28 an engineer, who have devised an imPortland and New York.
Fare: one wav. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
proved method of laying submarine
Goods carried are insured against WAK
MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 17.
cables at a much increased rate of speed.
It 1 -K, under the terms of the Company's Open
Sunrises. 4 211 High water I-845
111811
means
of
this
without additional charge to shipper.
invention
a
or
Policy,
By
01
Sun sets
warship
7
l_ 9 00
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent.
Moon rises. a 231 Height.0 0—
00 transatlantic liner can be used to
lay a
THOS. M. BAKTLETT. Agt
OCHdtf
oable of epeciul design at a rate of twenty
Dally round trip (Sundays excepted) between
knots an hour. It requires vory little alOCEAN
Portland and Cape Small Point.
STEAMSHIPS.
IS JfAVfe teration to adapt these vessels to the pur
M AHJN B
On ana after April 4th. 1898.

PORTLAND,

BAY STEAMBOAT GO.

International

Steamship

Co.

For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Blddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
Boston.
+2.00. t9.00 a. m.,
1.00, +6.10
o. m.
Arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.50,
4.16, 9.25 p.
m.
Leave
for
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.80,
7.0(>.
p. nu
Arrive Portland, 11.60 .a. m.t 12.16.
4.30. 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
lur'.imouui,

uiuuciuru,

isewoury1.00
4.15 p, M.
Leave Heston lor Portland, 3.00 ft. at, 7,00
Arrive, lu Portland, 12.35,
p. m.
10.30

port, Salem, Lynn. l!o»tun. 3.00

p.

m.

p.

m.

Arrive in Boston, 5.67

a.

tConnects with Rail Lines tor
South and West.
11 Daily except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for
Station.
b. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & X. A.,
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Tlekst
land.

a.

m„

New Tort,
sals at Colon
Boston,
Agout, Port-

MAINE CENTRAL E. R.

—

Jr. effect April 17. 1808.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.P0a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.

..

..

..

..

....

MAINE STE A MS I! IP

—

ISLAND SOUND

...

DAYLIGHT.

...

...

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.

122%
122%
108%
109%

Oregon Nav.i lsts.116
115
The folloiag ware to-day’s closing quotations
of Bonds
May 13. May 16.
Atohlson.
12%
12
Atchison pfd.181%
S0y«
Central Pacific. 12%
12V*
Cues, ft utrlo. 21 %
20%
Cmeaeo ft Alton...169
169
do
ufa
rhieago* Burlington ft Quincy 99%
99%

..

„„

'/a

37

oais.

Opening.

18o" Cheeltdu'u at

1170

WHEAT

It <o

S1b“ tVsteadv^' cremry

12®l5o; dairy at 11®
*«• '^y;

1146

Delavareft Hudson CanaiCo.'09
.uware.Lackawana St Wesil63|
Dsayer ft Rio Grande. 11

1-lnNo
*3u®*33
T
1VMV4&2.
in.Nol4t2 *32**34
2y2, S&4-in*:t6*tH8
’•
8 t. 8 *9
S’th pine... .*26®S*6
Clear pin*-*
Cordace.
Amer’n(9isio ®ir
Upper..*56*65
ivmuuia...
ttV4(gjOV! (oeieui.94O0O5
Manilla Doit
I Fine common. .942045
00a-9v, , gpruce. 913 @1400
rope.
Russia do.18
feisx*. Hemlock..911012
7 V4 (8 s xg I Clapboards—
Bisai.
Drags and Dye*.
I Spruce. X.932035
Acid Oxalic.... 120141 Clear..928*30
Acid tart.83*801 aa eiear.925027
Ammonia.16(®20|No 1.*158820
A ones, pot... 6% ® 8 i Fine.925050
Bals eopabla.. .668®01 Shingles—
Beeswax.37®4* lioeaar.,. .2 764s 26
Blch powders..; 7(®9|Clear cedar.2 6002 76
Borax. 10®lllXNo 1.1 86®2 25
Brimstone.
.7X4® i»v» |No 1 cedar..1 26*1 75
Coclilneai.40<f 43 Spruce.1 26® 160
Copneras__1X4® a I Laths.spea. .1 90(52 00
Creamuirtar _23X4®B 1
Dime—Cement.
Ex logwood.. .12®16 Llme.W csk.86®
Rumarabic...70*1 221Cnnisnl.... .1 20®
2u
l®7 b;
Matches.
Glycerine
A loos lease.I6&26 jStn.-,^ gross
65
.sn®42iDlrleo.
® 66
Camphor.
M ytrh.. 62®66 IForest City.60
Metals.
Opium....4.00 6 OOi
Shellac.3 6® 401 CoPPer—
Indigo.B5c®$lU4®4!S com... .015X4
23
iodine_3 600 3 86 roilaheu copper.
Ipecac.2 2602 POiBolts.
16@la
12
Licorice, rt... i 6 A 2 0 i Y M sheatn....
12
Morphine.. .2 45*8 270IYM Bolts..
Oil bergamot2 76(83201 Bottoms.£2024
11012
Nor.Cod!iver200®225 I Ingot....
Xid—
American do Si®l 251
Lemon.... I«"ai2 11 Strait*.16X4®16X4
Olive.1 00®2 50|Bn.g!lsn...
@6 60
Feppt.22602 60 Ohfcr. L Co®7 25
IV lutergree nl 7 6®2 00 Char. LX..
Potass br’mde. 64®56iXerne.#00(58 60
12014
Antimony...
Chlorate..36®40i
Iodide.e 68a*80(Coke.4 75®500
.7o:g8oi8pe1Wr. 00()®.>c
omcksiiver.
(Jutnlris..
12®14
33® 36 1 bolder X4X'';RheuDarb, rt.76o®l 60
Rt snake.3o@40 Cask.ct-nasel 6 81 66
wire. .1185® 195
balluetre. 5* 1'
JfaTal Stores.
Setua...26*80
bbl.. .2 76*8 00
Xar
4*
Ca uarv seed....
4@5
Caruamons 1 50®2 25 Coal tar... .6 or aso 25
76,08 00
Fitoh.2
Soda. by-carb844&#9i
Sal.2%®3" W1L Fltcn. .2 75i®8oo
Rosin.3000400
8u;uhur.&
(61
gugar lead.20@2* Tupenttne. gai.. 36«n 4
7
White wax_60®65 Oakum....
®8
ou*
» itroi. due..
6X4®9
Vaniila.Doan. ,9i6®20lDlnseec.46®5l
iBoiled. 48*53
Duck.
No 1.321 sperm
7o®ao
No 3.....281 Whale.60®t>o
No 10.20,'BanS.40®4
lOoz.13 (Shore.35040
8 oz.11
1 I’orgte.80®36
Gunpowder—Shot. I Lard.
6fii6,65
Blasting^.. .3 260:; 601 Castor.1 lo@i 20
Sporting. .4 5i).»6i25(NeatsIoot
46c®65
Drop slt®t.S6 fcs. .1 26lKlatne.®
1
Paint*.
BucK.ls.BH.;
Straw, car lots*10@12; Am Zinc.... 0 00®7 00
Iron.
1 Rochelle...
.2X4
I ominm_13/4*2
Rico
I
Refined—
l3,4®2Xi I Domestic. 6x^*7
Salt.
Norway.... 3X4*4 |
(,'ast steel..
8alo I Tks ls.lti ha 20002 50
German steel.(3)3X411.tverpooi
2 00*2 26
I Dia’irid Crys. bbl 225
hhoesteel.ga
She-'* Iron—
Saleratut.
1
Saleracus ....6®6X4
U.C.4X4*6
Geu.Kusstal8X4®14
Bptcos.
Anieri’cnUusslall012 Cassia, pure-21®vi
Mace. 90c®l 00
Galv.5X4®7
Leather
N utmegs.66*65
New York—
Fepper.16®17
Light.25®2(i 1 Cloves....16®17
82 n. S4@26
Bug hdSBtn 21*23
Hoops 14ft. 26*80
12 ft.
26*28

July.

_

,.

woodpeckers,

Slay

Opening....'

....

ravens,

*

WHEAT.

Opening.
Casing.«.

8l?ei5£ju8.B?hJ??*

Wm fl Swan, Da-

Coombs, Baltimore
MOBILE—(fldi-tfi61M,S.
Ud UUlFdw Stewart, Kent,
New York

146; July
MINNEAPOLIS-Wheat-May at
147/i, Rot
l <4: Sept 93%c; Nolhard at

Saturday’s quotations.
Closing..
Opening... •

3 c: No 2 ryf at 68@68^c: No 2 Bariev at 42
®64o* No l Flaxseed at 1 88; atprime Timothy
1_2 25@I2 at*.
Teea at2 80®2 86; Mess port
Lard o 82 Va; short rlh
Pry
V4
short clear
fct
5(06
salted meats—shoulders

rye 600

rOBK.

_

more

Orain Quotation''.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TiU

,,

il

no

Good d’me.24&25I Laundry.
Union oacKs.. .37®S8t Gloss.8V4@7%
Am. calf.... 90@1.00i
Tobacco.
I Best brands.... 80@G0
sheet.
(*7!^ I Medium.80640
dee Vi I Common.26 a SO
!pipe.
7 Vi fits Satnramt
Zinc.
...(50®i70
X. XX.F.laoi Lean—
Hay.
| Pure ground.& B0®6 00
Pressed....... S14®15 j Bed.& 60*6 00
Loose Hay
$'.)®811 i Eng Yen Bedls
®3%

Opening.
Closing.,., ...

-—

...

Siareh

OATS.

Ketafl Grocers Ratrsr /tar,***.
of passage in the south of Italy and of
Tort land market—cut loaf 7: confetion ea y
France to supply the exigencies of fashpulverised 6oj powered, 6v; granulatou
ion! What hecatombs we make; we call oVa
coffee crushed 6e; jellow Ai.
civilized!
ourselves
Hides.
In France there are about £53 species
of birds, 400 perhaps, if wo include the
The following quotations represent the paymarket:
kind
that frequent the marshes, the ing prices in this
7c ^ib
rivers and the seas. In the spring it is (Jow and ox hides..
Hulls and stags..
estimated that
upon French territory Ocaii sKins, trimmed,.....
.lCc
there are
about
100,000,010 couples
do
nntrimmed..ui....... qc
After the hatching it may be said that Lamo skins ..-k * 60 to
80c each
there is an increase of a milliard birds.
The birds of prey, man and storms carry
Portland Wfeoiesaia Af.irx
than one-third of them.
more
away
PORTLAND. May 16.
There remains all told every year a snrFlour was unchanged to-day, but more
dlus of 70.000.00C of birds. But this surfirmly
rilns nnnnnt luot lnnn
fl1hfl nriflollPrS Hllrf
ueiu ou me advance in Wheat, which
closed at
the hunters destroy more than 200,000,- Chicago at 1 60 for May, aud 1 no Vi for
July.
000.
The hawks, the weasels, and the Pork very firm In sympathy with
prices West!
oats destroy about 500,000,000 birds year- Butter easier. Canned
beef lias been advanced
ly. The annua) production is rapidly since Saturday about 60c a case.
Potatoes are
absorbed in this way, and the destruction
C lower.
Corn and Oats firmer.
Linseed and
still goG3 on. M. Andre Godard recently
Boiled
Oil
are
firm
and
“There
lc
better.
said in an excellent article:
The following are todys- wholesale
in Franco aione .350,000 hunting licenses.
prices -of
The south has one-half of them, and Provisions. Groceries; etc
Floor.
there tiiey only shoot little birds, for real
Oral*.
Sm erflne fir
Corn car
46®'47
game has become extinct in that region.
low arudes.6 00»6 86
To
do baa lot. ..
counts 115,000 hunters.
Marseilles
bprliic Wneai. OakMeal baa lots 46*46
these legal hunters must bo added the
ers.ci ana st6 2514650 Oats, ear lots
4133 42
landlords, the children who shoot in their Patent Spring
flats, baa'lot.
4a *
u 4 r.
gardens, and, above all, the innumerWneat... 7 60£8 00 Cotton Been
able army of poachers that carry on MicD.sir’an.
car lota .00 003(28 00
roller.... 8 60*7 00
wholesale' extermination by means of
ban lots 0000*24 00
clear do.. .0 r5a6 75 hacked In".
about thirty different prohibiten engines.
t Louis sfc
car
lot*. 17 00*18 00
are
them,
The police
powerless against
6 60r.7 00
baa iotsOO oufilb no
for their operations are carried on at roller...do. .6 E0»6 76
clear
Mlddlina .1700*18 00
night.”
vt nt’r when
baa ots. .*00*18 00
Therefore the massacre brings about a
patents.. 1 25*7 60 Mixed feed.... j a 60
of
our
the
number
in
fill1*
marked diminution
(Jo fin.
11*15
winged beauties. It is easy to see that, if (Buying* selling price) Rlo.roastea
Java&Mocha do26®28
this thing goes on. iu about forty years Oou—Lar.e
Snore
4 60*475
Molaesen,
there will be no more birds in France,
oniaU do. .2 00*3 26 Porto Kloo.26*80
except sparrows in the towns, and pos- Pollock
.2 26*8 60 Barbaaoes.
..86*86
sibly a little gamo in preserved lands. haddock... 1 76*2 00 Fansy.82*86
Hake.2 00®2 2o
This conclusion does not soem to be exTo*.
Amoys.22@30
aggerated by any means. Accordingly Herrma. Dox
Scales....
9@l4c Congous.. .. ..25*60
a
to
in Maine-et-Loire,
M. Godard,
Mabkereobi
Japan..
2E®3I
ten
favored
department
by protection,
Shore 1.822 OOrijafi Formoso...... .26*66
species of birds have disappeared in thirty
Shore 2s 816 UO£818
Sngar.
years. Just thirty years ago the Abbe
Larae Bs
StandardGran
6 465
Broauce
Vincelot spoke of certain species cf birds
Exchueauality 6 466
Millet
and
twenty
years Cape cranberries
becoming rare,
ExtraC....”
609
before that reported the same species quite
¥» crate. 8 60®3 60 Yellow Extra C....4$s
Marne.
0 00
numerous.
Seed
Pea Beans.l 66*1 76 Timothy.
3 66183 76
Many aquatic birds such ns the black Yellow
Kves.l 6681 76 Clover West, BV4S9
tern, the brebe, and the merganser have Cal
Pea.... 1 6681 76
do
N.Y.
9V«®10
aiso disappeared. Suppose three rigorous
Potat’s.bus 1 0581 10 Alsike,
loaid/s
winters should come consecutively in
do, bDl
Red Top.
8
16gl7
twenty years we would lose all our re- SweetsJersey326@3 76
rroylslena.
Even at the present time there
serves.
qo Norfolk 0 00*
Porkare some
birds so rare
that they are do Vineland,4 508S5
'5 60
heavy
known principally through their repre- Omons. Bel 2 00®2 10
mediuml4 50816 00
do
t
3
60
short
cut
arid
Egyp
26®3
sentatives in
the ornithological show
clear
14@15
eases of our museums.
Sad little relics. Chickens....
Turkev.. Wes. 13«r6c Beef—llghtlO 2581075
Everything depends upon the hanits and Northern do.. ..16® 17 heavy,.. 11 60® 12 1,0
The spar- Fowls...
the fecundity of the species.
13814
BnlestsVk08 6 76*
rows and the tom-tit may resist for many
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L,ara. tes ana
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and
EatingapDl's3
60@4
The
the
to
come.
Va bbl.Dure 7%@8
goldfinch
years
do common *2®3 00
do oom’na. 4% *0
charming “dishwasher” (bergeronnette)
Baldwins 3 5084 00
Balu.comba
Bv.asyi
will soon fail to answer the roll call. kvapkrfb
9©10Vs0
pails, pure
The thrush and the blackbird that sings
Lemons.
8 V. i»8'/s
purslll
sc charmingly
threatened far more Messina
8 ooaioo Hams.,..
are
9
®9V2
3 o0@3 76
than the starlang, which is more wary. California
accov’rd
ur an res.
Oil.
In general the
migrating birds suffer Florida
o 00@C 00 Kerosenel20U
most, especially the gallinaceous tribe, Calliornia, 3 50« 4 00 Llgonta. 8Vj
8Va
because they emigrate toward the south. do Seedlngs 2 76®326
Centennial. 8Va
The -■ bfooted birds take the opposite
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Pratt’» Astral ..10Va
cm
_i
©13 in hall bbls le extra
and muke their homes in the Eastern extra..
northern regions.
Raisins.
According to the ob- Fresh Western.. *12
Musctl.60 lb bxs&86V>
servations of M. Andre Godard, in cer- Held.
Butte:.
London lar’rll 768200
tain countries during the past ten years OreamervJuoy..1S*1«
deal.
the following species have almost entirely GlitEuae vr’mt. ®18
Retail—delivered.
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Cumberland 00084 25
disappeared: The
Cheese.
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pecker, the blackbird, the bog rush, and Yormont
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the yellowhammer. In Provence there
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PORT OF PORTLAND.
MONDAY

Many experiments

May 16.

Arrived.

Salacia, Oliver, Boothbay Harbor and
Wtscasset.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
Boothbay.
Tug Storm King, lowing barges Atlas, and
Sumner R Mead, with coal.
Sch Alice E Clark, Clark, Norfolk —coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sell Independent, Case, Norfolk—ooal to Me
Cent RR.
Sub Lewis K Cottingham, from Philadelphia—
coal to A K Wright Co.
Sch Judith Ann, Lawry, Lookport, NS—lobSteamer

sters to order.

sell Railroad. Simmons. Port Clyde—canned
goods to Burnham Si Morrill Co.
Sell Clara & Mabel. Legman, New Harbor
Sch Lewis R French. Herrick, Rockland.
Sob Chase. Snow, Snow.
Cleared.

Steamer Sprlnghlll, (Br) Cook, Loulsburg,—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch jAith Ann, Lawry, Lockport, NS—MN
Rich & Co.
FROM OUR

CORRESPONDENTS.
SACO, May 14—Ar, seh Jonathan Sawyer

Reynolds. Norfolk.
ROCKPORT. May 17—Ar, sells Antelope.
Blake, Boston; Diadem, Richards, do.
niu,

sen jLtuei

luernman, newman, Boston.

EXCHANGE DISPACHTES.
Ar at Hamburg 16tb, steamer Carlisle City,
Pori land; Myra Sears,
ulierton, Ellsworth.
Ar at Shanghai Mav 14, ship Emily F Whitney, Pendleton, New York,
Memoranda.

Halifax, May 16—Soh Lavinla M Snow, Capt
from Boston for Loulsburg, CB. went
ashore at Beaver 15tn, floated at high wajer,
apparently without damage, and proceeded.

Hinckley,

Domoitlc Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 14th, schs B L Eaton. Greasoii, Calais via New Haven; Chas R Flint, Hart,
Virginia for Tbomaston.
Ar 16th, schs Fred Gower, Sargadt, Windsor. NS. for Newburgh; E C Gates, Calais; Melissa A Wilioy, Brunswick.
Also ar, Edith & May, Kelley, Tarpun Bay 11
days; Maggi- Mulvov, Pendleton, Amboy for
Bangor: R E Harp do for do.
Ar loth, sch Thos Borden Rocklana.
Passed Hell Gate 14th, sells R L Kenney, fm
New York for Rorklan ; Robert Byron, Jersey
City for Norfo k; Thos Hlx, Hoboken for Rock
land; Mary Aueusta.froni Amboy for Portland;
Flora Condon, do for Hallowell; Helen, Port
Johnson for Lynn; CM Marrett, Port Reading
for Bar Haruor; May McE’arland. do lor Bath;
Gilbert Staucllff, Amboy tor Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, sells Henry P Mason,
Blair, Philadelphia; Lizzie Williams, Barbour,
Bangor; Idella Small, Dillingham, Rockport;
Mary Steele. Paschal, Lauesville; tug Roebliug
from Newport News, towing barge City of Montreal for Portland.
Ar 17th, steamer John
Wise,Greens Landing:
will; barge Margaret: schs Lucy J Warren, and
Lady Antrim. Rockland; Red Jacket, and Nile,
do; Mansnr B Oakes, Macliias; Viola May,Calais; E & G W Hinds, do; Chester It Lawrence,
Rockport; J H G Perkins, do; Maid, Sullivan;
James A Webster, Greens Landin; Bessie U
Gross, (Ib.
Sid loth, tugs ltobt Lockliart, for Portland;
Seguin for Kennebec; sch Maggie S Hart, do
RKUNSWICK-Sld 14th, barouft J B Rabe
Mitchell. Satllla River for New York; Sarah A
Fuller, Browu, New York.
Cld 14ta, sch Roht Graham Dun, Kelley, for
Charleston.
_r
,,
BALTIMORE—Cld 14th, sells Wm H Clifford,
Harding, Boston; BenJ C Erith, Keen, do. Edna
Ar luth, schs E'rancls M. Hagan, Bath;
& Emma. Richardson. Georgetown.
L Newton,
BANGOR_Ar 15th, schs Willie
Coombs, Philadelphia; Imogeue, Duncan, Port-

lasfdl6th,

sell Marjorie, Edwards, Phlladel

“^BATH_Ar

16th. schs W H Oler, and W II

0CARBRABELLE-Aid?ith,
^CHARLESTON—Sid

sch

Scotia, Davis,

14th, sch Wesley M Oler
Cheese quiet—state large white at 7%@8csinaiido7%c.
and
State
Penn
at
10
15th, sch Linah C Ka% 0 lieEggs steady;
Western tresh lOVaC.
minski Ray. Now York.
Passed
In 15th. sch Fran(IAPe'HENRYCHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour quiet and easy.
cis M. Hagan. Bath.
schs
16th,
Seth
W Smith, New
caLaIS-SM
Wheat—No 2 spring wheat 1 36; No 3 do at
1 051> 20; No 2 Red 1 47. Corn—No 2 at 3k% York: Fred C Holden, Milton,
schs
II
S Boynton, CoopCAMDEN—Ar 16th,
&3~c: Nob yellow 36@36%c.
Oats—No 2 at
W C Nor cross, Small, do.
31% a32;No2 whitb 33®34; No3 White 32« er, Bo-ton:

^CHARLESTON—Cld

been made
have
with a view to telegraphy without wires,
but so far unsuccessfully at any but the
shortest distances, and England’s only
present comfort in such difficulties ha
been that she is in possession of nearly all
the

special cable-laying end repairing

Now Messrs. Snell and Crutchley step in with a scheme, which would
seem to lay at rest the vexed question of
the transmission of orders, even if the
enemy has succeeded in cutting existing
vessels.

cables.
The differences between the present and
the new system of laying submarine cables are many and varied. To start with,

Steamer

nnnnnin/v

tlvO

A till

ntifl

Tliwoft

Small

ivi?aiSMaS4.oable8
r^a nW“l‘!,d
inui
d«-Te^tllat
rtUt

Point, Scbasco, Phippsburg

Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave

and

Cundy’s

MONTREAL ini

___

April
••

May

H
21
28
5

Sir. Island

GTSl

(Cnpt 11. B. Townsend.)
Commencing Wednesday. May 11,1898, steam-

will leave east end Portland Pier for Bav
3
View landing.
WEEK DAYS.
5.50, 7.00, 8.00, 10.15 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00 3 00
5.00, 6.16 p. m,
Returning leave Bay View landing 6.20 7 ">0
8.25, 10.40 a. m., 12.25. 2.25, 3.25, 5.25, 6.30 p. m."
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 a. m.,
er

JUKN TEMPLE, Manager.

mayiidtf

Mains Coast Navigation Co.
and

On

after

Tuesday,
9th, 1897, the

Kov,

STEAMER SALACIA
Portland.

will

leave

Franklin

days, Thursdays

Wharf.

and

Saturdays,

at

Tues-

7.30

a.

m.:

Popham Genoa, 0.45 a. in.; Hath, 12.30 p!
m.; Boothbay Harbor, 2.00p. in. Arriving at
Wiscaoset, about 3.30 p.

in.

Wiscasget
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at

Mondays.

7.00

a.

m.;

Bootlibay Harbor. 8.30 a.m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
m.; Popliam Beach, 11.30 a. m.
Arriving at
Portland about 2.00 p. ni.
FAKE; Bath to Bootlibay Harbor, 25 cts.
Will touch at Five Islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and yrj.
days Going West. Weather parmitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
CHA8. B. LEWIS. Treasurer.
marisdtl
KAILEOADS.

^WORCESTER"

PORTLAND

FORTLASH & ROCHESTER R. R.

LIVERPOOL.

From
Montreal I Quebec
9.09 a. m. 0.00 p. m.
I

___Sarurdays'
Scotsman
Yorkshire
Labrador

April

May

Dominion“

so
7
14
21

Apr

May
••

so
7
u
2t

BOSTON
TO

LlVlikl'OOL

QUEENSTOWN.

VIA.

From

From

Liverpool._Steamers._Boston.

June 2, 7.30 a.m.
June to,
Canada, June 30. 5.30 p. m.
Juue 30, New England (new), July 14, 7.00 a. m.

May 18,

Canaua,

RATES

Belle,

io

From

Steamer.

From

particulars

J. H. McDONAlD. ries. and Manager,
46-3.
158 Commercial street.
apr4
dtf

Telephole

TO PEAKS ISLAND FOR 5

QUEBEC

Cindy’s Liverpool.

Harbor at

6.00 a. m.; Pbippsbuig, 6.15 a. m.; Ashdale, 6.80
a. m.; Water Cove,
Small Point, 6.45 a. m.;
Pool ’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m.;
Lowell’s Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive in
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For iurther
apply to

L

dred knots weigh only 180 tons, while the
price averages only $200 a knot. Coiled
on a large drum, theso 800
knots, ready
for use, oan be stowed away in a tank or
hold about the size of a large double boiler, so that a good-sized ship, euoh as a
cruiser or a liner, could easily lind room
for two such drums, one in the aft and
the other in the fore hold. Here would
Do 700 miles of cable, weighing only 300
tons, stowed away ready for immediate
Another plan is to carry the cable
uso.
on
small drums bolding but 40 knots,
each, and joined together; these drums
possess the merit of being light and portable and also easily put away.
The paying out of the cable is accomplished very simply, engines of 1E0 horse
power being utilized to revolve the large
carrying drum and giving a delivery
speed ot over twenty knots an hour. Now
it is necessary, in laying a oable, that a
certain amount of slack should be available, so that the cable can accommodate
itself to the frequent inequalities of the
and
ocean bed
not
become tightly
stretched from one prominence to anothan
thus
excessive
thowing
strain on
er,
the payiug-out machinery.
Accordingly,
for a length of 800 knots, a bight or slack
of 2,000 feet la allowed, and
earned on
of drums, which are stationed
a pair
midway between the ftern and the main
drum. The cable pusses from these bobbins to a revolving pulley at the ship’s
stern, which literally ejects the wire at a
speed which can, if necessary, be made
greater than the rate of delivery at the
tank. A controlling apparatus is attaohed
to the slack-carrying drums to prevent
the using up of the bight too suddenly
until the strain becomes sufficient to overcome this resistance. Before
the 2,000
feet have been absorbed in this way it is
evident that the ship’s speed can be diminished a little, so that the excess rate of
delivery will soon again accumulate
slack.
The results attained by this system inactual work are saia to be marvellous; of
course there is nothing out of the way
in the entire design, but usually these
simple ideas, though brilliant in theory,
seem to
oollapse when put to a thorough
test in praotico.
The Snell -Crntohley invention, however, does not appear to belong to this class, and the inventors have
demonstrated satisfactorily that a ship
able to make
twenty knots oan easily pay
out twenty-one knots of
cable, the extra
knot being
compensation for the uneven
floor ot the sea.
A simple calculation shows that communication eau be established
by tlie-ie
means between
points 700 miles distant
within a space of
thirty hours, and th
cable, once laid, would be permanent,
8°Nothing unusual
is visible
to a
passing ship save perhaps
100k >lko a taut rope trailing
°°uld be concealed
’e
dUJkon.u?- The work can be as
wnn
well done at mght as in
the daytime,
srquiring little supervise on.

IIOW,

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2.00 p.
for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’» Island; Card’s Cove.
Quohog Bay, Poor's Point, East Harpswell;
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove,
m.,

the new cable is much lighter and less
expensive than the ponderous affair used
F,

DOMINION LINE.

“Percy

CAPT. CHA8. H.

OF PASSAGE.

First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Keturn
$’,00 and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Beturn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool. London. London,
derry, Glasgow. Queenstown and Belfast$22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. Keating 5i 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress street.
Ashton's Ticket Agency, 1131 1-2 Congress St.,
& Co.,
or Davia Torrance
general
agents,

may2d;f

Montreal.

"ALLAN

LINE

_ROYAL MAIL STEAMKRS,
Liverpool and Portland,
Wmm

Liverpool
10 Mar.
12 Mar.
24 Mar.
26 Mar.
7 April.
14 April.

S'PAm

Steamship_Portland.

Californian,

Laurentian,
Parisian,
I Carthaginian.
Nunildian.

26 Mar.
30 Mar.
9 April
13 April
23 April

California._28 April

4, 1897,

7.30

a. m.

and 12.30 p.

m.

For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m„ 12.30 and
6.35 p.

ra.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45
6.35 and 6.20 p.
For Westbrook.

m.

a.

m.,

12.30. 8 oa.
^

Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Woodfords at 7.30. 0.45 a. m. 1
12.30,3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonnects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the West and at. UnioD Btatfou, Worcester
for Providence and New York, via "Providence
for Norwich and New
Line
York, via “Norwich Line with Boston mid Albany It. R. j0r
the West, and with tho New York all rail via
Junction and

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive in
at 1.30 p. m.; from

Portland from Worcester
Rochester at 8.30 a. m„ 1.30
and 6.62 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.60 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
For tickets tor all points West and South anply to T. F. McGILLiCUDDY, Ticket Agent,
Co it loud, Mt.

JtfHitt

J. W. PETERS. Supt.

For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
Falls. Rumford
LewFalls,
iston, Wlnthrop. Gala.'and, Readfleld. Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, R. w Gloucester, Danville June., Auburn and Lewiston.
1L20 a. m. Exprecs for
Thrmouth, Freeport,
Brunswick, B^th. Augusta, Watsrville.
nttsfleld.
Bucksport Bar
Bangor.
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
via B. & A. It. It for Houlton. Woodstock,
St Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rmpford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington, Kingfleld. Carrabasset, Phillips
8.30

a.

m.

Mechanic

and

Rangeley, Winthrop, Oakland,

Bingham

Waterville and Skowhegan.
1.15 p. m. F'or Freeport Brunswick.
Au
gusta.
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
all
stations
on
the
Knox
and
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Set
fast. Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawainkeag,
and to Bucksport Saturdays onlv
6.10 p.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.

Falls, Richmond,
Waterville.

Gardiner,

Lisbon
and

Augusta

6.15 p. m. For New
Gloucester, Danville
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanlo Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston,
11.00 p.m. Night Express, every night for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport
St Stephen, St
Andrews, St John and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.
W Bite Mountain Division.
8.45 a. m. F'or Bridgton. Fabyans, Burlington
Lancaster. No. .Stratford. Colebrook, Beecher
Falls, Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke. Montreal. Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis and
all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish,Fryeburg.
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans, Lancaster.
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher F'alls,
Lunennurg, st Johnsbury, Newport Slierbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Brunswick. Augusta. Waterville and Bangor.
12.60 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping car*
for all points.
7.20

a.m.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.26 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanlo Falls, 8.33
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.: Kingfleld. Phillips, Farmington. Bemis. Rumford F'alls. Lewiston, 12,30
p. in; Lewlsion and way stations 3.26 p. m.: ht
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.uu; Rangeley, F'armtngton.KumfordF'alls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.: dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. dally; Halifax,
St John. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.60 a. m.. except Mondavs.

GEO. E. EVANS. General Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & TT A
Portland, April lo, 180A
upnidtl

Portland & Rumfard Falls

R’y.

Ici Effect May 3, 1898.
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buck field. Canton, Dixneld, Rumford Fails and Bern!?.
8.30 a, m.. 1.10 and 5.15 n. m.
From Union
Station for.Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls anil Beniis.
Connections nt Bemis for all points in the
Rangeley Lakes.
'S'3irou£t> Tickets on Sale.
BRADFORD, Ti affle Manager.
Portland, Main*.
L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Main*.
lets dtf

R. C.
E.

only.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is lelt.
Elecused for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
Music
passengers at any hour of the nighl.
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and statorooms ara heated
by steam.
A reRates of passage $62.6Q to’S70.00.
duction is made on Round Trip Tickets.
Saeohd Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
return.
Londonderry, 984.00 and $86.25;

tricity is

Passenger lares of the Graud Tlunk Railway
System between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH, including faro to ALASKA.
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST. WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Free Colonist

*66.76 anil *99.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every requisite for the voyage *22.50 and *23.60,
For tickets or further information apnly to
T. P. McGOWAN, 420 Congress St.. J. B.
KEATING. Bits Exchange St., ASHTON'S
TICKET aGKFCY, 931 1-2 Congress St.. If.
& A.
ALAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest., Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.
jly31do

Sleeping Cars

-TO-

-AND-

Canadian Northwest

Passenger

For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. in. and 12 30
p. m.
F'or Manchester, Concord and points North at

Bucksport

Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

Station Foot of Treble 81.
On and after Monday, Oct.
trains will Leave Portland:

Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls,
iAwtston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

JUIUECT STEAMSHIP

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Piiila-eipiiii ever/ Weanesday and

Saturday.

From Central Wharf. Boston. ? p. m. From
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. in.
surance ona-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. ft. 11. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
this
lion
arc
Ail goods shipped by
covered against war risk by open policies
issued to this company without expense
to shipper.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St. Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Mast-

Lowest

Rates,

Shortest,

and most popular Route,

Quickest
passing

en

cities and
Dakota.

route

through principal

Canadian

Chicago and St, Paul, .Minnesota and

Our tree Colonist

Sleepers

For families and others goiug west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase it at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through vyithout change.

Portland. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at 0 p. m.. and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will
leave
Montreal

every Tuesday

at

10.25 p. in.,

com-

mencing March 7th.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated In these Free
Sleepers as for as Chicago or St Paul, where
similar sleepers can be
had to the Pacific
Coast,

For tickets, reservation of spaoe In sleeiiers,
luanfidtf
etc., apply to company’s agent*.

THE
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a

Few

ADTEKTISKHENTB TOD AT.

XEW

RESERVES.

NEW

It It Expected They

JOTTiNGS.

A strawberry festival will be given by
the young men of St. Luke’s Cathedra)
in the Parish house on Park street tomorIn connection with the
row evening.
above a pleasing musical programme will
bo rendered by some of our most talented

ments may commence for service on the
Montauk and by the first of next week it
is expected that the Portland naval
reserves will bo on board the historic old
craft and drilling for all they are worth
to get into shape for any work that may
be required of them.
The New Jersey boys who brought the
Montauk to Portland are many of them
anxious

return home, and unof them may be headed
that way by the last of this week. About
twenty-five of the New Jersey men will
singers.
Mr. H. H. Cutter, foreman of the Port- remain on the Montauk,
having elected
land & Rochester freight shed in this to stay on this ship and see servioe. This
is to be done that some of the men on the
city, was passing from the shed into a car
Saturday when the skids slipped from ship may be experienced in ship life in
Portland men settle
the car and Mr. Cutter was precipitated order to help the
Some of
into the space between the shed and the down into the regular routine.
The skids followed him and struck the New Jersey Naval Militia officers will
oar.
him in the face breaking his nose, knock- also apply for leaves of absence from their

ing him senseless and doing other dam
was rujiiuyeu

iio

ages,

iu

uih

nome

in

Westbrook.
The Elks will have their annual outing
At Little Chebeague, June 13th. Mr. Dana
Robinson will superintend the catering
and went to the island Sunday to make
Atlantic lodge. No. 81, P. & A. M.,
will bold a stated meeting Wednesday
evening at 7.30 o'clock.
Work, F. C.

degree.
The monthly meeting of the Woman’s
Council, postponed from last week, will
be held Wednesday morning at 10.30 at
GO Winter street. All delegates are requested to be present.
Yesterday was a rainy, disagreeable
Say, but the rain was good for the grass.
examination of
classes and the
exercises of the Gorham Normal sohool, will take place Thursday and
Friday, June 16th and 17th.
The Eastport and Calais companies of
The

graduation

the Second Regiment, M. S. N. G., arrived from Augusta yesterday noon and
took the boat for home last night
They
attracted a good deal of attention about
town In their uniforms.
In the insolvency oourt before Judge
Wm. D. Dunn was
Peabody yesterday,
chosen assignee of Jeannette B. Jordan
of Portland.
stole the blocks and
Reuben Dyer’s yacht

some one

from

reels

Mr.

Clique.
Special Officer Sawyer has resumed his
duties for the summer as officer at Deering park. The specials who look after
Fort Allen park and Lincoln park, will
take charge on the first day of June.
There have been four new cottages built
at

Trefethens’
Two of them
landing.
owned by Boston people.
The patrons of the Maine Symphony
orohestra will moot’ at the Preble house
are

today.
The following
are the delegates from
the Associated Charities to the national
convention of Charities and Corrections
to be held in New York,
Wednesday:
Mrs.
T. A. Moore, Mrs. Henry Taylor
and Mrs. A. B. Cole.
The Woman’s Maine Indian Association

enjoyed

a

supper last night in Plymouth

church.
The High

School Cadets have voted to
attend
the Memorial services at Second
Parish church, May
29tb, and to take
part in the Sousa festival.
A musicale was given at the rooms of
the Y. W. C. A.
last evening. An in-

teresting programme
and Mrs.

was

given by Dr.

Way,

Miss Madeleine Piles, Mr.
Harry Files and Master Shepley Beal.
The Peaks island house and the Innes
house are open and already have guests
booked for the season.
The Fraternity club was entertained by
Henry P. Cox, Esq., at tho Sherwood
last evening.
Paper by Hon, J. W. Symonds.
The Martha
meet

doubtedly

Washington Society

will

Thursday with Mrs.C, L. Mayberry,

53 Portland street.
The \adies’ aid

to

some

state and be mustered into the government service here with aotlng
commissions. This will be done to give, the ship
some experienced officers on' the start.
Some of the Portland naval reserve officers
Will

U«
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iur
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and about sixty-five Portland
will be enlisted to make up the ship’s

Mra

Dr.

Frances

H.

two free illustrated
lectures at Gospel
Mission hall, Wednesday afternoon and

full

attendance"^! the members ot
Shepley Camp, S. of V., is desired at the
meeting this evening.
of the business session.

Drill at the close

BROKE HIS LEG.
Edward

Hanlon,

employed by

J.

38 years

old,

who is

D. Watson, was wheeling coal yesterday afternoon along a stagwhen
tie
barrow gran off the edge,
ing
pulling him along with it. Hanlon fell
36 feet and fractured his ankie bone in
several places.
He was
taken to the
Maine General hospital by Rich’s ambulance. Hanlon lived at 63 Alder street,
and was married.

WERE HORSES KILLED?

RECORD.

Comml9tlooor

„

a

Hero of the

Paol^

school,

siuea,

black mohair

braid

the

around

aim umuK siui corn over tne

visor.

On front of the oap the name “American
Cadet” embroidered in line gilt bullion,
with black button on top of

with

cnp

trimming. Leader’s cap to be
trimmed in gilt instead of biaok. Leaders
coat to have two gold embroidered bugles
narrow

on

the sleeves above other trimming.
HARBOR NOTES.

Items

of

Interest

was

placed

Jamestown

on

board
cadet

the

sloop

of

war

Here he remained
for three years, being the greater
portion
of the time stationed
on the African
as

From the Jamestown he
coast.
was
transferred to the frigate Karitan,
doing
service in the scaling waters.

He was given a commission as Master
in 1855, and in a few months was
proIn 1856 he was
moted to Lieutenant.
ordered aboard tne receiving ship Boston,
where he remained until 1857,

along this fence
ind covered it with tin. The wire was
connected with an
electrio battery
of
man

^reae power

uii'i wneii

un ears were

as-

sembled on the fence the man turned on
the current and the passersby were treated
to an exhibition of a startling character.
The oats furnished amusement for this
friends for some time until
soft hearted
to
person happened
witness the performance and complained
tb Agent Perry.
Now the wire has been
man

and his

some

removed from the fence and the cats sing
at night upon it as muoh as they please.
Mr. Perry says it was the most peculiar
case he has ever had occasion to investi-

In the United States District court yesterday the case of Livingstone Coggins
vs. schooner MoAdara, for damages, was
continued without hearing, for five days.

The

board

JP.tcked

Up

of

directors

of the Blaine
has made up

Capt. Green’s house as long as they
could, complainod to the police and an

woman.
Monday—Wru. T. Lennon. Vagabond; officer was sent to arrest the
continued to May 18, 1898.
When she
was brought into the station
Joseph P. Jordan and^Elizabeth Thorpe. she was flghitng drunk and made much
Intoxication; each thirty days in the resistance
The officers Were
as possible.
county jail.
Thomas Larochelle. Obscene language; taking her out into tho cell room when
fined $5 and costs.
suddenly Capt. Green appeared on the
Lottie Brown;
uttering ob scene lan- scene.
He dashed into the guard room
in
the
guage; thirty days
county jail.
J
Margaret Flaherty. Intoxication; thirty and attempted to rescue the woman he
had come to complain of and grabbed an
days in the county jail.
John Poor. Intoxication; fined $5 and
officer by the coat collar. The attempted
costs.
Rufus A. Reed. Intoxication*, fined ®6 rescue took the officers by surprise, but
and costs.
they made short work of Capt. Green and
he passed the night in the station along
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
with his wi fe.

Ivanhoe lodge of this oity will confirm
the page rank on a candidate this evening
Invitation have been
at the K. P. hall.
sent over the state for all visiting knights
All members of the order
to be present.
will be made welcome.
The Grand lodge, K. of P.convenes toAt 9.£5 Mayor
morrow at ten o’clook.
Randall will; deliver an address of welto the knights at K. of P. hall.

come

BISHOP HEALY AT AUGUSTA,
At the ten o’clook services at St. Mary’s
Catholic church, Augusta, Sunday morn-

ing, Bishop Healy preached

an

^eloquent

to his congregation
which wa3 made up largaly of officers and
privates of the soldiers who will soon
The Bishop paid
leave for Chickamauga.

patriotic

sermon

most touching and patriotic tribute to
Old Glory and urged his listeners, who
were soon to leave for the South, to pray

a

PERSONAL.

suffering

He
immediately called Dr.
Gage, the veterinary snrgeon nt'the oity
stables for a number of years, who, upon
examination, found a hole In each of the
horses’ bowels, evidently made by a
sharp stiok or some other pointed instru-

greatly.

He did
ment.
everything possible to
relievo the poor beasts’s sufferings, but
one of them died at onoe, and the other
hart to be shot.
Dr. Gage said yesterday that he regarded it ns almost oertain that somebody had
killed the horses, but he wasn’t at liber
ty to talk much about the case. A post
mortem examination was performed yes-

wux

velancs
G*
Baking Powdek.
are

required—not heaping spoonfuls.

iir,u unn

XIIIYWIII.

Yesterday morning Dr. O. P. Smith,
the city
physician, and Dr. Way were
called in haste to the rear of 41 Summer
street, to attend a woman who had attempted to suicide by cutting her throat.
about 28 yearn old, a
has been living only a
time in the house where the atshort
tempt was made She has been subject to
insane
spells for some little time past
and yesterday morning cut her throat as
deop as the larynx, just above the windThe

woman

was

foreigner, and

The Rev. Geo. D. Lindsay formerly of
this city, is to preach the sermon to the
ciass
oi
normal
uasnne
gruauanng
Sohool on Sunday, June 5th.
Mr. W. R. Chapman was in town yesterday and superintended the Haydn rehearsal last evening,
Mr.William Gardiner has been appointed lish warden by Gov. Powers and has
entered upon the duties of his office.
District Attorney Dyor has removed
with his family to Gorham, where he
will spend the summer.
Messrs. F. C. Johnson and F. G. Bunnells have been appointed
as aid-de-

ployes'

wages 20 per cent.
All the large
interest of Waterville have now a
cut in

force.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SALT-RHEUM
FOR YEARS
Leg From
L

Knee to Ankle Swollen

w.

All the Time. Pain Intense. $

Doctors in

Three Cities No Avail.

Completely Cured by Cuticura.

SPRING DRESS GOODS.

I have been troubled for years with Salt
Rheum. My rightlegfrom knee to ankle was
raw and swollen all the time, and the pain
was most intense. I tried doctors in Hartford,
Waterbury, and New Haven, but to no avail.
I read an advertisement about Cuticura Remedies and bought two bottles of Cuticura
Resolvent,some Cuticura (ointment), and a
box of Cuticura SOAP,andnow it is all gone
and I am completely cured. I recommend
Cuticura to all afflicted with skin diseases.
Jan. 20,1808.
GARRETT T. SAYERS,
Hartford Electric Light Co., Hartford, Conn.

At the colored wool Drees Goods counter has been brought together
collection of spring dress fabrics which are truly
tempting on account of the
great variety of weaves and wide range of colors.
Here is a lot worth a visit to see.
a

Satin Stripe Bayedere—one of the new creations caused by the demand
entirely new weave. It comes in soft, pretty colorings with self colored
satin stripes running crosswise,
$1,50 yd.
;or an

e...

Gaby Cured of Eczema

Braided effects. Made from finest of wool with alternating rows of wide
running crosswise in imitation of braid trimming, $1.25 yd.

Our little boy was only three mopths old
when he was taken with Eczema that broke
out in the most horrible state. His face was
full of scabs, and some parts of the flesh were
raw.
We used Cuticura Soap, arid one
box of the Cutioura (ointment), anil -in one
week this boy was as
good as ever, and we can
say the child has been O. K. ever since. We
are willing to recommend that the Cuticura
Soap and Cuticura did it. You can publish
this statement for it is nothing but the truth.-'
Mr. and Mrs. .T n
Feb. 15,1898.
360 So. First St., Brooklyn.

and narrow stripes

Illuminated

satin faced

—nice for separate skirts to

vigoureux—in

wear

all the combinations of colors

with shirt waists,

$1,25 yd.

English Costume Cloth. 50 inches wide in handsome
The latest and most popular fabric for tailor made suits,
Wool Poplin.

8peedy Curb Treatment for Every Kind of HuHair.— Warm baths with Cuticuba
Soap, gentle anointings with Cuticuba (ointment), purest of emollient skin cures, and mild doses of Cuticuba
Resolvent, greatest of blood purifiers and humor cures.
This treatment will afford instant relief, permit rest and
Bleep, and point to a speedy, permanent, and economical
cure of the most torturing, disfiguring, and humiliating
of itching, burning, bleeding, scaly, pimply, and crusted
skin and scalp humors, with loss of hair, when all else fails.

mor with Loss of

line of colors. Has
Ic

rx

nrima
*

a

summer wear

wear.

Full

drape prettily

50 Inches wide,

a

choice line of these desirable

Excellent finish and
for whole suits or Misses’ dresses,

goods
spring and
75C yd.

just right for

Our line of exclusive Dress Patterns consists of the
very cream of
Silk and wool mixtures, Satin stripes,
style and they are not high priced.
Changeable Mixtures, Herringbone Stripes, Bayaderes and Crepons and many
other odd effects $7.50 to $15.00
pattern.

with grief on account of the unfortunate
affair.

With every wool drees pattern sold by
quality cambric skirt 1 ining.

WARD ONE CLUB.
Men’s Republican club of
meet at their club room
Thursday evening at 8 o’clock to transact
There should be a
important business.
The Young
Ward 1, will

us we

give

free the

Not many days ago we
mentioned
our
STRAWlarge attendance.
See announcement in This Evenings and Wednesday
MATTINGS and their
revised price.
CO V ING AGAIN, BY SPECIAL REQUSTpapers, of great sale to take place in a few days.
Revised downward,
instead of upward, as the limwill give two, free, illustrased lectures to wives,
ited stocks and
mothers and daughters only, at
upward
tending prices demand.
GOSPEL MISSION HALL, Confess St..
We crave your permission
Wednesday
afternoon, May 18tli at 3
o'clock sharp. Subject,
to mention them again.
•‘THE IDEAL WOMAN.”
We are encouraged to do
Second lecture, Wednesday evening at 7.45
subject, “Mother the bight of tile Home.” so by reason of your prompt
These will be Ur. Drew’s only lectures in tills
city this season, which she gives by special re response to our advertisequest. Ail ladles who did not have the pleasure
of listening to her before, should avail them- ment the other day.
selves of tills opportunity.
There will be no
Price list of Mattings:
admission fee, no collection.
myl7d2t

Mrs. Dr. FRANCES H.

mixtures.
$1,00 yd

—--

Cheviot Checks.

Bold throughout the world. Potter Drug and Chem.
Cobp., Props., Boston. How to Cure Salt Rheum/’free.

new

A very desirable dress fabric for present
very rich effect and is just heavy enough to

in all the fashionable colors.

How she did this could not be
Drs.
Smith and,Way dressed
learned.
the wound and ray there is great hopes
of the woman’s recovery.
She has two
childron and her husband is nearly wild

best

Mornings

DREW,

EASTMAN BROS, t BANCROFT,

STORAGE
OF

FURS.
Furs and Fur Garments

re-

ceived for Storage, and insured
during the Summer season at
low rates.

vaults

Our

new

3 cents per yard. 7 different
designs.
4 differ10 cents per yard.
ent designs.
I2J4 cents per yard. 6 different designs.
10 differ15 cents per yard.
ent designs.
19 cents per yard. 4 different designs.
21 cents per yard. 8 differ
ent designs.
13 differ25 cents per yard.
ent designs.

|
ft

!

/jS
®
A

for

safe

keeping,

method is odor-

less and does not crease

and sold elsewhere

as

Fur

repairing can be done now
advantage than in the

Autumn.
The work is inclined to be

thorough, the price less, and the
garment ready to wear when required.

Patriotism and loy-

alty delights to express itself i n displays of Flags.
Big Flags for house fronts,
smaller ones for interiors, and
Flag pins for decorating the per-

L. H.

SCHLOSBEBCr,
furrier,
2 Free St.

aPr19

Satisfaction

“Her Majes-

about

it.

ty’g”

is built to brace

and it

'-

W

j

Our Canned Goods can’t be beat.

7
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Prominent among our list of
solid companies wo call your atX tention to the wonderful growth
* of the Ifew Hampshire Fire InI surance Co., of Manchester, If. H.
t It is a triumph of the skill, genius
X and sterling honesty of the Ifew

people.
Twenty-eight years

(England

ago it

began

business with assets of §134,580
and a surplus of $S,029.82. Today

§2,937,319.76 and
surplus $840,940.17.
We are the Portland agents
its assets are

♦

fr

35

its

for

j

Exchange St.

t

I

j>
is ex-

perienced
of regular styles

—v---It cn maj isrfb

(pfisET

Majesty’s.”

Sssureb
at

hips.

perfect in that

f
V/

Monument Sq.

uuyl7d«

r*
f
j

I

WILL H. GOODWIN & GO.,

^^

*

An old

city.

AS

£
£

all wearers

we

•

|

__.

the

Moreover this Corset does not,
cannot break down over the

H. H. NAYS SON’S

carry the best

line of Groceries in the

|

|

of “Her

X

gives

ca

by

X

w

by
people will tell you that

j D0W.& PINKHAM

*VJQ **
There ia nothing “wisliy-washyVct

’ij?

judge by appearances, and profit
experience of others. Plenty of

“Her

As

SUCH CORSET Majes-

eodsttiptf

paint,
<3oob paint,
painters' Supplies,
Xar^e assortment,
prices IRiobt.

the

♦ this successful company and have
it fair and liberal in
J always foundmethods.
• its business

NOOTHER

|

Pretty Sure Sign

You

We have them all Prices?
Just our usual kind of prices.
No more.

son.

a

He Won’t Hite You.

I
2?

prices.
FLAGS.

It is

(ii

the garments.

to better

His Tail

I

linen.

17 cents per yard. 2 designs.
29 cents per yard. 5 designs.
35 cents per yard. 4 designs.
Buy a whole piece of forty
yards and we give you wholesale

§

Dog

Wags

i

] /f\

Cotton warp,
such as is

JAPANESE
FANCY.

if the

||

advertised

All valuable furs after thorough
preparation are taken to the
Union Safe Deposit and Trust

on the department commander’s
camps
staff to assist the post commanders on
Memorial Sunday and Memorial day.

SHIRT FACTORY RANDS CUT.
Waterville, May 16-The
Hathaway
Shirt Factory company,
employing 250
hands, today introduced the eight hour
schedule of time,
thereby cutting the em-

AHVEBTISEByENTS.

pipe.

without extra charge.

Mile Track Association,
this programme for the circuits
CONGRESS OF MOTHthat theirjarms might he victorious and NATIONAL
Trots that are open to ail are the 2.40,
ERS.
that the war might be brought to a speedy
3.80, 2.24. 2.20, 2.17 and 2.14.
$£0 paces
close.
are the 2.35 2.30, 2.25, 2.19, 2.10 and 2.18.
Washington, May 18.—Representative
For the Maino horses only there will be
Linney of North Carolina lias Introduced
a bill to incorporate tho national congress
two trots and two paces.
WHEEL
PORTLAND
CLUB,
of
mothers.
The incorporators include
The trots are the three-minute and 2.30.
Mrs. Adlai Stevenson, Harriet C. CoolThe paoes, three minute and 2.30.
The regular meeting of the Portland
Entries will close Judb 14th.
idgo of Massachusetts, Mrs. Phoebo A.
lield tomorrow even- Hearst of California. Emma A. Morton
There is a good’prospect of many well Whqel club will be
The most important business will of Nebraska, Alice M. Birney, Maiy L.
known western horses entering for this ing.
Butler of Illinois, and Natalie II. Wilbe to hear the report of tho committee on
son of West Virginia.
meet, as many inquiries have been received by the management from western the projeot of building bicyole paths in
3tables.
OUR WHEAT CROP.
the vicinity of Portland.
Washington, May 10. —The monthly
statement of finances and commerce issued
by tho bureau of statistics today
contains interesting tables on Ihi world’s
They show the wheat
wheat production.
the world last year at
cron of
only
3,139,649,108 bushels, against 2,430.497.in
2,646,404,000
in
000
1896;
1896, and 2
670,651,000 in 1804; tfco world’s crop of
1897 being smaller than that of any year
while the 1897
since 1890,
crop in the
United States is reported as larger than
in any year since 1891.

rounded spoonfuls

Feeney’s father went to feed them, but,
when Mr. Feeney himself went into the
stable, about 13 o’clock he found both
horses reeking with sweat and

Co’s

Pure and Sure.”

Only

a
3 There now seems to be general opinion among those who know anything
the two horses of
about the matter, that
the hack driver, who
Dennis E. Feeney,
street, were killed
lives at 8 Hampshire
who thus sought to inby some person
jure the owner.
The horsesLwere apparently well Sup- j
morning at 8 o’cloofc, when Mr.
day

Along

BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.

and

Under Suspicious Cir-

terday afternoon ,but- the result of it could
not be learned last night. Agent Eben
N. Perry of the Society for the Protection
being of Animals Is investigating.the case.

ordered then to the Germantown, a sloop
doing duty in the Indian Ocean.
The Naval Reserve men of Portland
to
In I860 he was sent
the
frigate
should carefully watch
tne papers from
The harbor was crowded with sailing Potomao in the west Gulf
blockading
this time out, that they may be ready to craft of all
descriptions yesterday after- squadron. He was appointed Lieutenant
muster on call and pass their examina- noon. The easterly wind and
threatening Commander of the Hartford, the flagship
tions. At least live of the ship’s officers weather drove many vessels into
port for of Admiral Farragut’s squadron, July 16,
will be Portland men and when the Port- shelter and there was a
largo number of 1862, and for the first time did duty on
land naval reserve crew is on board the them at anchor below the breakwater at
board a steam man-of-war.
Montauk there will not be a better naval sunset last
night.
After the battle of Mobile Bay he was
reserve crew in the service.
It will be a
The smack Judith Ann arrived from ordered to the frigate Colorado,
flagship
relief to all to have this matter definitely Nova Scotia with 8500 live lobsters for
N. of the European squadron, and remained
and
in
a
few
more
the
Portsettled,
days
If. Trefethen.
He became
there until 1860.
a
Comland men will have a chance to get into
Tho fishing schooner Richard Lester is mander on July 25 of that year. He next
service.
It is expected that the call for tied
up at Custom House wharf all ready took charge of the receiving ship New
enlistment will be issued in a few days for the mackerel season
along the Nova York, where he remained until 1870. in
unless the orders are changed.
The men Scotia shore.
She has just come from 1872 he was made commander of the newwbo will man the MoDtauk will be taken
the southern grounds, although she met ironclad Canonious of the North Atlantic
equally from the two divisions and the with no success.
is
She
one
of the service.
October 3, 1874, h3 was placed
men best qualified will
be selected. The Gloucester fleet and
reports only two or in charge of (he Monongahela. and
in
reoruits will be equipped with their outthree of the fleet got any mackerel.
The 1876 was made captain of the Omaha, the
fits as soon after their enlistment as posThe catch flagship of the Southern Pacific squadron.
Lena H. Maud stocked $3309.
sible.
of the entire fleet was 930 barrels and, in
He had se6n 32 years' continuous sea
By orders of Lieutenants Clifford and New York,
they brought from 40 to 49 service in 1878, when he was attached, to
Bigelow, the Portland Naval Reserve cents
apiece for each mackerel. They are the navy yard in New York, where he redivisions will assemble for enlistment on
He was made a comvery scarce and high at this time of year. mained six years.
the Montauk in
the drill shed of the
OS Sandy Hook the Lester
the modore November 27, 1834, and was
passed
in
armory at 9.30 o’clock on Wednesday oruiser Yale.
command of the Boston navy yard until
All men who are anxious for
morning.
Mackerel are now supposed to be farther 1886.
this detail and especially the seamen who
east along the Cape shore and the Lester
He was appointed Rear Admiral July
have enrolled themselves should be present
will try her luck there. She has on board 26, 1887.
He was then selected to comat this hour to be selected for the duty.
one hundred barrels of 6alt and will salt mand the Pacific
squadron, and In March,
Members of the naval reserves
will be
down whatever she
catoh in the 1889, was lying at anchor in the harbor of
may
first chosen, and if there are not enough
mackerel ling.
Apia during the Samoan troubles with
of these to fill up the ship’s complement
Germany, when the terrific tornado which
GONE TO STATE PRISON.
any able bodied men between the ages of
swept the islands came up.
twenty-one and forty will be accepted,
The prisoners who received state prison
In 1890 Admiral Kimberly was made
to
old
men-of- sentences in the Superior court, have been
preference being given
of the naval board of survey,
president
war’s-men and seamen.
taken to Thomaston by a deputy sheriff which
position he held for two years until
It is earnestly desired that all the naval from that
Portwho
had
come
to
place
he was retired.
At that time he was the
reserves
should be present at this time. and for the
purpose. These three prisoners senior officer of the navy.
The regular enlistment will probably be were Archie
Kidder, alias Arthur Kidder
made on Thursday or Friday.
of Portland, who was oonvicted of arson ATTEMPT
AT
RESCUE
DIDN’T
and who was sentenced to four years;
WORK.
STARTLED THE CATS.
Joseph Leraiver, alias Joe Rivers of PortA
man known as Capt. Green, who
Agent Eben N. Perry of the Society for
land, convicted of an assault upon a lives on Oxford street, near the corner
tha Protection of Animals, reoeived
a
police officer, and who was sentenced to of Franklin, got himself into trouble
complaint on Saturday that a gentleman two
years and Dana D. Ward, alias Dana last night. He has been a constant comwho has a shop on Congress street was
alias Dana Dennis Ward, charged
Ward,
torturing cats. Mr. Perry investigated with assault, and who was sentenced to plainant at the police station in regard to
the behavior of his wife and last night
the cats and found that the gentleman’s
three years.
was in the station presumably
to make
shop was next to'an iron fence where the
another complaint
when some of the
felines in the neighborhood were wont to
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
neighbors who had stood the noise in
assemble
nocturnal chorus. The

forjtheir
had strung a wire

4>ie

Animals

NEW

cumstances.

T■

cloth,

Two

Navy,

Arrive.

Shore.

evening.
A speoial meeting of the Conklin class
on the McAdam
was employed
will be held at 10 Henry street, with Mrs. Coggins
and fell from aloft to the dsck, sustainFred Kendall on Wednesday
afternoon, ing injuries, and he libelled the schooner
May 18, at 4 o’clock, to consider business
to recover damages.
Benjamin Thomprelative to
the W. L. U. field day. A
son is counsel for Coggins and Symonds,
full attendance is requested.
of
the
Snow & Cook for the owners
The Washingtonian temperance
meeting schooner.
will be held at the Gospel Mission this
In the Circuit court Verne E. Alioe of
evening at 7.45 o’clock. A very deep in- Canton
was lined $25 and costs for violaterest Is manifest in the work and men
tion of the internal revenue laws, which
who have been firmly bound by their
he paid and was discharged.
power of appetite are,.being reclaimed at
every meeting.
RIGBY CIRCUIT MEETING.
A

Cadet

New Prize

Bear Admiral L. a
,T
c
The American Cadet band will
have an elegant new uniform. The suits N., retired, who has been arm
The commissioner at Portland b
will be made of black broadcloth.
anai has one of the
on best service records in the
coat will be blouse style, trimmed
navv ““
and is
classed
among ite heroes.'
edges, hips and collar with one-inch justly
blaok mohair braid. Fronts and sleeves to manded the flagship
Hartford, under
be trimmed with blaok cloth, fancy pat- Farragut, at the Battle of
Mobile
Bay
in
was
and
one
command
of
tern, back seams trimmed with the
the
the
at
time
in oh black mohair braid, same as on the squadron
of the
memorable
storm in the harbor of
On
edges.
peaks of collar a fine emApia,
when the
broidered gold lyre, equipment strap on Vandalia was lost and others were
He
has
wrecked.
been
a
shoulders of black cloth, edges trimmed
resident of Newwith narrow black mohair braid,
with ton since his retirement, more than five
three letters and star
(A. C. B.) em- years ago.
He was born in Now York in
broidered; in fine gilt.
Trousers, same
1836. He
cloth as coat, one inch blaok
mohair was educated in a paroohial
and
stripe down on the seams with a narrow having evidenced a seafaring tendency,
gilt wire lace stripe one-quarter inch entered the merchant servioe.
He later
an appointment at
down the centre of stripe.
Cap, military received
Annapolis
remained
for
he
a
officers U. S. A. style, made of
black where
year, when he

complement.

IN THE UNITED STATES COURTS.

Drew will give

Soon

Band

soon

IUB

of the Church of the
Messiah, will meet Wednesday afternoon
with Mrs. Peterson, 214 Eastern Prome. gate.
nade.

American
to

KIMBERLY’S

UNIFORMS.

Montauk
men

preliminary arrangements.

Sunday

very

the

^

hoped that by the last of this week enlist-

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on page 6.

For

Montauk,

The members
of the Portland naval
divisions will do well to begin making
their preparations for active servioe. It is

Drew.

BRIEF

Days

More

Will Mann the

J.R. Libby Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft
Will H. Goodwin & Co.
Dow & Piukham.
Caucus Notices—2.
Portland Gas Light Co,
Mrs. Dr.

NAVAL

PORTLAND

PRESS,

pair will bo as
respect as a new

|
|

|

?

r

I

I

SOUSA’S MUSIC.
Stars and Stripes Forever March.
Stars and Stripes Forever Song.
Bride Elect March.
FI Capitan March.
King Cotton March.
Manhattan Beach March.

like.

J. I.. OBEY 60.

|
+

f
2

5

On Parade March.
Corcoran Cadets Mareh.

<•

Also the Vocal Gems of

t

THE TROOPING OF THE COLORS,

j

Wc arc iien<!()iiariers for all of JOHN PHILIP SOIJSA’S ♦
"
famous MARCHES, SOSO* ami OPERA SCORES in PIANO. ”
VOICE, ORCHESTRA, ESAND, MANDOLIN, GUITAR ami
BANJO Arrangements.
«
™«S»- «***-

£

pair.
Our Expert-fitter will fit “Her
Majesty’s” Corsets to you if you

Directorate March.
Liberty Bell March.
Washington Post, March.
High School Cadets March.

GRESSEY,

E

l

»U,»

JONES &

BAXTER BLOCK.

mayl7

5

«»• «OW»

f|

ALLEN’S,
eodlt

